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AFFINE FLAG VARIETIES AND QUANTUM SYMMETRIC PAIRS
ZHAOBING FAN, CHUN-JU LAI, YIQIANG LI, LI LUO, AND WEIQIANG WANG
Abstract. The quantum groups of finite and affine type A admit geometric realizations
in terms of partial flag varieties of finite and affine type A. Recently, the quantum group
associated to partial flag varieties of finite type B{C is shown to be a coideal subalgebra of
the quantum group of finite type A. In this paper we study the structures of Schur algebras
and Lusztig algebras associated to (four variants of) partial flag varieties of affine type C.
We show that the quantum groups arising from Lusztig algebras and Schur algebras via
stabilization procedures are (idempotented) coideal subalgebras of quantum groups of affine
sl and gl types, respectively. In this way, we provide geometric realizations of eight quantum
symmetric pairs of affine types. We construct monomial and canonical bases of all these
quantum (Schur, Lusztig, and coideal) algebras. For the idempotented coideal algebras of
affine sl type, we establish the positivity properties of the canonical basis with respect to
multiplication, comultiplication and a bilinear pairing. In particular, we obtain a new and
geometric construction of the idempotented quantum affine gl and its canonical basis.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1. Background
1.1.1. Iwahori [Iw64] provided a geometric realization of Iwahori-Hecke algebras HfinW as
convolution algebras on pairs of (finite type) complete flags over a finite field. Iwahori-
Matsumoto [IM65] have subsequently realized the affine Hecke algebras using pairs of com-
plete flags of affine (or p-adic) type over a local field. These works are foundational for
geometric representation theory.
The Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum groups [Dr86, Jim86] have played important roles in many
areas of mathematics. Beilinson, Lusztig and MacPherson [BLM90] provided a geometric
realization of quantum Schur algebras and the quantum group Upglnq of finite type A. The
BLM construction utilizes the n-step flag varieties in an ambient space of dimension d, and
the convolution algebra on pairs of n-step flags can be identified with what became known as
quantum Schur algebra Sfinn,d; this can be viewed as a generalization of Iwahori’s construction
of Hecke algebras in finite type A.
Beilinson, Lusztig and MacPherson [BLM90] further established multiplication formulas
in Sfinn,d with divided powers of Chevalley generators, which allows them to observe some
remarkable stabilization phenomenon as d Ñ 8. A suitable limit construction gives rise to
the idempotented quantum group 9Upglnq and its (stably) canonical basis. The construction
is easily modified further to produce variants such as Upglnq, Upslnq, and the idempotented
form 9Upslnq. The idempotented form 9Upslnq also has a canonical basis (cf. [Lu93], [K94]),
in analog with the Kazhdan-Lusztig bases for Iwahori-Hecke algebras [KL79].
1.1.2. Independently and around the same time, Dipper and James [DJ89, DJ91] introduced
the quantum Schur algebra as the endomorphism algebra of a sum of permutation modules
of the finite type A Hecke algebra. A version of quantum GLn [DD91] also fits well in this
framework. The identification between algebraic and geometric definitions of the quantum
Schur algebra follows as either version of quantum Schur algebra forms the centralizer of the
Hecke algebra action on the same tensor space [DJ91, GL92]; see [Du92]. Moreover, there
are natural surjective homomorphisms
9Upglnq։ Sfinn,d, 9Upslnq։ Sfinn,d.
In this way, we have obtained q-Schur duality or Schur-Jimbo duality [Jim86].
1.1.3. There have been some generalizations of the BLM-type construction using the n-
step (partial) flag varieties of affine type A earlier on; see Ginzburg-Vasserot [GV93] and
Lusztig [Lu99, Lu00] (also cf. [VV99, Mc12, P09, GRV93] for further developments); see
also [CP96] for an affine version of Schur-Jimbo duality. We shall refer to the convolution
algebra arising this way as affine quantum Schur algebra, denoted by Sn,d. However, there is
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a major difference between affine and finite type A, which was first made clear by Lusztig.
He showed that a natural homomorphism from the quantum affine sln of level zero to the
affine quantum Schur algebra,
9Uppslnq ÝÑ Sn,d,
is no longer surjective (the image of this map is denoted by Un,d and called Lusztig algebra
in this paper). Alternatively, one could characterize Un,d as the proper subalgebra of Sn,d
generated by the Chevalley generators.
There has been a new (algebraic) approach recently developed by [DF13, DF14] (see
also [G99]) which allows one to construct a larger algebra 9Uppglnq (called the idempotented
quantum affine gln in this paper; also known as the quantum loop algebra of gln), from
BLM-type stabilization of the affine Schur algebras Sn,d.
1.1.4. Since the constructions of Iwahori and Iwahori-Matsumoto are valid for flag varieties
of any finite and affine type, it is a natural question since the work of [BLM90] in 1990 to
ask for generalization of the above type A constructions to other, say classical, types. The
progress in this direction has been made only in recent years. Motivated by [BW13], Bao,
Kujawa, and two of the authors [BKLW14, BLW14] provided a geometric construction of
Schur-type algebras iSfinn,d (denoted therein by S
 for n odd and Sı for n even) in terms of
n-step flag varieties of type Bd (or Cd).
The authors of [BKLW14, BLW14] further established multiplication formulas in the Schur
algebras iSfinn,d with divided powers of Chevalley generators, which again enjoy some remark-
able stabilization properties as d ÞÑ 8. They showed the quantum algebra arising from the
stabilization procedure is a coideal subalgebra iUpglnq ofUpglnq (this coideal subalgebra was
denoted in loc. cit. as U for n odd and Uı for n even); the pair pUpglnq, iUpglnqq forms a
so-called quantum symmetric pair, which we shall explain below.
1.1.5. Let g be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra over C and Upgq be the quantized
enveloping algebra of g. Let ı be a Lie algebra involution on g of the second kind (cf.,
e.g., [Ko14, §2]) and let gı be the subalgebra of ı-invariants in g. (For simple Lie algebras
g of finite type, the classification of gı corresponds to the classification of real simple Lie
algebras, cf. [OV].) The quantum analogue iUpgq of the enveloping algebra Upgıq is not a
Hopf algebra, but it is a coideal subalgebra of Upgq in the sense that the comultiplication ∆
on Upgq satisfies
∆ : iUpgq ÝÑ iUpgq bUpgq.
By [Le02, Theorem 7.5] and [Ko14, Theorem 10.8], iUpgq specializes to Upgıq at q “ 1.
The pair pUpgq, iUpgqq is called a quantum symmetric pair. The algebra iUpgq admits a
Serre-type presentations which is nevertheless more complicated.
The theory of quantum symmetric pairs was systematically developed by Letzter [Le99,
Le02] for finite type (also see [N96] for some early examples). It was subsequently generalized
by Kolb [Ko14] to the Kac-Moody setting, and one can find in loc. cit. an informative
introduction for the background and extensive references on quantum symmetric pairs.
There are recent and ongoing developments for general coideal algebras iUpgq in a way
strikingly parallel to the well-known constructions associated to the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum
groups, such as connections to canonical bases, categorification, geometry, and solutions to
generalized Yang-Baxter equations (known as reflection equations); cf., e.g., [BK15, BW16]
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for samples. To distinguish from many other different coideal subalgebras in the literature,
we shall refer to the coideal subalgebras appearing in quantum symmetric pairs as ıquantum
groups, where ı stands for involution or isotropic.
1.1.6. An piUpglnq,HfinCdq-duality (termed as iSchur duality) was discovered algebraically
and categorically in [BW13] as a crucial ingredient for a new approach to Kazhdan-Lusztig
theory of classical type. A new canonical basis (called ıcanonical basis) was constructed
in [BW13] for various tensor product modules of iUpglnq. In the special case of the tensor
product of the natural representation of iUpglnq, the ıcanonical basis was shown to coincide
with the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of type B, and thus it provides a new approach to the
irreducible and tilting character problems in the BGG category O. (Similarly, the type D
KL basis is identified with ıcanonical basis with a different choice of parameter [Bao16], and
thus ıcanonical bases provide a new uniform approach for KL theory of classical type.) We
refer to loc. cit. for further applications of ıcanonical basis to KL theory of ortho-symplectic
Lie superalgebras.
1.1.7. The iSchur duality has been subsequently realized in [BKLW14] by using mixed pairs
of n-step flags and complete flags of type B/C. The ıcanonical basis for the idempotented
form i 9Upglnq was first constructed in loc. cit.. It has been shown in [FL14] that coideal
like algebras together with their ıcanonical bases arise from partial flag varieties of type
D. There has been a further geometric realization in [LW15] of the idempotented coideal
subalgebra i 9Upslnq of Upslnq and its ıcanonical basis.
For canonical bases, there is a major difference between 9Upglnq and 9Upslnq, or between
idempotented coideal subalgebras of gl and sl type: the canonical basis of 9Upslnq admits
remarkable positivity properties with respect to multiplication and a bilinear pairing [SV00,
Mc12, LW15] and so does the canonical basis of i 9Upslnq [LW15]. It is recently shown in [FL15]
that the canonical bases of idempotented quantum (affine) sln and idempotented coideal
algebra i 9Upslnq admit positivity property with respect to the comultiplication. In contrast,
the canonical bases of 9Upglnq and of i 9Upglnq both fail to exhibit a positivity property with
respect to multiplication; see [LW15].
1.2. The goal: affine type C
1.2.1. The goal of this paper is to initiate the study of the Schur algebras and quantum
groups arising from partial flag varieties of classical affine type beyond type A, generalizing
the constructions in finite type B{C described in Section 1.1.
In this paper, we focus on the affine type C. As we shall see, the affine type C setting
already provides a more challenging and much richer setting than the finite type C and the
affine type A. For each of the two type A quantum affine algebras (of level zero) Uppslnq
and Uppglnq, we shall provide geometric realizations of four different (idempotented) coideal
subalgebras and their canonical bases. (The four cases are denoted by , ı, ı, ıı, respectively;
we also write c ” .) The corresponding four Dynkin diagrams with involutions are depicted
in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively, as follows, where n “ 2r ` 2, 2r ` 1, 2r ` 1 and 2r,
respectively. Therefore, in total we have provided a geometric realization of eight distinct
quantum symmetric pairs of affine type.
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Figure 1. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r`1 with involution of type  ” c.
0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r ´ 1 r
2r ` 1 2r
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 2 r ` 1
Figure 2. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r with involution of type ı.
0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r ´ 1
r
2r 2r ´ 1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 1
Figure 3. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r with involution of type ı.
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r ´ 1 r0
2r
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 2 r ` 1
Figure 4. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r´1 with involution of type ıı.
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ r ´ 10 r
2r ´ 1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 1
In summary, the quantum algebras behind the various kinds of flag varieties are listed in
Table 1, as follows for comparison.
Table 1. Comparison for various quantum algebras.
Flag variety: Complete flag Partial flag
Type A: quantum gln, sln
of finite type Iwahori-Hecke algebra Type B/C/D: coideal subalgebras
of quantum gln, sln
Type A: affine quantum gln, sln
of affine type Affine Iwahori-Hecke algebra Type C: coideal subalgebras
of affine quantum gln, sln
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1.2.2. To help the reader to follow and digest this long paper, we organize various chapters
in three parts. Here is a brief summary.
‚ Part 1 contains the basic constructions of the affine Schur algebra Scn,d and its distin-
guished Lusztig subalgebra Ucn,d, as well as their ı, ı, ıı-variants. Then we study in
depth the multiplicative and coideal like comultiplicative structures of these algebras.
‚ In Part 2 we study the structures of the family of Lusztig algebras Ucn,d (and their
ı, ı, ıı-siblings), and show that they lead to coideal subalgebras Ucppslnq of Uppslnq.
The corresponding idempotented forms 9Ucppslnq (and their ı, ı, ıı-siblings) are shown
to admit canonical bases with positivity.
‚ Part 3 is focused on the study of the stabilization properties of the family of Schur
algebras Scn,d (and their ı, ı, ıı-siblings), leading to stabilization algebras which are
identified as idempotented coideal subalgebras Ucppglnq of quantum affine gln; these
stabilization algebras are shown to admit canonical bases (without positivity).
The following diagram is a brief road map of some main constructions (there are 4 distinct
cases where c can be replaced by , ı, ı, ıı):
Ucn,d
StabilizationÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
dÞÑ8
lim
ÐÝ
Ucn,d
«ÝÝÝÑ 9Ucppslnq§§đ
Scn,d
StabilizationÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
dÞÑ8
lim
ÐÝ
Scn,d
«ÝÝÝÑ 9Ucppglnq
(1.2.1)
1.2.3. While the quantum algebras arising from partial flags of classical types (except type
A) are not of Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum groups, they are meaningful and significant general-
izations of the type A quantum groups because of their geometric origin. There has been an
intimately related category O interpretation and an application of canonical bases arising
from quantum symmetric pairs of finite type [BW13] (also cf. [ES13, Bao16] for type D).
It is expected that the quantum symmetric pairs of affine type (and their categorifications)
will play a fundamental role in modular representations of algebraic groups and quantum
groups of classical type. We also expect a Langlands dual picture of the constructions of
this paper, realizing the coideal algebras of affine type in terms of Steinberg-type varieties
of finite type (cf. [CG97] for some earlier instances of such dual pictures).
1.3. An overview
1.3.1. An overview of Part 1.
1.3.1.1. Most of the geometric constructions in [BKLW14, BLW14] (and also [LW15, FL15])
in finite type B{C were treated in two separate cases, depending on the parity of n, even
though the statements are uniform. The results for iSfinn,d and i
9Upglnq with n odd are estab-
lished first, and then the subtler even n case is settled by relating to the odd n case.
Before proceeding to the affine type, it is instructive for us to explain informally some of
the main ideas of [BKLW14] (and [BLW14]). We shall fix an even positive integer n and set
n “ n ` 1 (which is odd) in this section. We shall write iSfinn,d “ S,finn,d , iUpglnq “ Upglnq,
iSfinn,d “ Sı,finn,d , iUpglnq “ Uıpglnq, and use similar notations for the idempotented forms.
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The Schur algebra S,finn,d is most naturally realized via pairs of n-step type B flags. Even
though the geometric realization for Sı,finn,d could naturally use n-step type C flags, [BKLW14]
instead chose to work with n-step type B flags subject to a maximal isotropic condition on
the middle subspaces of flags. This approach of using the type B geometry alone allows
one to relate the Schur algebras as well as the coideal algebras with indices n, n of different
parities.
The Dynkin diagram automorphism of type gln has no fixed point as n is odd, which
is Figure (1) with vertices 0 and 2r ` 1 removed, while it has a fixed point for type gln,
which is Figure (2) with vertices 0, 2r removed. Working with flags subject to maximal
isotropic middle constraints can be loosely understood as giving rise to the Schur algebras
and coideal algebras with a fixed point; the imbedding of such flags into a variety of flags
without maximal isotropic constraints is a way of resolving such a fixed point, and this is
how we succeeded in understanding Sı,finn,d (and respectively,
9Uıpglnq) through its relation to
S
,fin
n,d (and respectively,
9Upglnq).
As a preparation toward affine type C, we reformulate the main geometric constructions
of [BKLW14, FL15] in the framework of finite type C flags in Appendix A, expanding the
outline in [BKLW14, §6]. Recall that Sı,finn,d can be realized using n-step type C flags (note
the middle subspace in such a flag is automatically maximal isotropic). To realize Sc,finn,d
(recall n “ n ` 1), we employ n-step type C flags, and then identify an n-step flag as an
n-step flag subject to a maximal isotropic condition on the middle subspace. Then all type
B constructions in [BKLW14, BLW14, FL15] can be repeated in such a finite type C setting.
(This might be regarded a manifestation of Langlands duality philosophy.)
1.3.1.2. Let us return to the affine cases. There is a lattice presentation of the complete
and n-step flag varieties of affine type A due to Lusztig; see Chapter 2. Such a lattice
presentation can be adapted to affine type C, on which the symplectic loop group SpF p2dq
acts (where F “ kppǫqq); cf. Sage [Sa99] for complete flags and its variant for the n-step
partial flag variety X cn,d which is formulated in this paper, for n even.
However, for our purpose we need to define such a X cn,d in a somewhat delicate way,
keeping in mind the lesson we learned from finite type B{C. That is, X cn,d is defined to
avoid “maximal isotropic” constraints and (as shown later) it will give rise to Schur algebras
associated to the affine Dynkin diagram automorphism without fixed points in Figure 1; the
most obvious candidate of n-step flag variety of affine type C will not do.
The orbits for the product X cn,d ˆ X cn,d under the diagonal action of the group SpF p2dq
can be parameterized by the set Ξn,d of Z ˆ Z-matrices with entries in N satisfying certain
natural periodicity and centro-symmetry conditions. Denote by Ξapn,d the set of aperiodic
matrices in Ξn,d (recall the notion of aperiodic matrix was introduced in [Lu99] in the affine
type A setting).
The Schur algebra Scn,d is by definition the (generic) convolution algebra of pairs of flags
in X cn,d. It admits a canonical basis (IC basis) which enjoys a positivity with respect to mul-
tiplication. We formulate a subalgebra Ucn,d of S
c
n,d generated by the Chevalley generators.
We caution that the Chevalley generators do not form a generating set for the algebra Scn,d,
that is, Ucn,d is a proper subalgebra of S
c
n,d in general. Our first main result is the following.
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Theorem A (Theorem 5.4.3). The algebra Ucn,d admits a monomial basis tζA|A P Ξapn,du and
a canonical basis ttAud|A P Ξapn,du, which are compatible with the corresponding bases in Scn,d
under the inclusion Ucn,d Ă Scn,d.
1.3.2. An overview of Part 2. Generalizing the constructions in affine type A and finite
type C [FL15] (see also [Lu00]), we introduce a comultiplication-like homomorphism ∆c “
∆cd1,d2 : S
c
n,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 , for a composition d “ d1 ` d2. This further leads to a transfer
map of affine type C (which is an algebra homomorphism) φcd,d´n : S
c
n,d Ñ Scd´n,n, which is
shown to preserve the Chevalley generators. Both homomorphisms ∆cd1,d2 and φ
c
d,d´n make
sense on the level of Schur algebras instead of Lusztig algebras.
The algebra Ucn is by definition a suitable subalgebra of the projective limit of the pro-
jective system tpUcn,d, φcd,d´nqudě1, just as Un is a limit algebra for a similar affine type A
projective system. Recall by Proposition 2.3.2 (due to Lusztig) we have an algebra isomor-
phism Un – Uppslnq. We show that the family of homomorphisms t∆cd1,d2u gives rise to a
homomorphism ∆c : Ucn Ñ Ucn bUn and an injective homomorphism n : Ucn Ñ Un, whose
images on the Chevalley generators are explicitly given.
Theorem B (Theorem 6.1.4). The algebra Ucn is a coideal subalgebra of Uppslnq, and the
pair pUppslnq,Ucnq forms a quantum symmetric pair of affine type in the sense of Letzter and
Kolb [Ko14]. (The relevant involution is illustrated in Figure 1.)
Thanks to Theorem B, it makes sense to denote Ucn “ Ucppslnq; note the level for our affine
type algebras is always zero. One can also formulate an idempotented form of Ucn, denoted
by 9Ucn or
9Ucppslnq, which is analogous to the idempotented quantum groups as formulated in
[BLM90, Lu93]. Following the approach of [Mc12] in the affine type A setting and [LW15]
in the finite type B setting, we construct canonical basis for 9Ucn and establish its positivity
with respect to the multiplication and a bilinear pairing of geometric origin. Following [FL15]
in the finite type B setting, we establish the positivity of the canonical basis for 9Ucn with
respect to the comultiplication.
Theorem C (Theorem 6.4.3, Theorem 6.4.5). The algebra 9Ucn admits a canonical basis
9Bcn. The structure constants of the canonical basis
9Bcn with respect to the multiplication and
comultiplication are all positive, that is, they lie in Nrv, v´1s and so do they with respect to
the bilinear pairing, that is, they lie in Nrrv´1ss.
Recall in the finite type C setting, there are geometric realizations of two quantum sym-
metric pairs (with superscripts  and ı), the superscript  corresponds to the Dynkin diagram
involution without fixed point and ı to the involution with a fixed point. The involution forpsln (where n is even) in Figure 1 has no fixed point. In this paper we construct three more
variants of quantum symmetric pairs arising from the affine type C flags. The remaining
three cases are labelled by superscripts ı, ı, ıı and they correspond to involutions which are
illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively (the superscript c for the algebras above could
be denoted by ).
In each of the three new variants, we have counterparts of Theorems A, B and
C. The proofs are sometimes more difficult, as it is already clear in the finite rank ı-version
[BLW14, LW15, FL15].
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There is also a totally different, purely algebraic, construction [BW16] of canonical bases
for general quantum symmetric pairs of finite type (which is extendable to cover the QSP
of affine type considered here). That approach does not establish the positivity of canonical
bases.
1.3.3. An overview of Part 3. In contrast to the finite types, the Schur algebra Scn,d is
not generated by the Chevalley generators in general, that is, Ucn,d is a proper subalgebra
of Scn,d (this phenomenon already happens in affine type A [Lu99]). The next goal (Part 3)
is to understand the limit algebra 9Kcn arising from the family of Schur algebras tScn,dudě1 as
well as its ı, ı, ıı-variants. One key difficulty we encounter here is that the Schur algebras
Scn,d do not have any obvious (finite) generating set to start with, and this makes it tricky
to understand the stabilization.
To that end, we introduce a new idea by imbedding Scn,d into the Lusztig algebra U
c
n˘,d
(with n˘ “ n`2). The imbedding Scn,d Ñ Ucn˘,d is constructed as an imbedding Scn,d Ñ Scn˘,d (in
a way similar to the embedding Sın,d Ñ Scn,d earlier) which factors through Ucn˘,d. As Lusztig
algebras have a nice set of Chevalley generators and they are well understood in Part 1 and
Part 2, we gain insights about Scn,d this way.
One first result which we obtain via such an imbedding is to establish a (bar invariant)
monomial basis tfA|A P Ξn,du for Scn,d, and we see that Scn,d is generated by the standard basis
elements rAsd with A tridiagonal. (In affine type A, it was first shown [DF13] that the Schur
algebra is generated by the standard basis elements arAsd for A bidiagonal.) In our affine
type C setting, thanks to the centrosymmetry condition of the matrices A parametrizing
the basis of Scn,d, the appearance of tridiagonal matrices parametrizing a generating set is
perhaps not surprising. It does make any possible multiplication formula in affine type C
with rAs for A tridiagonal enormously complicated.
The imbedding Scn,d Ñ Ucn˘,d and the monomial basis for Scn,d further allow us to study
fruitfully the stabilization as d goes to infinity of the multiplication, comultiplication, and
bar involution on Scn,d. The stabilization properties for S
c
n,d allow us to introduce a limit
algebra 9Kcn and establish its main properties.
Theorem D (Theorems 9.4.6, 9.7.3). The algebra 9Kcn admits a standard basis trAs|A P rΞnu,
a monomial basis tfA|A P rΞnu, and a stably canonical basis ttAu|A P rΞnu. Moreover, there
is a natural surjective algebra homomorphism Ψn,d : 9K
c
n Ñ Scn,d which sends each stably
canonical basis element to a canonical basis element or zero.
In a completely analogous way and as a byproduct, we can formulate the stabilization
properties of the family of Schur algebras Sn,d of affine type A and introduce its stabilization
algebra 9Kn, and prove a theorem for 9Kn analogous to Theorem D. Such results in affine type
A were first obtained in [DF13, DF14] by a completely different and algebraic approach, and
they also identify 9Kn as the idempotented quantum affine pgln. Our geometric approach
here offers a shortcut to some main results in loc. cit. and obtains new results on the
comultiplication structure.
The stabilization property of the comultiplication on Scn,d leads to the following.
Theorem E (Propositions 9.6.1, 9.6.2, Remark 9.6.3). The pair p 9Kn, 9Kcnq forms a quantum
symmetric pair (in an idempotented form).
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Similarly, the other families of Schur algebras tSın,dud, tSın,dud, and tSııη,dud admit similar
stabilizations which lead to limit algebras 9Kın ,
9Kın ,
9Kııη , respectively. We also establish the
counterparts of Theorems D and E for the algebras 9Kın ,
9Kın ,
9Kııη . In the process, we actually
establish the following interrelations in Section 10.5 (where one finds the precise definition
of subquotients) among the algebras 9Kcn,
9Kın ,
9Kın ,
9Kııη in a conceptual way.
Theorem F (Proposition 9.8.2, Theorems 10.3.6, 10.4.1, 10.5.1). We have the following
diagram of subquotient constructions (sq stands for subquotients):
9Kın
sq
~~~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
9Kııη
9Kcn
sq
````❅❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
sq⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
9Kcn`2sq
oooo
9Kın
sq
````❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
Moreover, all the subquotient constructions are compatible with the stably canonical bases.
We have developed a Hecke-algebraic approach in a companion paper [FLLLW] simulta-
neously, which redevelops some of the main results of Part 3 of this paper in a completely
different way. See also [FL17] for a third approach based on an explicit multiplication formula
on tri-diagonal standard basis elements.
1.4. The organization
The paper is divided into three parts. Part 1 consists of Chapters 2-5, and it deals with
the Schur algebras and Lusztig algebras arising from convolution algebras on pairs of partial
flags of affine type C. Part 2 consists of Chapters 6-8, and it studies the limit algebras of
each of the four families of Lusztig algebras and identifies them as (idempotented) coideal
subalgebras of the quantum affine sl. Part 3 consists of Chapters 9-10, and it treats the
stabilization algebras arising from the four families of Schur algebras, and identify them as
(idempotented) coideal subalgebras of the quantum affine gln.
In the somewhat preliminary Chapter 2, which is exclusively on affine type A, we review
the constructions of [Lu99] in affine type A and set up the type A notations. We formulate
Lusztig algebra Un,d as the (proper) subalgebra of the Schur algebra Sn,d generated by
Chevalley generators. A new result in this Chapter is a geometric construction of a monomial
basis for Un,d and then for 9Uppslnq. This makes our approach here and further generalization
in affine type C below quite different from those in [Mc12, SV00]. In particular, the approach
here does not rely on the crystal basis theory of Kashiwara and Ringel-Hall algebras.
Before proceeding to the remaining chapters, we recommend the reader to browse Appen-
dix A. In Appendix A, we review and expand the geometric constructions from [BKLW14,
FL15] in finite type C. Recall most of the results in loc. cit. were formulated in detail in
the geometric setting of finite type B.
From now on we take n to be a positive even integer.
In Chapter 3, we present lattice models for the variety Y c of complete flags of affine type
C, following [Sa99], [H99] and [Lu03]. We also formulate a variety X cn,d of n-step flags of
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affine type C. Then we classify the orbits of products X cn,d ˆ Y c and X cn,d ˆ X cn,d under the
diagonal action of the loop symplectic group.
In Chapter 4, we study the Schur algebra Scn,d arising from the convolution algebra of
pairs of n-step flags of affine type C. We present multiplication formulas in Scn,d with the
Chevalley generators and with their divided powers. We then specify some general scenarios
where these multiplication formulas produce a leading term with coefficient 1. The results
in this chapter are local in the sense that they are analogous to the results in finite types A
and C.
In Chapter 5, we introduce the Lusztig algebra Ucn,d as the (proper) subalgebra of the
Schur algebra Scn,d generated by Chevalley generators. We then introduce a coideal algebra
type structure which involves both Schur algebras (and respectively, Lusztig algebras) of
affine types C and A. This leads to an imbedding n,d from S
c
n,d to Sn,d, and also from
Ucn,d to Un,d. The canonical basis and monomial basis are shown to be compatible with the
inclusion Ucn,d Ă Scn,d.
In Chapter 6, we introduce the transfer maps φcd,d´n on Schur algebras S
c
n,d and Lusztig
algebrasUcn,d. We then construct algebrasU
c
n (or
9Ucn) from the projective system of algebras
tpUcn,d, φcd,d´nqudě0. We show that Ucn (or 9Ucn) is isomorphic to an (idempotented) coideal
subalgebra of Uppslnq, and pUppslnq,Ucnq forms an affine quantum symmetric pair. The canon-
ical basis of 9Ucn is established and shown to admit positivity with respect to multiplication,
comultiplication, and a bilinear pairing.
In the remainder of the Introduction we set n “ n´1 (which is odd) and η “ n´2 (which
is even).
In Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, we present several more projective systems tpUın,d, φıd,d´nqudě0,
tpUın,d, φıd,d´nqudě0, and tpUııη,d, φııd,d´ηqudě0. We emphasize that each of these Lusztig algebras
arises from convolution algebras of geometric origin. We obtain the limit algebras Uın , U
ı
n ,
Uııη and their idempotented counterparts. We show that U
ı
n (respectively, U
ı
n , or U
ıı
η ) is
isomorphic to a coideal subalgebra of Uppslnq (respectively, Uppslnq or Uppslηq). The monomial
and canonical bases of Uın,d,U
ı
n,d, and U
ıı
η,d are established by relating to their counterparts
for Ucn,d. The canonical bases of
9Uın ,
9Uın and
9Uııη are established and shown to admit
positivity with respect to multiplication, comultiplication, and a bilinear pairing.
In Chapter 9, we study the stabilization properties of the family of Schur algebras Scn,d (as
d varies). To overcome the difficulty of working with the Schur algebra Scn,d which does not
have a good finite generating set, we study Scn,d via an imbedding into a Lusztig algebra of
higher rank. This allows us to understand generating sets, monomial bases, multiplication,
comultiplication and bar operators of the Schur algebras and their stabilization properties
in a conceptual way and lift all these structures to a stabilization algebra 9Kcn. We show that
9Kcn admits a stably canonical basis, and the pair p 9Kn, 9Kcnq forms a quantum symmetric pair
in an idempotented form, where 9Kn is isomorphic to the idempotented quantum affine gln.
In Chapter 10, we formulate the main results for the stabilizations of the remaining 3
families of Schur algebras of types ı, ı, ıı, following the blueprints in Chapter 9. Moreover,
we establish interrelations among all the stabilization algebras 9Kcn,
9Kın ,
9Kın , and
9Kııη of types
, ı, ı, ıı, and among their stably canonical bases.
Notation: N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u.
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Part 1. Affine flag varieties, Schur algebras, and Lusztig algebras
CHAPTER 2
Constructions in affine type A
This chapter is preliminary in nature. Most of it has been well known [Lu99, Lu00, SV00,
Mc12] (also cf. [DF14]). However we present a new geometric construction of a monomial
basis (and hence canonical basis) for the modified quantum group 9Uppslnq, in analogy to
the one in [BLM90, Proposition 3.9], without use of crystal basis [K91] and the theory of
Ringel-Hall algebras [R90], (see also [Sch06, DDPW08, DDF12], [VV99, LL15]).
2.1. Lattice presentation of affine flag varieties of type A
Let k be a finite field of q elements, where q is a prime power. Let F “ kppεqq be
the field of formal Laurent series over k and o “ krrεss the ring of formal power series.
Let d be a positive integer. Let GLF pdq (respectively, GLopdq, GLkpdq) be the invertible
d ˆ d matrices with coefficients in F (respectively, o, k). Consider a reduction mod-ε map
ev|ε“0 : GLopdq Ñ GLkpdq, ε ÞÑ 0. The parahoric subgroups of GLF pdq are inverse images
of parabolic subgroups of GLkpdq under ev|ε“0, and the parahoric subgroups which are inverse
images of Borel subgroups are called Iwahori subgroups. The affine partial flag of type A
is then defined to be the homogeneous space GLF pdq{P where P is a parahoric subgroup.
Let V be an F -vector space of dimension d. A free o-submodule L of V of rank d is called
a lattice in V . Let Ya be the set of all lattice chains L “ pLiqiPZ where each Li is a lattice in
V , such that Li´1 Ă Li and Li´d “ εLi for all i P Z. We fix a basis te1, . . . , edu for V , and
we set
em “ ε´sei, if m “ sd` i for i P r1, ds.
Then we have a total order for pemqmPZ as follows:
. . . , εe1, . . . , εed, e1, . . . , ed, ε
´1e1, . . . , ε
´1ed, . . . .
Clearly,
 L0 “ oe1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ oed
is a lattice in V . More generally, for m “ sd` i with 1 ď i ď d, we define the lattice
 Lm “ rem`1, . . . , em`dso
“ oε´sei`1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ oε´sed ‘ oε´s´1e1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ oε´s´1ei.
We set  L “ p Lm|m P Zq to be the standard lattice chain. There exists a surjective map
GLF pdq Ñ Ya, g ÞÑ g. L.
It is clear that the stabilizer Ia of  L in GLF pdq consists exactly of the mod-ε upper triangular
matrices. Thus Ia is an Iwahori subgroup of GLF pdq. We thus have the identification of affine
flag variety of type A:
GLF pdq{Ia ÝÑ Ya. (2.1.1)
16
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There are similar lattice chain models for the partial flag varieties of type A.
2.2. Monomial basis for quantum affine sln
In this section, we shall construct an explicit monomial basis for quantum affine sln (the
construction here will be generalized in latter chapters).
For the partial flag cases, the treatment is similar. More generally, we consider the set Xn,d
of n-periodic lattice chains in V . Here dimF V “ d and a sequence L “ pLiqiPZ of lattices
in V is called an n-periodic lattice chain if Li Ď Li`1 and Li “ εLi`n for all i P Z. The
group GLF pdq acts naturally on Xn,d from the left, and then acts on the product Xn,dˆXn1,d
diagonally, for a pair pn, n1q of positive integers.
Let Θn|n1,d be the set of all matrices A “ paijqi,jPZ with non-negative integer entries satis-
fying the following conditions:
piq aij “ ai`n,j`n1 p@i, j P Zq; piiq
i0`n´1ÿ
i“i0
ÿ
jPZ
aij “ d, for each (or for all) i0 P Z. (2.2.1)
The condition (ii) can be equivalently replaced by (ii1) below:
pii1q For any j0 P Z,
řj0`n1´1
j“j0
ř
iPZ aij “ d.
A matrix A in Θn|n1,d automatically satisfies that, for any i P Z, the sets tj P Z|aij ‰ 0u and
tj P Z|aji ‰ 0u are finite.
Following [Lu99], the GLF pdq-orbits in Xn,d ˆ Xn1,d are parametrized by the set Θn|n1,d.
More precisely, to a pair of n-periodic lattices pL, L1q, we define a matrix A “ paijqi,jPZ where
aij “ dimk Li X L1j{pLi´1 X L1j ` Li X L1j´1q, p@i, j P Zq.
This defines a bijection GLF pdqzXn,dˆXn1,d Ø Θn|n1,d. Let OA denote the associated GLF pdq-
orbit indexed by A. We are mostly interested in the case when n1 “ n, and we shall write
Θn,d “ Θn|n,d.
We set
Λn,d “
 
λ “ pλiqiPZ P NZ|λi “ λi`n, @i P Z;
ÿ
1ďiďn
λi “ d
(
. (2.2.2)
To each matrix A P Θn,d, we define its row/column sum vectors ropAq “ propAqiqiPZ and
copAq “ pcopAqiqiPZ in Λn,d by
ropAqi “
ÿ
jPZ
aij , copAqj “
ÿ
iPZ
aij p@i, j P Zq.
Let A,B,C P Θn,d, we fix L, L1 P Xn,d such that dimk Li{Li´1 “ ropAqi and dimk L1j{L1j´1 “
copBqj for all i, j P Z. We set
gCA,Bp
?
qq “ # L˜ P Xn,d|pL, L˜q P OA, pL˜, L1q P OB, pL, L1q P OC(.
By [Lu99], gCA,Bp
?
qq is independent of the choices of L, L1 and is the specialization of a
polynomial gCA,Bpvq P Zrv, v´1s at v “
?
q. Note that gCA,B “ 0 for all but finitely many C.
We set A “ Zrv, v´1s. The affine Schur A-algebra of type A, denoted by Sn,d;A, is
by definition the (generic) convolution algebra AGLF pdqpXn,d ˆ Xn,dq. Denote by eA the
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characteristic function of the orbit OA, for A P Θn,d. Then the algebra Sn,d;A is a free A-
module with an A-basis teA|A P Θn,du, with multiplication given by eA ˚eB “
ř
C g
C
A,BpvqeC .
We then set
Sn,d “ Qpvq bA Sn,d;A. (2.2.3)
To A P Θn,d, we define
daA “
ÿ
1ďiďn,iěk,jăl
aijakl,
and
rAs “ v´daAeA.
The set trAs|A P Θn,du is the standard basis of Sn,d. Let tatAud|A P Θn,du be the canonical
basis of Sn,d [Lu99]. Given i, j P Z, let Eij be the Zˆ Z matrix whose pk, ℓqth entries are 1,
for all pk, ℓq ” pi, jq (mod n), and 0 otherwise; that is,
Eij “ pEk,ℓqk,ℓPZ, where Ek,ℓ “ 1 if pk, ℓq ” pi, jqpmod nq, otherwise Ek,ℓ “ 0. (2.2.4)
Definition 2.2.1. The subalgebra of Sn,d generated by the standard basis elements rXs such
that either X or X ´Ei,i`1 or X ´Ei`1,i is diagonal, is denoted by Un,d and called Lusztig
algebra (of affine type A).
Let Un,d;A be the subalgebra of Sn,d;A generated by the standard basis element rXs such
that either X ´REi,i`1 or X ´REi`1,i is diagonal, for various R P N. For each λ P Λn,d, let
Dλ be the diagonal matrix in Θn,d whose diagonal is λ. For each R P N, i P Z, we set
E
pRq
i “
ÿ
rXs, FpRqi “
ÿ
rXs, H˘1i “
ÿ
λPΛn,d
v˘λirDλs, K˘1i “ H˘1i`1H¯1i , (2.2.5)
where the first and second sums run over all X such that X ´ REi`1,i and X ´ REi,i`1
are diagonal, respectively. Clearly, we have E
pRq
i “ EpRqj , FpRqi “ FpRqj , H˘1i “ H˘1j and
K˘1i “ K˘1j for all i ” j (mod n). For convenience, we also set 1λ “ rDλs,
It is known from [Lu99] that Un,d;A is an A-lattice of Un,d and generated by E
pRq
i , F
pRq
i
and K˘1i for all i and R P N. Recall a Zˆ Z-matrix A “ paijq is aperiodic if
for any p P Z´ t0u there exists k P Z such that ak,k`p “ 0. (2.2.6)
We denote by Θapn,d the set of all aperiodic matrices in Θn,d. Lusztig [Lu99] showed that
Un,d is a proper subalgebra of Sn,d and further the subset tatAud|A P Θapn,du of the canonical
basis of Sn,d form a canonical basis
atAud of Un,d. Note that the latter result is completely
nontrivial since the standard basis element rAs for A aperiodic is not in Un,d in general.
For a P Z and b P N, we define„
a
b

“
ź
1ďiďb
v2pa´i`1q ´ 1
v2i ´ 1 , and ras “
„
a
1

. (2.2.7)
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We define two partial orders “ďalg” and “ď” on Θn,d as follows. For any A “ paijq, A1 “
pa1ijq P Θn,d, let
A ďalg A1 ðñ
ÿ
kďi,lěj
akl ď
ÿ
kďi,lěj
a1kl, @i ă j, (2.2.8)ÿ
kěi,lďj
akl ď
ÿ
kěi,lďj
a1kl, @i ą j.
A ď A1 ðñA ďalg A1, ropAq “ ropA1q, copAq “ copA1q. (2.2.9)
We further say that “A ăalg A1”, (respectively, “A ă A1”) if A ďalg A1 (respectively, A ď A1)
and A ‰ A1. For convenience, we write “rAs` lower terms” to stand for “rAs plus a linear
sum of various rBs with B ă A”.
The following lemma is a slightly stronger affine version of [BLM90, Lemma 3.8], which is
used to obtain an affine analogue of [BLM90, Proposition 3.9] for quantum affine sln.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let A,B,C P Θn,d and R be a positive integer.
(1) Assume that B´REh,h`1 is diagonal for some h P r1, ns and copBq “ ropAq. Assume
further that R “ R0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Rl and the matrix A satisfies the following conditions:
ahj “ 0, @j ě k; ah`1,k`i “ Ri, i P r1, ls, ah`1,k ě R0, ah`1,j “ 0, @j ą k ` l.
Then we have
rBs ˚ rAs “ rA`
lÿ
i“0
RipEh,k`i ´ Eh`1,k`iqs ` lower terms.
(2) Assume that C´REh`1,h is diagonal for some h P r1, ns and copCq “ ropAq. Assume
further that R “ R0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Rl and A satisfies the following conditions:
ahj “ 0, @j ă k, ah,k`i “ Ri, i P r0, l ´ 1s, ah,k`l ě Rl; ah`1,j “ 0, @j ď k ` l.
Then we have
rCs ˚ rAs “ rA´
lÿ
i“0
RipEh,k`i ´ Eh`1,k`iqs ` lower terms.
Proof. By [Lu99, Section 3], we have
rBs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vβptq
ź
uPZ
„
ahu ` tu
tu

rA`
ÿ
uPZ
tupEhu ´ Eh`1,uqs, (2.2.10)
where βptq “ řjěu ahjtu ´řjąu ah`1,jtu `řjău tjtu. Here the bar is the involution on Qpvq
defined by v¯ “ v´1. Observe that A `řli“0RipEh,k ´ Eh`1,kq is the leading term for the
right hand side of (2.2.10).
We shall show its coefficient is 1. Note that the leading term is determined by
tk`i “ Ri, tj “ 0, @i P r0, ls, j R rk, k ` ls.
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In this case, we have
ś
uPZ
„
ahu ` tu
tu

“ 1 and
βptq “
ÿ
jěu
ptj ´ ah`1,jqtu “
lÿ
i“0
ÿ
jąk`i
ptj ´ ah`1,jqRi “ 0.
This shows (1). Part (2) can be proved similarly. 
A product of standard basis elements rG1s ˚ rG2s ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ rGms in Sn,d is called an aperiodic
monomial if for each i, either Gi ´REj,j`1 or Gi ´REj`1,j is diagonal for some R P N and
j P Z. The following proposition is a missing piece in the affine generalization of [BLM90],
corresponding to Proposition 3.9 in the loc. cit. We refer to [DD05] and the references
therein for early treatments using Ringel-Hall algebras and generic extension.
Proposition 2.2.3. For any A P Θapn,d, there exists (and we shall fix) an aperiodic monomial
ζaA such that ζ
a
A “ rAs ` lower terms. Moreover, the set tζaA | A P Θapn,du is a basis for Un,d.
Proof. Recall [Lu99] that tatAud|A P Θapn,du forms a canonical basis for Un,d. Assuming the
first statement on the existence of such ζaA, we then have ζ
a
A “ atAud`lower terms in Un,d,
and hence tζaA | A P Θapn,du forms a basis for Un,d.
It remains to prove the existence of such an aperiodic monomial ζaA. Let us fix some
notations. Given a matrix A “ paijq P Θn,d, we define a matrix
fk;s,tpAq “ A´
ÿ
sďjďt
ak´1,jpEk´1,j ´ Ek,jq P Θn,d.
Let ΨpAq “ řiPr1,ns |j ´ i|aij . It is clear that Ψpfk;s,tpAqq ď ΨpAq for all k, s and t with
k ď s ď t, where the equality holds if and only if
ak´1,j “ 0, @s ď j ď t. (2.2.11)
We are now ready to prove the existence of such an aperiodic monomial ζaA by induction
on ΨpAq. If ΨpAq “ 0, then A is a diagonal matrix, and ζaA “ rAs.
We now assume that ΨpAq ě 1 and that the existence of such ζaA1 for all aperiodic matrices
A1 with ΨpA1q ă ΨpAq. Set m “ mintl P N|aij “ 0 for all |i ´ j| ą lu. If there exists k P Z
such that ak,k`m “ 0 and ak´1,k´1`m ‰ 0. By (2.2.11), we have Ψpfk;s,tpAqq ă ΨpAq for all
k ď s ď t.
Let u “ maxts ď k `m ´ 1 | fk;s,k`m´1pAq is aperiodicu. We have akl “ 0 for all l ą u.
(Otherwise, there exists j ą u such that akj ‰ 0. Then fk;j,k`m´1pAq is aperiodic, which
contradicts with the definition of u.) By Lemma 2.2.2 (1), we have
rBs ˚ rfk,u,k`m´1pAqs “ rAs ` lower terms, (2.2.12)
where B is the matrix such that copBq “ ropfk,u,k`m´1pAqq and B ´
řk`m´1
l“u ak´1,lE
k´1,k is
diagonal.
If there exists k P Z such that ak,k´m ‰ 0 and ak´1,k´1´m “ 0, we can prove a statement
similar to (2.2.12) by using Lemma 2.2.2(2). By induction on ΨpAq, the existence of ζaA
follows. 
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Example 2.2.4. Let n “ 2. Let A be a lower triangular matrix whose nonzero entries are
located at p5, 5q, p6, jq (mod 2), for 2 ď j ď 6, which are
a55 “ 1, a62 “ 2, a63 “ 3, a64 “ 2, a65 “ 1, a66 “ 2.
Let A1 “ pa1ijq be the lower triangular matrix whose nonzero entries are specified by
a152 “ 2, a153 “ 3, a154 “ 2, a155 “ 2, a166 “ 2.
Applying the algorithm in the proof, E
p8q
1 ˚ rA1s “ rAs ` lower terms. Inductively, we have
E
p8q
1 ˚Ep7q0 ˚Ep5q1 ˚Ep2q0 ˚ 1copAq “ rAs ` lower terms.
2.3. Algebras Un and 9Un
Recall a transfer map φd,d´n : Un,d Ñ Un,d´n was introduced in [Lu00] by sending the
generators E
pRq
i , F
pRq
i and K
˘1
i to the respective generators. Let us define a partial order ďn
on N by declaring that
a ďn b iff b´ a “ pn for some p ě 0.
Then tpUn,d, φd,d´nqudPN form a projective system over the poset pN,ďnq. We shall consider
its projective limit:
Un,8 ” limÐÝ
d
Un,d “
!
x ” pxdqdPN P
ź
dPN
Un,d
ˇˇˇ
φd,d´npxdq “ xd´n @d
)
.
The bar involution on Un,d induces a bar involution ¯ : Un,8 Ñ Un,8, since it commutes
with the transfer map [Lu00]. Similarly, we have an integral version: Un,8;A “ limÐÝdUn,d;A.
Since Qpvq bA Un,d;A “ Un,d for all d, we have Qpvq bA Un,8;A “ Un,8.
As we deal with all d P N simultaneously, we will write
1λ,d,Ei,d,Fi,d,K
˘1
i,d , @1 ď i ď n
for the generators in Un,d, which are denoted without d in the subscript previously. Since the
transfer map sends generators Ei,d, Fi,d and K
˘1
i,d to the respective generators, we can define
elements Ei,Fi and K
˘1
i for all 1 ď i ď n in Un,8 by declaring that their d-th component is
Ei,d, Fi,d and K
˘1
i,d , respectively. (Similarly, we can define the a-th divided power E
paq
i and
F
paq
i .)
Definition 2.3.1. Let Un be the subalgebra of Un,8 generated by Ei,Fi and K
˘1
i for all
1 ď i ď n.
Clearly, the restriction of the natural projection φd : Un,8 Ñ Un,d gives us a surjective
algebra homomorphism:
φd : Un ÝÑ Un,d.
We set
Zn “ tλ “ pλiqiPZ | λi P Z, λi “ λi`n, @iu. (2.3.1)
We define an equivalence relation „ on Zn by
λ „ µô λ´ µ “ p. . . , p, p, p, . . .q, for some p P Z.
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Let Zn{ „ be the set of equivalence classes and λ¯ be the equivalence class of λ. Let
X “ Zn{ „, Y “ tν P Zn|
ÿ
1ďiďn
νi “ 0u.
Then the standard dot product on Zn induces a pairing ¨ : YˆX ÝÑ Z. Set I “ t1, . . . , nu.
We define two injective maps I Ñ Y, I Ñ X, by letting
i ÞÑ ´ǫi ` ǫi`1, i ÞÑ ´ǫ¯i ` ǫ¯i`1, @1 ď i ď n,
respectively, where ǫi is the i-th standard basis element in Zn, that is pǫiqj “ δi¯,j¯. We thus
obtain a root datum of affine type An´1 in [Lu93, 2.2].
For each λ¯ P X, we define an element 1λ¯ in Un,8 by setting p1λ¯qd “ 0 unless |λ| :“ř
1ďiďn λi “ d mod n, and in which case p1λ¯qd “ 1µ,d where µ P λ¯ and |µ| “ d. We define
9Un to be the Un-bimodule in Un,8 generated by 1λ¯ for all λ¯ P X. It is clear then that 9Un
is naturally a subalgebra in Un,8. The algebra 9Un admits a decomposition
9Un “
à¯
λPX
Un1λ¯ “
à
µ¯,λ¯PX
µ¯p 9Unqλ¯,
where µ¯p 9Unqλ¯ “ 1µ¯ 9Un1λ¯.
Let Uppslnq be the affine quantum group of type An´1 (of level zero) attached to the above
root datum. Let 9Uppslnq be its modified form. The following result is due to Lusztig [Lu00,
Proposition 3.5] (more precisely, the first one was explicitly written down therein, while the
second one is folklore as it follows in the same way as in the finite type A case [BLM90].)
Proposition 2.3.2. We have the algebra isomorphisms 9Uppslnq » 9Un, and Uppslnq » Un.
Proof. We regard 9Un as the left modules of Un and Uppslnq. Then we have two algebra
homomorphisms Un Ñ Endp 9Unq, and Uppslnq Ñ Endp 9Unq. Both maps are injective and
have obviously the same image, so they must be isomorphic. (In short, Un and Uppslnq act
faithfully on 9Un.) 
Therefore the geometric pair pUn, 9Unq is identified with the algebraic pair pUppslnq, 9Uppslnqq.
CHAPTER 3
Lattice presentation of affine flag varieties of type C
We present lattice models for the variety Y c of affine complete flags and a variety X cn,d
of n-step flags in an F -vector space V of affine type C, for n even. Then we classify the
SpF pV q-orbits on X cn,d ˆ X cn,d, X cn,d ˆ Y c, and Y c ˆ Y c.
3.1. Affine complete flag varieties of type C
Recall k is a finite field of odd q elements, F “ kppεqq is the field of formal Laurent series
over k, and o “ krrεss the ring of formal power series. Let d be a positive integer. Let
J “
¨˚
˚˝0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 10 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 0
. . ¨ ¨ ¨ . .
1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
‹˛‹‚
dˆd
, M “M2d “
ˆ
0 J
´J 0
˙
. (3.1.1)
Let V “ F 2d be a symplectic vector space over F with a symplectic form p, q : V ˆ V ÝÑ F
specified by M . Let tg be the transpose of a matrix g. We define the symplectic group with
coefficients in F
SpF p2dq “ tg P GLF p2dq|g “M tg´1M´1u. (3.1.2)
We also define Spop2dq and Spkp2dq similarly. By our choice of M , we see that P X SpF p2dq
is parahoric if P is parahoric in GLF p2dq. In particular, Ic “ Ia X SpF p2dq is Iwahori and it
is the stabilizer of the standard lattice chain  L in SpF pV q. Therefore, we have the bijection
SpF p2dq{Ic » SpF p2dq. L ” Y˜ c. (3.1.3)
So the lattice presentation of affine flag variety of type C is reduced to a description of Y˜ c.
For any lattice L of V , we set
L# “ tv P V |pv,Lq Ă ou.
Then the o-module L# is again a lattice of V and pL#q# “ L. We shall use freely the
following properties: for any two lattices L and M
pL`Mq# “ L# XM#, pLXMq# “ L# `M#.
Following Sage [Sa99], we call a lattice alternating if L Ď L# or L Ě L#. An alternating
lattice L is called sympletic if L or L# is homothetic to a lattice Λ, i.e., L or L# is equal to
εaΛ for some a P Z, such that
εΛ Ď Λ# Ď Λ. (3.1.4)
Clearly  Lz are symplectic for z P Z. The following proposition can be found in [H99, Sa99,
Lu03].
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Proposition 3.1.1. The set Y˜ c is the set of all collections L “ pLzqzPZ of symplectic lattices
in V subject to the following conditions:
Lz Ă Lz`1, dimk Lz`1{Lz “ 1, Lz “ εLz`2d, L#z “ L´z p@z P Zq.
For our purpose later, we define a variant of the set Y˜ c as follows. Let Y c be the set of all
chains L “ pLz |z P Zq of symplectic lattices subject to the following conditions:
dimk Lz`1{Lz “
#
0, if z ” ´1, d mod 2d` 2,
1, otherwise;
Lz Ă Lz`1, Lz “ εLz`2d`2, L#z “ L´z´1 p@z P Zq.
(3.1.5)
Clearly, we have a natural bijection: Y˜ c » Y c.
Via the identification SpF p2dq{Ic – Y c, there is a left action of SpF p2dq on Y c which
is transitive. Let SpF p2dq act on the product Y c ˆ Y c diagonally. We shall describe the
SpF p2dq-orbits in Y c ˆ Y c.
Recall a set Θn|n1,d was defined in (2.2.1) for any positive integers d, n, n
1. Let cΣd be the
following subset of Θ2d`2|2d`2,2d of matrices with entries being 0 or 1:
cΣd “
!
A PMatZˆZpt0, 1uq
ˇˇˇ
a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`2d`2,j`2d`2 p@i, j P Zq,
the 0th and pd` 1qst rows/columns are zero,
D exactly one nonzero entry per row/column i P r0, 2d` 1szt0, d` 1u
)
.
(3.1.6)
We define a map from the set of SpF p2dq-orbits in Y c ˆ Y c to cΣd:
ϕ : SpF p2dqzY c ˆ Y c ÝÑ cΣd (3.1.7)
by sending the orbit SpF p2dq.pL, L1q to A “ paijqi,jPZ where
aij “ dimk
Li´1 ` Li X L1j
Li´1 ` Li X L1j´1
.
By the definition of aij, we have
a´i,´j “ dimk
L´i´1 ` L´i X L1´j
L´i´1 ` L´i X L1´j´1
“ dimk
L
#
i ` L#i´1 X L1#j´1
L
#
i ` L#i´1 X L1#j
“ dimk
pLi X pLi´1 ` L1j´1qq#
pLi X pLi´1 ` L1jqq#
“ dimk
Li X pLi´1 ` L1jq
Li X pLi´1 ` L1j´1q
“ dimk
Li´1 ` Li X L1j
Li´1 ` Li X L1j´1
“ aij .
So the map ϕ is well defined. The following proposition can be found in [H99], see also [Lu99].
Proposition 3.1.2. [H99, Proposition 2.6] Let A “ paijqi,jPZ be the associated matrix of
pL, L1q under ϕ. Then we can decompose V into V “ ‘i,jPZVij as k-vector spaces satisfying
that dimk Vij “ aij,
Li “
à
k,lPZ:kďi
Vkl, L
1
j “
à
k,lPZ:lďj
Vkl, @i, j P Z. (3.1.8)
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Moreover, there exists a basis temij |1 ď m ď aiju of Vij such that
emi,j “ εemi`2d`2,j`2d`2, @i, j P Z, 1 ď m ď aij ,
pemij , em
1
kl q “ ´pem
1
kl , e
m
ij q, @i, j, k, l P Z, 1 ď m ď aij , 1 ď m1 ď akl,
pemij , em
1
kl q “ εpemij , em
1
k`p2d`2q,l`p2d`2qq, @i, j, k, l P Z, 1 ď m ď aij , 1 ď m1 ď akl,
pemij , em
1
kl q “ δm,1δm1,1ε´2, @1 ď i ă k ď 2d` 2, i` k “ 2d` 2, j ` l “ 2d` 2.
(3.1.9)
From the above proposition, we have the Iwahori-Bruhat decomposition for the group
SpF pV q.
Proposition 3.1.3. The map ϕ : SpF p2dqzY c ˆ Y c ÝÑ cΣd in (3.1.7) is a bijection.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1.2, ϕ is clearly surjective. Assume now that the associated matrix
of two pairs pL, L1q and pL˜, L˜1q of symplectic lattice chains is the same matrix, say A. By
Proposition 3.1.2, we can find bases temij u and tfmij u for the pairs pL, L1q and pL˜, L˜1q, respec-
tively, subject to the conditions (3.1.8) and (3.1.9). We define a map g : V Ñ V by sending
emij to f
m
ij for all i, j P Z and 1 ď m ď aij . Then we have g P SpF p2dq and gpL, L1q “ pL˜, L˜1q.
So ϕ is injective. The proposition is proved. 
3.2. Affine partial flag varieties of type C
Now we fix an even positive integer
n “ 2r ` 2, for some r P N.
Let X cn,d be the set of all chains L “ pLzqzPZ of symplectic lattices in V subject to the
following conditions:
Lz Ă Lz`1, Lz “ εLz`n, L#z “ L´z´1 p@z P Zq. (3.2.1)
Remark 3.2.1. The shift by ´1 in the condition L#z “ L´z´1 in definition of X cn,d (see
(3.2.1)) allows the valuation at L0 to vary. In contrast the valuation at L0 is always zero in
the case of Y˜ c.
The group SpF p2dq acts transitively from the left on X cn,d in a standard way. Let SpF p2dq
act diagonally on the products X cn,dˆX cn,d and X cn,dˆY c. Let Πn,d be the subset of Θn|2d`2,2d
(for Θn|n1,d see (2.2.1)), which consists of all matrices A “ paijq P MatZˆZpNq such that
a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`n,j`2d`2 p@i, j P Zq,
ÿ
lPZ
alj “
#
0, @j ” 0, d` 1 pmod 2d` 2q
1, otherwise.
(3.2.2)
Similar to (3.1.7), we have a map
SpF p2dqzX cn,d ˆ Y c ÝÑ Πn,d. (3.2.3)
More generally, let cΞn,d be the subset of Θn,2d given by
cΞn,d “
 paijq P MatZˆZpNqˇˇ a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`n,j`n, p@i, jq,ÿ
1ďiďn
ÿ
jPZ
aij “ 2d, a00, ar`1,r`1 P 2Z
(
. (3.2.4)
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Similar to (3.1.7) again, we have a map
SpF p2dqzX cn,d ˆ X cn,d ÝÑ cΞn,d. (3.2.5)
Proposition 3.2.2. The maps in (3.2.3) and (3.2.5) are bijective.
Proof. Note that the first bijection (3.2.3) is a special case of the second bijection (3.2.5). So
we only need to prove the second bijection, and we shall deduce it from Proposition 3.1.3 as
follows. For a given matrix A P cΞn,d, we can delete all its zero rows and zero columns. Let us
denote the resulting matrix by dltpAq, which is essentially determined by the stripe r1, asˆZ
of dltpAq for some a ď 2d. It is then possible to find a (nonunique) matrix w P cΣd (see
(3.1.6)) such that A can be obtained from w by adding consecutive rows between r1, 2d` 2s.
Now pick a representative, say pL, L1q, in the orbit Ow. We can construct a pair of partial
flags by removing subspaces in L and L1 corresponding to the summations of consecutive
rows, whose associated matrix is dltpAq. This shows that the map (3.2.5) is surjective.
Now if there are two pairs, say x, y, of flags whose associated matrix is A, we fix a matrix
w P cΣ such that it can be merged to A, and use the above process to find two pairs, x1, y1
of flags in Ow such that they can reach x, y, respectively, by throwing away certain steps.
Moreover, w can be chosen to be the one obtained from A by blowing up the entries in A
of value strictly greater than 1 to an identity matrix locally. For example, if aij “ 2 and
x “ pL, L1q, we can find a vector u P LiXL1j´pLi´1XL1j`LiXL1j´1q such that Li´1`ou and
L1j´1 ` ou are symplectic lattices. We expand L by plugging the lattice Li ` ou in between
Li and Li`1. Similarly, we can expand L
1. Then the matrix of the resulting pair will be the
one by blowing up A at pi, jq to be a 2 ˆ 2 identity matrix locally. By repeating the above
process, we have the desired pair x1 for x whose matrix is w. Since x1 and y1 are in the same
orbit, there is a g P SpF p2dq such that g.x1 “ y1, which induces that g.x “ y. So x and y
are in the same orbit. Therefore the map (3.2.5) is injective, and hence a bijection. The
proposition is proved. 
3.3. Local property at L0
Lemma 3.3.1. Let L “ pLzqzPZ P X cn,d. We have
vpLrq P r´d, 0s, vpLr`1q P r´2d,´ds, and vpLrq ` vpLr`1q “ ´2d.
Proof. Note that the valuation of L0 is non-positive because L´1 “ L#0 . So the valuation
vpLrq ď 0.
By definition, for any lattice L, we have
vpL#q “ ´vpLq, vpεLq “ 2d` vpLq.
So we have
vpLr`1q “ vpε´1L´pr`1qq “ ´2d` vpL´pr`1qq “ ´2d` vpL#r q “ ´2d´ vpLrq.
Since vpLr`1q ď vpLrq, we have vpLrq ě ´d, and ´d ě vpLr`1q ě ´2d. 
More generally, we have vpLiq P r´d, 0s, vpLiq ` vpLn´1´iq “ ´2d, @i P r0, rs, by the
same type of argument above. But we do not need this general fact.
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Then, we can find a ‘maximal isotropic’ lattice Lr: isometric to
 Ld “ red`1, . . . , e2d, ε´1e1, . . . , ε´1edso,
such that
Lr Ď Lr: Ď Lr`1.
Here the basis tei|1 ď i ď 2du is chosen such that the associated matrix of the symplectic
form on V is given by (3.1.1). The lattice  Ld satisfies the following properties:
p Ld,  Ldq “ ε´1o, p Ld, ε Ldq “ o, pε Ld,  Ldq “ o.
So the map
p´,´qr: : Lr:{εLr: ˆ Lr:{εLr: Ñ k
px¯, y¯qr: “ ev|ε“0 εpx, yq
is a non-degenerate symplectic form on Lr:{εLr: » k2d.
Moreover, L´1{εLr: and L0{εLr: are orthogonal complements to each other with respect
to the above form p´,´qr: on Lr:{εLr: .
Lemma 3.3.2. We have the following bijection
tlattices L1 in V ˇˇ L´1 Ď pL1q# Ď L1 1Ă L0u „ÝÑ
tk-subspaces W of L0{εLr:
ˇˇ
L´1{εLr: Ď W 1Ă L0{εLr: ,WK ĎW u,
(3.3.1)
which sends L1 to L1{εLr:. (Here and below 1Ă denotes subspaces of codimension 1.)
Therefore, the computation at L0 is exactly the same as the computation at Lr. In
particular, we have the following lemma which we shall use freely.
Lemma 3.3.3. (1) Suppose that L is a lattice such that L´1 Ă L Ă L0 and dimk L0{L “
1, then the lattice L is symplectic and L# Ă L.
(2) If the pair pL´1, L0q is replaced by pLr, Lr`1q such that dimk L{Lr “ 1, then L is
symplectic and L Ă L#.
CHAPTER 4
Multiplication formulas for Chevalley generators
In this chapter, we study the convolution algebra Scn,d of pairs of n-step flags of affine
type C. We present multiplication formulas in Scn,d with (the divided powers of) Chevalley
generators. We then specify some general scenarios when these multiplication formulas
produce a leading term with coefficient 1.
4.1. Some dimension computation
Fix L P X cn,d. For A P cΞn,d (which was defined in (3.2.4)), we define
XLA “ tL1 P X cn,d|pL, L1q P OAu. (4.1.1)
This is an orbit of the stabilizer subgroup StabSppV qpLq of SppV q, and one can associate to it a
structure of quasi-projective algebraic variety. We are interested in computing its dimension
dcA (in order to define the standard basis element rAs later on). We have the following affine
type C analogue of [Lu99, Lemma 4.3].
Lemma 4.1.1. Fix L P X cn,d. For A P cΞn,d, the dimension of XLA is given by
dcA “
1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr1,ns
aijakl `
ÿ
iě0ąj
aij `
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij
¯
.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of in [Lu99, Lemma 4.3]. Indeed, we can fix a decompo-
sition V “ ‘i,jPZVij as k-vector spaces such that dimk Vij “ aij . We can further assume that
Vij admits a k-basis temij |1 ď m ď aiju satisfying
εemij “ emi´n,j´n, @i, j P Z, m P r1, aijs.
We define a symplectic F -form on V by, for any i, k P r1, ns, j, l P Z,
pemij , em
1
kl q “
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
δm,m1ε
´2, if i` k “ n, j ` l “ n, i ă r ` 1,
´δm,m1ε´2, if i` k “ n, j ` l “ n, i ą r ` 1,
δm,m1ε
´2, if i` k “ n, j ` l “ n, i “ r ` 1, j ă r ` 1,
´δm,m1ε´2, if i` k “ n, j ` l “ n, i “ r ` 1, j ą r ` 1,
δm,ar`1,r`1`1´m1ε
´2, if pi, jq “ pk, lq “ pr ` 1, r ` 1q, m ď ar`1,r`1{2,
´δm,ar`1,r`1`1´m1ε´2, if pi, jq “ pk, lq “ pr ` 1, r ` 1q, m ě ar`1,r`1{2` 1,
εpemij , em1k´n,l´nq.
Now set L “ pLiqiPZ and L1 “ pL1jqjPZ, where
Li “
à
k,lPZ:kďi
Vkl, L
1
j “
à
k,lPZ:lďj
Vkl, @i, j P Z.
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We see that pL, L1q P OA. Let
X “ tx P sppV q|xpLq Ď Lu, X 1 “ tx P sppV q|xpLq Ď L, xpL1q Ď L1u.
We have
dimXLA “ dimkX{X 1.
Now x “ pxpi,jq,pk,lq : Vij Ñ Vklq P sppV q if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
xpn`i,n`jq,pn`k,n`lqpuq “ ε´1xpi,jq,pk,lqpεuq, @u P Vn´i,n´j,
pxpuq, u1q ` pu, xpu1qq “ 0, @u, u1 P V. (4.1.2)
The second condition in (4.1.2) is equivalent to
txpi,jq,pk,lqM `Mxpsn´k,sn´lq,psn´i,sn´jq “ 0, @i, j, k, l, s P Z, (4.1.3)
where M is a certain matrix associated to the symplectic form p¨, ¨q.
In particular, if i` k ‰ sn or j ` l ‰ sn, @s P Z, then the linear map xpi,jq,pk,lq completely
determines xpsn´k,sn´lq,psn´i,sn´jq for all s P Z. So the contribution for these linear maps in
dimX{X 1 is
1
2
ÿ
iěk,jăl,iPr0,n´1s
i`k‰sn or j`l‰sn
aijakl. (4.1.4)
If we have i ` k “ sn or j ` l “ sn for some s P Z, then the equation (4.1.3) becomes
txpi,jq,pk,lqM `Mxpi,jq,pk,lq “ 0. By (4.1.2), the collection of linear maps xpi,jq,pk,lq such that
i ` k “ sn and j ` l “ sn for some s P Z determines the collection of linear maps xpi,jq,pk,lq
such that i ` k “ ps ` 2qn and j ` l “ ps ` 2qn. So they are determined by the following
two subsets:
txpijq,pklq|i` k “ 0, j ` l “ 0u, txpijq,pklq|i` k “ n, j ` l “ nu.
So the contribution of these kind of linear maps to dimX{X 1 is
1
2
ÿ
iěk,jăl,iPr0,n´1s
i`k“sn,j`l“sn
aijakl ` 1
2
ÿ
iě0ąj
aij ` 1
2
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij. (4.1.5)
The lemma follows by summing up (4.1.4) and (4.1.5). 
4.2. Standard and canonical bases of Schur algebras
It turns out a “type B” parametrization in place of the “type C” parametrization via cΞn,d
is more natural, for the SppV q-orbits in X cn,dˆX cn,d and then for bases of the Schur algebras
later on. (Such a phenomenon already occurred in the finite type; cf. [BKLW14, FL15].)
We introduce the “type B” parametrization set
Ξn,d “ tA ` E00 ` Er`1,r`1|A P cΞn,du. (4.2.1)
That is, Ξn,d is the set of matrices A P MatZˆZpNq subject to the following conditions:
aij “ a´i,´j “ ai´n,j´n p@i, j P Zq, a00, ar`1,r`1 P 2Z` 1,
i0`nÿ
i“i0`1
ÿ
jPZ
aij “ 2d` 2, for one (or each) i0 P Z. (4.2.2)
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By definition we have a bijection
cΞn,d ÐÑ Ξn,d, A ÞÑ A` E00 ` Er`1,r`1. (4.2.3)
From now on, we shall switch to the indexing set Ξn,d for the rest of the paper. Hence by
abuse of notations, an SpF p2dq-orbit on X cn,d ˆ X cn,d is denoted by OA and the set in (4.1.1)
is denoted by XLA, now for A P Ξn,d.
Lemma 4.2.1. The dimension of XLA for A P Ξn,d is given by
dA “ 1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr0,n´1s
aijakl ´
ÿ
iě0ąj
aij ´
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij
¯
. (4.2.4)
Proof. Let A “ paijq P cΞn,d. We shall denote A1 “ pa1ijq P Ξn,d corresponding to A via the
bijection (4.2.3). Thus we have
a1ij “ aij ` δij
ÿ
kPZ
δ0,i`kn ` δij
ÿ
kPZ
δr`1,i`kn. (4.2.5)
It follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that
dA1 “ dcA “
1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr1,ns
aijakl `
ÿ
iě0ąj
aij `
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij
¯
“ 1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr1,ns
a1ija
1
kl ´
ÿ
lą0ěk
a1kl ´
ÿ
ląr`1ěk
a1kl ´
ÿ
i,j,k:iěknąj
iPr1,ns
a1ij
´
ÿ
i,j,k:iěr`1`knąj
iPr1,ns
a1ij `
ÿ
iě0ąj
a1ij `
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
a1ij
¯
“ 1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr1,ns
a1ija
1
kl ´
ÿ
iě0ąj
a1ij ´
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
a1ij
¯
.
The lemma is proved. 
We also introduce
Σd “
!
A P MatZˆZpt0, 1uq
ˇˇˇ
a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`2d`2,j`2d`2 p@i, j P Zq,
D exactly one nonzero entry per row/column
)
.
(4.2.6)
Note the description of Σd is much cleaner than
cΣd, cf. (3.1.6). Nevertheless, the bijection
(4.2.3) induces a natural bijection
cΣd ÐÑ Σd, A ÞÑ A` E00 ` Er`1,r`1. (4.2.7)
The bijection ϕ : SpF p2dqzY c ˆ Y c ÝÑ cΣd in Proposition 3.1.3 can be reformulated using
Σd in place of
cΣd.
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Recall the Schur algebra of affine type A, Sn,d;A, was defined in Section 2.2. The A-algebra
Scn,d;A is defined in the same way, now as the (generic) convolution algebra ASpF p2dqpX cn,d ˆ
X cn,dq attached to the variety X cn,d introduced in the previous chapter. We then set
Scn,d “ Qpvq bA Scn,d;A. (4.2.8)
The algebras Scn,d;A and S
c
n,d are called the Schur algebras (of affine type C). Denote by eA
the characteristic function of the orbit OA, for A P Ξn,d. Then teA|A P Ξn,du forms a basis
for Scn,d;A and S
c
n,d. Set
rAs “ v´dAeA, for A P Ξn,d. (4.2.9)
Remark 4.2.2. We have
dA ´ d tA “ 1
4
´ ÿ
1ďiďn
`
ropAq2i ´ copAq2i
˘´ propAq0 ´ copAq0q ´ propAqr`1 ´ copAqr`1q¯.
(4.2.10)
Hence the assignment rAs ÞÑ rtAs defines an anti-involution Ψ : Scn,d Ñ Scn,d. Note from [Lu99,
1.6(a)] that ÿ
iě´pr`1qąj
aij “ dimk L
1
´r´2
L´r´2 X L1´r´2
,
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij “ dimk L
1
r
Lr X L1r
,
for any pL, L1q P OA.
Recall the partial orders ďalg and ď on Θn,d from (2.2.8) and (2.2.9). These two partial
orders restrict to similar ones on Ξn,d, still denoted by the same notations. Since any matrix
A in Ξn,d satisfies that aij “ a´i,´j for all i, j P Z. The two conditions in (2.2.8) are equivalent
to each other. Hence, the partial order ďalg on Ξn,d can be simplified as follows. Given any
A “ paijq, A1 “ pa1ijq P Ξn,d, one has
A ďalg A1 ðñ
ÿ
kďi,lěj
akl ď
ÿ
kďi,lěj
a1kl, @i ă j. (4.2.11)
Since the Bruhat order of affine type C is compatible with the Bruhat order of affine type
A, we see that the partial order “ď” is compatible with (though possibly weaker than) the
Bruhat order of affine type C.
Assume for now that the ground field is Fq. Let ICA be the intersection cohomology
complex of the closure XLA of X
L
A, taken in certain ambient algebraic variety over Fq, such
that the restriction of the stratum ICA to X
L
A is the constant sheaf on X
L
A. We refer
to [BBD82] for the precise definition of intersection complexes. The restriction of the i-th
cohomology sheaf H i
XL
B
pICAq of ICA to XLB for B ď A is a trivial local system, whose rank
is denoted by nB,A,i. We set
tAud “
ÿ
BďA
PB,ArBs, where PB,A “
ÿ
iPZ
nB,A,iv
i´dA`dB . (4.2.12)
The polynomials PB,A satisfy
PA,A “ 1 and PB,A P v´1Zrv´1s for any B ă A. (4.2.13)
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Recall trAsˇˇA P Ξn,du forms an Qpvq-basis of Scn,d. In light of [BBD82, Lu97], we have the
following.
Proposition 4.2.3. The set ttAud
ˇˇ
A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of Scn,d;A and a Qpvq-basis
of Scn,d (called the canonical basis). Moreover, the structure constants of S
c
n,d with respect to
the canonical basis are in Nrv, v´1s.
4.3. Some multiplication formulas
Recalling Eij from (2.2.4), we set
E
ij
θ “ Eij ` E´i,´j. (4.3.1)
Note that we have
E00θ “ 2E00, Er`1,r`1θ “ 2Er`1,r`1.
We have the following affine analogue of [BKLW14, Lemma 3.2], whose proof also explains
why the formula therein is the same as those in [BLM90].
Lemma 4.3.1. Assume that i P Z and A,B,C P Ξn,d.
(1) If ropAq “ copBq and B ´ Ei,i`1θ is diagonal, then we have
eB ˚ eA “
ÿ
pPZ
ai`1,pěpE
i`1,p
θ
qi`1,p
v2
ř
jąp aij
v2p1`aipq ´ 1
v2 ´ 1 eA`Eipθ ´Ei`1,pθ . (4.3.2)
(2) If ropAq “ copCq and C ´ Ei`1,iθ is diagonal, then we have
eC ˚ eA “
ÿ
pPZ
ai,pěpE
i,p
θ
qi,p
v2
ř
jăp ai`1,j
v2p1`ai`1,pq ´ 1
v2 ´ 1 eA´Eipθ `Ei`1,pθ . (4.3.3)
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of [Lu99, Proposition 3.5]. Obtaining the
structure constant in the first formula is reduced to computing the orders of the following
two sets:
tU symplectic lattice|Li´1 ` pLi X L1p´1q Ď U Ď Li dimk Li{U “ 1u,
tU symplectic lattice|Li´1 ` pLi X L1pq Ď U Ď Li, dimk Li{U “ 1u.
Since the lattices U such that Li´1 Ď U 1Ă Li are automatically symplectic (and U# Ď U)
by Lemma 3.3.3, the computations in loc. cit. still work and we have the first formula.
For the second formula, it is reduced to computing the difference of the orders of the
following two sets:
tU symplectic lattice|Li Ď U Ď Li ` pLi`1 X L1pq, dimk U{Li “ 1u,
tU symplectic lattice|Li Ď U Ď Li ` pLi`1 X L1p´1q, dimk U{Li “ 1u.
And again in this case, the lattices involved are automatically symplectic and thus the
computations in loc. cit. work here again. The second formula is obtained. 
We now generalize Lemma 4.3.1 to a multiplication formula by “divided powers” of Cheval-
ley generators.
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Lemma 4.3.2. Assume that A,B,C P Ξn,d and R P N.
(1) If ropAq “ copBq and B ´REi,i`1θ is diagonal for some i P r1, rs, then we have
eB ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jąu aijtu
ź
uPZ
„
aiu ` tu
tu

e
A`
ř
uPZ tupE
iu
θ
´Ei`1,u
θ
q,
where the sum is over all sequences t “ ptu|u P Zq such that tu P N and
ř
uPZ tu “ R.
(2) If ropAq “ copBq and B ´RE0,1θ is diagonal, then we have
eB ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jąu a0j tu`2
ř
jăuă´j tjtu`
ř
uă0 tuptu´1q
¨
ź
uą0
„
a0u ` tu ` t´u
tu
ź
uă0
„
a0u ` tu
tu
 t0´1ź
i“0
ra00 ` 1` 2is
ri` 1s eA`
ř
uPZ tupE
0u
θ
´E1u
θ
q.
(3) If ropAq “ copCq and C ´REi`1,iθ is diagonal for some i P r0, r ´ 1s, then we have
eC ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jău ai`1,jtu
ź
uPZ
„
ai`1,u ` tu
tu

e
A´
ř
uPZ tupE
iu
θ
´Ei`1,u
θ
q.
(4) If ropAq “ copCq and C ´REr`1,rθ is diagonal, then we have
eC ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jău ar`1,jtu`2
ř
n´jăuăj tutj`
ř
uąr`1 tuptu´1q
ź
uăr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu
tu

¨
ź
uąr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu ` tn´u
tu
 tr`1´1ź
i“0
rar`1,r`1 ` 1` 2is
ri` 1s eA´
ř
uPZ tupE
ru
θ
´Er`1,u
θ
q,
where the sum is taken over t “ ptu|u P Zq such that tu P N and
ř
uPZ tu “ R.
Proof. The proofs of (1), (3) and (4) are essentially the same as that of [BKLW14, Propo-
sition 3.3], while the proof of (2) is similar to the proof of (4). Let us give a proof of (2)
and skip (1), (3) and (4). We shall prove by induction on R. When R “ 1, we have (2)
by Lemma 4.3.1. Write BR for B in order to keep track of the R, and At for the matrix
A `řuPZ tupE0uθ ´ E1uθ q associated with t. Let GA,t denote the coefficient of eAt in (2). By
Lemma 4.3.1, we have eB1 ˚ eBR “ rR ` 1seBR`1 . So
eBR`1 ˚ eA “
1
rR ` 1s
ÿ
t,p
GA,tGAt,peAt`p,
where p P NZ is the sequence whose nonzero entry is 1 at the position p.
It suffices to show that
1
rR ` 1s
ÿ
t,p:t`p“s
GA,tGAt,p “ GA,s
for any sequence s P NZ such that řuPZ su “ R ` 1. By Lemma 4.3.1, the coefficient
GAt,p is equal to v
2
ř
jąp a0j`2
ř
jąpptj`t´jqra0p ` tp ` t´p ` 1s. The v-power terms of GA,t and
GAt,p together yield the v-power term of GA,s multiplying with v
2
ř
jąp tj . The v-binomial
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coefficients of GA,t and GAt,p yield the v-binomial coefficient of GA,s multiplying with rsps.
So we have
1
rR ` 1s
ÿ
t`p“s
GA,tGAt,p “ GA,s
1
rR ` 1s
ÿ
pPZ
v2
ř
jąp tj rrps “ GA,s.
By induction, we have proved (2). 
Lemma 4.3.2 can be rewritten in terms of the standard basis rAs as follows. Recall that
we have a bar involution¯: Qpvq Ñ Qpvq defined by v¯ “ v´1.
Proposition 4.3.3. Assume that A,B,C P Ξn,d and R P N.
(1) If ropAq “ copBq and B ´REi,i`1θ is diagonal for some i P r1, rs, then we have
rBs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vβt
ź
uPZ
„
aiu ` tu
tu

rA`
ÿ
uPZ
tupEiuθ ´ Ei`1,uθ qs,
βt “
ÿ
jěu
aijtu ´
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
δi,r
˜ ÿ
j`uăn
tjtu `
ÿ
jăr`1
tj
¸
,
where the sum is over all sequences t “ ptu|u P Zq such that tu P N and
ř
uPZ tu “ R.
(2) If ropAq “ copBq and B ´RE0,1θ is diagonal, then we have
rBs ˚ rAs
“
ÿ
t
vβ
1
t
ź
uą0
„
a0u ` tu ` t´u
tu
ź
uă0
„
a0u ` tu
tu
 t0´1ź
i“0
ra00 ` 1` 2is
ri` 1s
«
A `
ÿ
uPZ
tupE0uθ ´ E1uθ q
ff
,
where the sum is over all sequences t “ ptu|u P Zq such that tu P N and
ř
uPZ tu “ R,
and
β 1t “
ÿ
jěu
a0jtu ´
ÿ
jąu
a1jtu `
ÿ
jău,j`uď0
tjtu ´
ÿ
ją0
t2j ´ tj
2
` R
2 ´R
2
.
(3) If ropAq “ copCq and C ´REi`1,iθ is diagonal for some i P r0, r ´ 1s, then we have
rCs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vγt
ź
uPZ
„
ai`1,u ` tu
tu
 «
A´
ÿ
uPZ
tupEiuθ ´ Ei`1,uθ q
ff
,
where the sum is over all sequences t “ ptu|u P Zq such that tu P N and
ř
uPZ tu “ R,
and
γt “
ÿ
jďu
ai`1,jtu ´
ÿ
jău
aijtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
δi,0
˜ ÿ
j`uą0
tjtu `
ÿ
ją0
tj
¸
.
(4) If ropAq “ copCq and C ´REr`1,rθ is diagonal, then we have
rCs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vγ
1
t
ź
uăr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu
tu
 ź
uąr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu ` tn´u
tu

tr`1´1ź
i“0
rar`1,r`1 ` 1` 2is
ri` 1s
«
A ´
ÿ
uPZ
tupEruθ ´ Er`1,uθ q
ff
,
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where
γ1t “
ÿ
jďu
ar`1,jtu ´
ÿ
jău
arjtu `
ÿ
jău,j`uěn
tjtu ´
ÿ
jăr`1
t2j ´ tj
2
` R
2 ´R
2
,
and t “ ptu|u P Zq such that tu P N and
ř
uPZ tu “ R.
Proof. Let us prove (1). By definition, we have dB “ Rbii “
ř
j,u aijtu. Let us denote pk, lq-th
entry in A`řuPZ tupEiuθ ´ Ei`1,uθ q by iakl. A lengthy calculation yieldsÿ
iaij
iakl ´
ÿ
aijakl “ 2
ÿ
jău
aijtu ´ 2
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu ` 2
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` δi,r
ÿ
j`uăn
tjtu,
where the sums on the left-hand side run over all pi, j, k, lq such that i ě k, j ă l and
i P r0, n´ 1s. We also have ÿ
iě0ąj
iaij “
ÿ
iě0ąj
aij ,ÿ
iěr`1ąj
iaij “
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij ´ δir
ÿ
jăr`1
tj.
Putting the above computations together, we have
dAt ´ dA “
ÿ
jău
aijtu ´
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
δi,r
˜ ÿ
j`uăn
tjtu `
ÿ
jăr`1
tj
¸
,
where At “ A`
ř
uPZ tupEiuθ ´ Ei`1,uθ q. Now from Lemma 4.3.2(1), we have
βt “ ´dB ` dAt ´ dA ` 2
ÿ
jąu
aijtu ` 2
ÿ
uPZ
aiutu.
The above calculations give rise to the formula for βt, and (1) follows.
We now prove (2). We set A0,t “ A`
ř
uPZ tupE0uθ ´E1uθ q and write its pi, jq-entry by 0aij .
We have
β 1t “ ´dB ´ dA ` dA0,t ` 2
ÿ
jěu
a0jtu ` 2
ÿ
jău,j`uď0
tjtu `
ÿ
uď0
tuptu ´ 1q.
By definition, we have dB “
ř
j,u a0jtu ` R
2´R
2
. Moreover, we have
dA0,t ´ dA “
ÿ
jău
a0jtu ´
ÿ
jąu
a1jtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
˜ ÿ
j`uą0
tjtu ´
ÿ
ją0
tj
¸
.
Thus,
β 1t “
ÿ
jěu
a0jtu ´
ÿ
jąu
a1jtu ´ R
2 ´R
2
`
ÿ
jău
tjtu
` 2
ÿ
jău,j`uď0
tjtu `
ÿ
uď0
tuptu ´ 1q ` 1
2
p
ÿ
j`uą0
tjtu ´
ÿ
ją0
tjq
“
ÿ
jěu
a0jtu ´
ÿ
jąu
a1jtu ` R
2 ´R
2
`
ÿ
jău,j`uď0
tjtu ´ 1
2
ÿ
ją0
t2j ´ tj .
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So we have proved (2).
For (3), we have dC “
ř
j,u ai`1,jtu, and
d
A´
ř
uPZ tupE
iu
θ
´Ei`1,u
θ
q ´ dA “
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu ´
ÿ
jău
aijtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
δi,0
˜ ÿ
j`uą0
tjtu `
ÿ
ją0
tj
¸
.
So we have the formula for γt in (3).
For (4), we have dC “
ř
j,u ar`1,jtu ` R
2´R
2
, and
dA´
ř
uPZ tupE
ru
θ
´Er`1,u
θ
q ´ dA “
ÿ
jąu
ar`1,jtu ´
ÿ
jău
arjtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
˜ ÿ
j`uăn
tjtu ´
ÿ
jăr`1
tj
¸
.
So we have the formula for γ1t in (4). 
4.4. The leading term
We have the following affine generalization of [BKLW14, Lemma 3.9].
Lemma 4.4.1. Let A,B,C P Ξn,d. Let R be a positive integer.
(1) Assume that B´REh,h`1θ is diagonal for some h P r0, rs and copBq “ ropAq. Assume
further that the matrix A satisfies one of the following conditions:
a0j “ 0, @j ě k; a1k “ R, a1j “ 0, @j ą k, if h “ 0, k ě 0; or
ahj “ 0, @j ě k; ah`1,k “ R, ah`1,j “ 0, @j ą k, if h P r1, r ´ 1s; or
arj “ 0, @j ě k; ar`1,k “ R, ar`1,j “ 0, @j ą k, if h “ r, k ą r ` 1; or
arj “ 0, @j ě r ` 1; ar`1,r`1 ě 2R, ar`1,j “ 0, @j ą r ` 1, if h “ r, k “ r ` 1.
Then we have rBs ˚ rAs “ rA`RpEh,kθ ´ Eh`1,kθ qs ` lower terms.
(2) Assume that C´REh`1,hθ is diagonal for some h P r0, rs and copCq “ ropAq. Assume
further that A satisfies one of the following conditions:
a1j “ 0, @j ď k; a0k “ R, a0j “ 0, @j ă k, if h “ 0, k ă 0; or
a1j “ 0, @j ď k; a0k ě 2R, a0j “ 0, @j ă k, if h “ 0, k “ 0; or
ahj “ 0, @j ă k; ahk “ R; ah`1,j “ 0, @j ď k, if h P r1, r ´ 1s; or
arj “ 0, @j ă k; ark “ R; ar`1,j “ 0, @j ď k, if h “ r, k ď r.
Then we have rCs ˚ rAs “ rA´RpEh,kθ ´ Eh`1,kθ qs ` lower terms.
Proof. We prove (1). Set
M “ A `RpEh,kθ ´ Eh`1,kθ q, M 1 “ A`
ÿ
uPZ
tupEhuθ ´ Eh`1,uθ q,
with
ř
uPZ tu “ R. By an argument similar to the proof of [BLM90, Lemma 3.8], it is enough
to show that M 1 ďalg M . Assume that h P r1, r ´ 1s. By definition, the pr, sq-th entry mrs
of M is
mrs “ ars `R
ÿ
lPZ
δs,k`lnpδr,h`ln ´ δr,h`1`lnq `R
ÿ
lPZ
δs,n´k`lnpδr,n´h`ln ´ δr,n´1´h`lnq.
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Observe thatÿ
rďi,sěj
R
ÿ
lPZ
δs,k`lnpδr,h`ln ´ δr,h`1`lnq (4.4.1)
“
#
R, if i “ h ` l1n, j ď k ` l1n, for some l1,
0, otherwise.ÿ
rďi,sěj
`R
ÿ
lPZ
δs,n´k`lnpδr,n´h`ln ´ δr,n´1´h`lnq (4.4.2)
“
#
´R, if i “ n ´ 1´ h` l1n, j ď n ´ k ` l1n, for some l1,
0, otherwise.
On the other hand, the pr, sq-th entry m1r,s of M 1 is equal to
m1rs “ ars `
ÿ
lPZ
ts´lnpδr,h`ln ´ δr,h`1`lnq `
ÿ
lPZ
tn´s`lnpδr,n´h`ln ´ δr,n´1´h`lnq.
Notice that ÿ
rďi,sěj
ÿ
lPZ
ts´lnpδr,h`ln ´ δr,h`1`lnq (4.4.3)
“
#ř
s`l1něj
ts, if i “ h` l1n, for some l1,
0, otherwise.ÿ
rďi,sěj
ÿ
lPZ
tn´s`lnpδr,n´h`ln ´ δr,n´1´h`lnq (4.4.4)
“
#
´řn´s`l1něj ts, if i “ n´ 1´ h ` l1n,
0, otherwise.
To show that M 1 ďalg M when A is subject to the second condition, it suffices to show
that (4.4.1) ě (4.4.3) and (4.4.2) ě (4.4.4) when i ă j. Indeed, since A satisfies the second
condition, we have tu “ 0 unless u ď k. If i ă j and i “ h ` l1n for some l1, we haveř
s`l1něj
ts ď
ř
sąh ts ď R. If, moreover, h ě k, then
ř
sąh ts ď
ř
sąk ts “ 0. From these
data, we see that (4.4.3) ď (4.4.1) when i ă j. When i ă j, we see that (4.4.2) is equal to
´R when j ď n´ k` l1n, and in this case (4.4.4) is also equal to ´R. So we have (4.4.4) ď
(4.4.2) when i ă j. Therefore we have (1) when A is subject to the second condition.
For A subject to either of the remaining conditions, the proof of (1) is entirely similar and
is left to the readers.
We now prove (2) for h P r1, r´1s, i.e., when A is subject to the second condition. Suppose
that M “ A ´RpEhkθ ´ Eh`1,kθ q and M 1 “ A ´
ř
uPZ tupEhuθ ´ Eh`1,uθ q with
ř
uPZ tu “ R. It
suffices to show thatM 1 ďalg M . Similar to the proof of (1), it is reduced to show that (4.4.1)
ď (4.4.3) and (4.4.2) ď (4.4.4) when i ă j. By assumption, we see that tu “ 0 unless u ě k.
When (4.4.1) takes value R, then j ď k` l1n, which implies that
ř
s`l1něj
ts “
ř
sěk ts “ R.
Hence (4.4.1) ď (4.4.3) in this case. When (4.4.2) takes value 0, we have either j ą n´k`l1n
for some l1 or i ‰ n ´ 1´ h` l1n for any l1. For the latter case, (4.4.4) is always zero. For
the former, we have
ř
n´s`l1n
ts “
ř
săk ts “ 0. Thus we have (4.4.2) ď (4.4.4). Therefore
we have proved (2) if A satisfies the second condition.
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For the remaining cases, the proof of (2) is again similar and skipped. 
The following lemma is the counterpart of Lemma 2.2.2.
Lemma 4.4.2. Let A,B,C P Ξn,d. Let R be a positive integer.
(1) Assume that B´REh,h`1θ is diagonal for some h P r0, rs and copBq “ ropAq. Assume
further that R “ R0`¨ ¨ ¨`Rl and the matrix A satisfy one of the following conditions:$’’’&’’’%
a0m “ 0, a1,k`i “ Ri, a1k ě R0, a1j “ 0, if h “ 0, k ě 1;
ahm “ 0, ah`1,k`i “ Ri, ah`1,k ě R0, ah`1,j “ 0, if h P r1, r ´ 1s;
arm “ 0, ar`1,k`i “ Ri, ar`1,k ě R0, ar`1,j “ 0, if h “ r, k ą r ` 1;
arm “ 0, ar`1,k`i “ Ri, ar`1,k ě 2R0, ar`1,j “ 0, if h “ r, k “ r ` 1
for all m ě k, i P r1, ls and j ą k ` l. Then we have
rBs ˚ rAs “ rA`
lÿ
i“0
RipEh,k`iθ ´ Eh`1,k`iθ qs ` lower terms.
(2) Assume that C´REh`1,hθ is diagonal for some h P r0, rs and copCq “ ropAq. Assume
further that R “ R0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Rl and A satisfy one of the following conditions:$’’’&’’’%
a1m “ 0, a0,k`i “ Ri, a0,k`l ě Rl, a0j “ 0, if h “ 0, k ` l ă 0;
a1m “ 0, a0,k`i “ Ri, a00 ě 2Rl, a0j “ 0, if h “ 0, k ` l “ 0;
ah`1,m “ 0, ah,k`i “ Ri, ah,k`l ě Rl, ahj “ 0, if h P r1, r ´ 1s;
ar`1,m “ 0, ar,k`i “ Ri, ar,k`l ě Rl, arj “ 0, if h “ r, k ă r.
for all m ď k ` l, i P r0, l ´ 1s and j ă k. Then we have
rCs ˚ rAs “ rA´
lÿ
i“0
RipEh,k`iθ ´ Eh`1,k`iθ qs ` lower terms.
Proof. We show (1). By a similar argument as that for Lemma 4.4.1, the leading term is
rA `řli“0RipEh,k`iθ ´ Eh`1,k`iθ qs. It remains to show that its coefficient is 1. In this case,
we have
tk`i “ Ri, @i P r0, ls, and tj “ 0, @j R rk, k ` ls.
By Proposition 4.3.3, we have$’’’&’’’’%
ś
uą0
«
a0u ` tu ` t´u
tu
ffś
uă0
«
a0u ` tu
tu
ffśt0´1
i“0
ra00`1`2is
ri`1s
“ 1, if h “ 0,
ś
uPZ
«
ahu ` tu
tu
ff
“ 1, if h ‰ 0.
Moreover, we have#
βt “
ř
jąuptj ´ ah`1,jqtu ` 12p
ř
j`uăn`1 tjtu ´
ř
jăr`1 tjq “ 0, if h ‰ 0,
β 1t “ ´
ř
jąu a1jtu ´
ř
ją0
t2j´tj
2
` R2´R
2
“ 1
2
pR2 ´řj t2j ´ 2řjąu tjtuq “ 0, if h “ 0.
In each case, the leading coefficient is 1, and whence (1). A similar proof of (2) is skipped. 
CHAPTER 5
Coideal algebra type structures of Schur algebras and Lusztig
algebras
In this chapter, we formulate a coideal algebra type structure which involves Schur algebras
of both affine type C and A, and its behavior on the Chevalley generators. This leads
to an imbedding n,d from S
c
n,d to Sn,d (Schur algebra of affine type A). We show the
comultiplication and n,d behave well when replacing Schur algebras by Lusztig subalgebras.
The canonical bases and monomial bases are shown to be compatible under the inclusion
Ucn,d Ă Scn,d.
5.1. The Lusztig algebra Ucn,d
We now set
n “ 2r ` 2, pr P Nq.
Recall the Schur algebra Scn,d from (4.2.8). Let U
c
n,d be the subalgebra of S
c
n,d generated by
all elements rBs such that B, B ´Eh,h`1θ or B ´Eh`1,hθ is diagonal for various h. Let Ucn,d;A
denote the A-subalgebra of Scn,d generated by all elements rBs such that B, B ´REh,h`1θ or
B ´ REh`1,hθ is diagonal for various h and R P N. Following the affine type A setting, we
make the following definition.
Definition 5.1.1. The algebra Ucn,d is called the Lusztig algebra (of affine type C).
For i P r0, rs and a P r´1, r` 1s, we define the following functions (with the notation 1Ă, 1Ą
denoting inclusions of codimension 1 and |W | for the dimension of a k-vector space): for any
L “ pLiqiPZ, L1 “ pL1iqiPZ P X cn,d
eipL, L1q “
#
v´|L
1
i`1{L
1
i|´δi,r , if Li
1Ă L1i, Lj “ Lj1, @j P r0, rsztiu;
0, otherwise.
(5.1.1)
fipL, L1q “
#
v´|L
1
i{L
1
i´1|´δi,0, if Li
1Ą L1i, Lj “ L1j , @j P r0, rsztiu;
0, otherwise.
(5.1.2)
h˘1a pL, L1q “ v˘p|L
1
a{L
1
a´1|`δa,0`δa,r`1qδL,L1. (5.1.3)
ki “ hi`1h´1i . (5.1.4)
It follows by the definition that for i P r0, rs and a P r0, r ` 1s,
ei “
ÿ
rAs, fi “
ÿ
rAs, ha “
ÿ
λPΛc
n,d
vλa1λ, ki “
ÿ
λPΛc
n,d
vλi`1´λi1λ,
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where the first two sums run over all A P Ξn,d such that A ´ Ei`1,iθ and A ´ Ei,i`1θ are
diagonal, respectively, 1λ stands for the standard basis element of a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal is λ, and
Λcn,d “
!
paiqiPZ
ˇˇˇ
ai P N, ai “ a´i, ai “ an´i,
ÿ
1ďiďn
ai “ 2d` 2, a0, ar`1 odd
)
. (5.1.5)
So we have ei, fi,k
˘1
i ,h
˘1
a P Ucn,d.
By the local property of L0 in Section 3.3, one can obtain the following relations (5.1.6)
by using a similar argument in [BKLW14, Proposition 3.1] for the relations related to the
generators er, fr, hr and hr`1 for r ě 1. Note that the generators e0, f0, h0 and h1 play the
roles of the respective generators fr, er, hr`1 and hr in the argument, by comparing items
(1) and (2) in Lemma 3.3.3. For r ě 1, we have
h0f0 “ v2f0h0, h0e0 “ v´2e0h0,
e20f0 ` f0e20 “ pv ` v´1q
`
e0f0e0 ´ pvh´11 h0 ` v´1h1h´10 qe0
˘
,
f20e0 ` e0f20 “ pv ` v´1q
`
f0e0f0 ´ f0pvh´11 h0 ` v´1h1h´10 q
˘
.
(5.1.6)
For i, j P r0, rs, we denote the Cartan integers by
cij “ 2δij ´ δi,j`1 ´ δi,j´1. (5.1.7)
Proposition 5.1.2. Let r ě 1. The elements ei, fi, and k˘1i for i P r0, rs satisfy the following
relations in Ucn,d, for all i, j P r0, rs:
k0pk21 ¨ ¨ ¨k2r´1qkr “ 1,
kik
´1
i “ 1, kikj “ kjki,
kiejk
´1
i “ vcij`δi,0δj,0`δi,rδj,rej,
kifjk
´1
i “ v´cij´δi,0δj,0´δi,rδj,rfj,
eiej “ ejei, fifj “ fjfi, @|i´ j| ą 1,
e2i ej ` eje2i “ pv ` v´1qeiejei, @|i´ j| “ 1,
f2i fj ` fjf2i “ pv ` v´1qfifjfi, @|i´ j| “ 1,
eifj ´ fjei “ δij ki ´ k
´1
i
v ´ v´1 , @pi, jq ‰ p0, 0q, pr, rq,
e20f0 ` f0e20 “ pv ` v´1qpe0f0e0 ´ pvk0 ` v´1k´10 qe0q,
e2rfr ` fre2r “ pv ` v´1qperfrer ´ erpvkr ` v´1k´1r qq,
f20e0 ` e0f20 “ pv ` v´1qpf0e0f0 ´ f0pvk0 ` v´1k´10 qq,
f2r er ` erf2r “ pv ` v´1qpfrerfr ´ pvkr ` v´1k´1r qfrq.
Proof. In light of (5.1.6) the verification of the relations is essentially reduced to the finite
type computations, which is given in [BKLW14, Proposition 3.1]. We skip the detail. 
The following lemma is an analogue of [BKLW14, Corollary 3.13] which follows by a
standard Vandermonde determinant type argument.
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Lemma 5.1.3. The algebra Ucn,d is generated by ei, fi and k
˘1
i for all i P r0, rs.
We will refer to the generators of the algebra Ucn,d given by the above lemma as Chevalley
generators.
5.2. A raw comultiplication
In this section, we shall give the definition of a raw comultiplication r∆c, which is a key
component in the construction of a refined comultiplication ∆c in Section 5.3.
The raw comultiplication is originally defined by Lusztig in [Lu00] (though this terminology
was not used therein), which has geometric origin, while it is incompatible with algebraic
comultiplication in literature. To prove the positivity of the algebraic comultiplication, in
[FL15], the raw comultiplication is modified to be the one, called refined comultiplication,
which is compatible with its algebraic definition. This construction is generalized to affine
type C setting in Section 5.3.
We fix some notations to begin with. Let k “ Fq, F “ kppεqq, and o “ krrεss where q is
odd. Let V be a symplectic F -vector space of dimension 2d with the form p´,´q. Let V 2
be an isotropic F -subspace of V of dimension d2, and so V 1 “ V 2K{V 2 is a symplectic space
of dimension 2d1 with its symplectic form induced from V ; note that d1 “ d´ d2.
Given a periodic chain L in X cn,d, we can define a periodic chain L
2 :“ π2pLq P Xn,d2
(of affine type A) by setting L2i “ Li X V 2 for all i. We can also define a periodic chain
L1 “ π6pLq P X cn,d1 by setting L1i “ pLi X V 2K ` V 2q{V 2 for all i. Given any pair pL1, L2q P
X cn,d1 ˆ Xn,d2 , we set
Z cL1,L2 “ tL P X cn,d|π6pLq “ L1, π2pLq “ L2u.
We can define a map r∆c : Scn,d ÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 , @d1 ` d2 “ d, (5.2.1)
such that, when specializing the parameter v at v “ ?q, it is given byr∆cpfqpL1, L˜1, L2, L˜2q “ ÿ
L˜PZc
L˜1,L˜2
fpL, L˜q, @L1, L˜1 P X cn,d1, L2, L˜2 P Xn,d2 , (5.2.2)
where L is a fixed element in Z cL1,L2 . Note the appearance of Sn,d2 in (5.2.1), which is an
Schur algebra of affine type A defined in (2.2.3).
By applying Proposition 3.1.2, we have the following analogue of [Lu00, Lemma 1.3].
Lemma 5.2.1. Suppose that V 2 is an isotropic subspace of the symplectic space V and
L “ pLiqiPZ P X cn,d. Then we can find a pair pT,W q of subspaces in V such that
(1) V “ V 2 ‘ T ‘W , pV 2qK “ V 2 ‘ T ,
(2) W is isotropic, pT,W q “ 0,
(3) There exist bases tz1, . . . , zsu and tw1, . . . , wsu of V 2 and W , respectively, such that
pzi, wjq “ δij for any i, j P r1, ss,
(4) Li “ pLi X V 2q ‘ pLi X T q ‘ pLi XW q, for any i P Z.
We can now show that the definition (5.2.2) is well defined (i.e., it is independent of the
choice of L), following the argument in [Lu00, 1.2]; see also [FL15, 3.2]. For fixed L P X cn,d,
let Z˜ cL be the set of all pairs pT,W q satisfying the first three conditions in Lemma 5.2.1.
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Note that given a pair pT,W q in Z˜ cL, we have an isomorphism π : T Ñ V 2K{V 2. Now if
L P Z cL1,L2 , we define a map
ψ : Z˜ cL Ñ Z cL1,L2, pT,W q ÞÑ LT,W ,
where
L
T,W
i “ L2i ‘ π´1pL1iq ‘ pL2´i´1q#W , pL2´i´1q#W “ tw PW |pw,L2´i´1q P ou, @i P Z.
By Lemma 5.2.1, the map ψ is surjective.
Let PV 2 be the stabilizer of the flag V
2 Ď V 2K in SpF pV q. Let U “ UV 2 be its unipotent
radical, i.e., the set of all g P SpF pV q such that gpxq “ x for all x P V 2 and gpyq ´ y P V 2
for all y P V 2K. The SpF pV q-actions on X cn,d and V restrict to the U-actions on Z˜ cL and
Z cL1,L2 , respectively. Clearly, ψ is U-equivariant and U acts transitively on Z˜
c
L, and so U acts
transitively on Z cL1,L2 . This means that if Lˆ P Z cL1,L2, there is g P U such that gLˆ “ L. From
this, we have for all Lˆ P Z cL1,L2,ÿ
L˜PZc
L˜1,L˜2
fpLˆ, L˜q “
ÿ
L˜PZc
L˜1,L˜2
fpL, g´1L˜q “
ÿ
L˜PZc
L˜1,L˜2
fpL, L˜q. (5.2.3)
Therefore the definition of (5.2.2) and hence ∆˜c is independent of the choice of L.
Following the argument of [Lu00, Proposition 1.5], which is formal and not reproduced
here, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2.2. The map r∆c is an algebra homomorphism.
Now we determine how the map r∆c acts on the generators. Recall from Chapter 2 the
Chevalley generators Hi, Ei and Fi for Lusztig algebra Un,d of affine type A (a subalgebra
of the Schur algebra Sn,d of affine type A), and that Hn`i “ Hi, En`i “ Ei and Fn`i “ Fi.
Proposition 5.2.3. For any i P r0, rs, we haver∆cpeiq “ e1i bH2i`1H2´1n´1´i ` h1´1i`1 b E2iH2´1n´1´i ` h1i`1 b F2n´1´iH2i`1.r∆cpfiq “ f 1i bH2´1i H2n´i ` h1i b F2iH2n´i ` h1´1i b E2n´1´iH2´1i .r∆cpkiq “ k1i bK2iK2´1n´1´i.
Here the superscripts 1 and 2 indicate that the underlying Chevalley generators lie in Scn,d1
and Sn,d2, respectively.
Proof. For any L P X cn,d, we have
|Li`1{Li| “ |L1i`1{L1i| ` |L2i`1{L2i | ` |L2n´1´i{L2n´2´i|.
The proposition in the cases for i P r1, rs follows directly from Proposition A.3.2 for the
finite type; also cf. [FL15]. The case for i “ 0 follows from a similar argument to that of
the case for i “ r. Note that when r “ 0, one uses the non-degenerate symplectic form on
L1{L0 “ ε´1L#0 {L0, inherited from that of V (see [Lu03]). 
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5.3. The comultiplication ∆c
Recall Λn,d and Λ
c
n,d from (2.2.2) and (5.1.5), respectively. The set Xn,d can be decomposed
as follows:
Xn,d “
ğ
a“paiqPΛn,d
Xn,dpaq, where Xn,dpaq “ tV P Xn,d
ˇˇ |Vi{Vi´1| “ ai, @1 ď i ď nu. (5.3.1)
Similarly the set X cn,d admits the following decomposition:
X cn,d “
ğ
a“paiqPΛcn,d
X cn,dpaq, where X cn,dpaq “ tV P X cn,d
ˇˇ |Vi{Vi´1| “ ai´δi,r`1´δi,n, @1 ď i ď nu.
(5.3.2)
Given a,b P Λcn,d, let Scn,dpb, aq be the subspace of Scn,d spanned by the standard basis
elements rAs such that ropAq “ b and copAq “ a. Similarly, for a,b P Λn,d, we define the
affine type A counterpart Sn,dpb, aq. Let r∆cb1,a1,b2,a2 be the component of r∆c from Scn,dpb, aq
to Scn,d1pb1, a1q bSn,d2pb2, a2q such that bi “ b1i` b2i ` b2´i, ai “ a1i` a2i ` a2´i, for i P Z. We set
spb1, a1,b2, a2q “
ÿ
1ďkďjďn
b1kb
2
j ´ a1ka2j ,
and
upb2, a2q “ 1
2
´ ÿ
1ďk,jďn´1
k`jěn
b2kb
2
j ´ a2ka2j `
ÿ
n´1ěkěr`1
a2k ´ b2k
¯
,
for all b1, a1 P Λcn,d1 and b2, a2 P Λn,d2. We renormalize the raw comultiplication r∆c to be r∆c:
by letting
∆c:
b1,a1,b2,a2 “ vspb
1,a1,b2,a2q`upb2,a2qr∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2,
∆c: “ à
b1,a1,b2,a2
∆c:
b1,a1,b2,a2 : S
c
n,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 . (5.3.3)
Proposition 5.3.1. Let d “ d1 ` d2. For all i P r0, rs, we have
∆c:peiq “ vδi,0d2e1i bK2i ` 1b v´δi,0p2d
1`2qE2i ` k1i b vδi,0pd
2´1q`δi,0F2n´1´iK
2
i .
∆c:pfiq “ v´δi,0d2f 1i bK2n´1´i ` k1´1i b vδi,0p2d
1`2q´δi,0K2n´1´iF
2
i ` 1b v´δi,0pd
2´1qE2n´1´i.
∆c:pkiq “ k1i bK2iK2´1n´1´i.
Here the superscripts follow the same convention as in Proposition 5.2.3.
Proof. The third formula on ∆c:pkiq is clear.
Suppose that the quadruple pb1, a1,b2, a2q satisfies the following conditions:
b1k “ a1k ´ δk¯,¯i ` δk¯,i`1 ` δk¯,n´1´i ´ δk¯,n´i, b2k “ a2k, @k, some i P r0, rs,
where k¯, i¯’s are in Z{nZ. So we have spb1, a1,b2, a2q “ ´a2i`a2n´1´i`δi,0d2 and upb2, a2q “ 0.
Suppose that the quadruple pb1, a1,b2, a2q satisfies the following conditions:
b1k “ a1k, b2k “ a2k ´ δk¯,¯i ` δk¯,i`1, @k, some i P r0, rs.
Then we have spb1, a1,b2, a2q “ a1i`1 ´ δi,0p2d1 ` 2q, and upb2, a2q “ a2n´1´i.
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Suppose that the quadruple pb1, a1,b2, a2q satisfies the following conditions:
b1k “ a1k, b2k “ a2k ` δk¯,n´1´i ´ δk¯,n´i, @k, some i P r0, rs.
Then we have spb1, a1,b2, a2q “ ´a1i, and upb2, a2q “ ´a2i ` δi,0d2. The above computations
lead to the first formula on ∆c:peiq.
The second formula on ∆c:pfiq follows from the following computations. Suppose that the
quadruple pb1, a1,b2, a2q satisfies the following conditions:
b1k “ a1k ` δk¯,¯i ´ δk¯,i`1 ´ δk¯,n´1´i ` δk¯,n´i, b2k “ a2k, @k, some i P r0, rs.
Then we have spb1, a1,b2, a2q “ a2i ´ a2n´1´i ´ δi,0d2 and upb2, a2q “ 0.
Suppose that the quadruple pb1, a1,b2, a2q satisfies the following conditions:
b1k “ a1k, b2k “ a2k ` δk¯,¯i ´ δk¯,i`1, @k, some i P r0, rs.
Then we have spb1, a1,b2, a2q “ ´a1i`1 ` δi,0p2d1 ` 2q, and upb2, a2q “ ´a2n´1´i.
Suppose that the quadruple pb1, a1,b2, a2q satisfies the following conditions.
b1k “ a1k, b2k “ a2k ´ δk¯,n´1´i ` δk¯,n´i, @k, some i P r0, rs.
Then we have spb1, a1,b2, a2q “ a1i, and upb2, a2q “ a2i ´ δi,0pd2 ´ 1q.
The proposition is proved. 
The above formulas are indeed compatible with the ones in the finite type case for i P r1, rs;
cf. [FL15] and Proposition A.3.2. Recall ξd,i,c : Sn,d Ñ Sn,d in affine type A from [FL15]. We
generalize it to the affine type C as
ξcd,i,c :S
c
n,d ÝÑ Scn,d, for i P r0, rs, c P Z,
ξcd,i,cprAsq “ vcεipAqrAs, for A P Ξn,d,
(5.3.4)
where
εipAq “
ÿ
rďiăs
ars ´
ÿ
rąiěs
ars. (5.3.5)
In particular, we have
ξcd,i,cpejq “ v´cδi,jej , ξcd,i,cpfjq “ vcδi,j fj , ξcd,i,cpkjq “ kj.
We define the algebra homomorphism (which is a refined comultiplication from the raw
multiplication r∆c)
∆c ” ∆cd1,d2 “ pξcd1,0,d2 b ξd2,0,´p2d1`2qξd2,n´1,´pd2´1qq ˝∆c: : Scn,d ÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 . (5.3.6)
Proposition 5.3.2. For all i P r0, rs and A P Ξn,d, we have ξcd,i,cptAudq “ vcεipAqtAud.
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Proof. By the definition (5.3.5) and using ars “ a´r,´s, we have
εipAq “
´ ÿ
rďiăs
´
ÿ
ră´iďs
¯
ars “
´ ÿ
´iďrďi
iăs
´
ÿ
´iďsďi
ră´i
¯
ars
“ 1
2
´ ÿ
´iďrďi
iăs
`
ÿ
´iďrďi
să´i
´
ÿ
´iďsďi
ră´i
´
ÿ
´iďsďi
rąi
¯
ars
“ 1
2
´ ÿ
´iďrďi
´
ÿ
´iďsďi
¯
ars “ 1
2
ÿ
´iďsďi
ropAqs ´ copAqs.
Now if the polynomial PA,B in (4.2.12) is not zero, then ropBq “ ropAq and copBq “ copAq,
and hence εipAq “ εipBq. Therefore, we have
ξcd,i,cptAudq “ ξcd,i,c
` ÿ
BďA
PA,BrBs
˘ “ ÿ
BďA
PA,Bv
cεipBqrBs
“ vcεipAq
ÿ
BďA
PA,BrBs “ vcεipAqtAud.
The proposition is proved. 
Let a,b P Λcn,d. Fix L P X cn,dpbq (which was defined in (5.3.2)), and let Pb “ StabSpF p2dqpLq.
We have a natural embedding
ιb,a : X
c
n,dpaq ÝÑ X cn,dpbq ˆ X cn,dpaq, L1 ÞÑ pL, L1q.
It is well known that ιb,a induces the following isomorphism of A-modules:
ι˚
b,a : ASpF p2dqpX cn,dpbq ˆ X cn,dpaqq ÝÑ APbpX cn,dpaqq.
Let
X c
a,a1,a2 “ tL P X cn,dpaq
ˇˇ
π6pLq P X cn,d1pa1q, π2pLq P Xn,d2pa2qu.
Then we have the following diagram
X cn,dpaq X ca,a1,a2ιoo π // X cn,d1pa1q ˆ Xn,d2pa2q,
where ι is the imbedding and πpLq “ pπ6pLq, π2pLqq. By identifying AP
b1ˆPb2
pX cn,d1pa1q ˆ
Xn,d2pa2qq “ AP
b1
pX cn,d1pa1qq ˆAPb2 pXn,d2pa2qq, we have the following linear map
π!ι
˚ : APbpX cn,dpaqq ÝÑ APb1 pX cn,d1pa1qq ˆAPb2 pXn,d2pa2qq.
By a similar argument as for [FL15, Lemma 1.3.5], the following diagram commutes:
ASpF p2dqpX cn,dpbq ˆ X cn,dpaqq
ι˚
b,a //
r∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2

APbpX cn,dpaqq
π!ι
˚
ASpF p2d1qpX
c
n,d1
pb1qˆX c
n,d1
pa1qq
b
ASpF p2d
2qpXn,d2 pb
2qˆXn,d2 pa
2qq
ι˚
b1,a1
bι˚
b2,a2 // AP
b1
pX cn,d1pa
1qq bAP
b2
pXn,d2pa
2qq.
(5.3.7)
Recall ∆c : Scn,d ÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 from (5.3.6).
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Proposition 5.3.3. For A P Ξn,d, write
∆cptAudq “
ÿ
A1PΞn,d1 ,A
2PΘn,d2
h
A1,A2
A tA1ud1 b atA2ud2 .
Then hA
1,A2
A P Nrv, v´1s for all A,A1 and A2.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3.2, the proof is reduced to showing the same type of positivity with
respect to r∆c. By an argument similar to [FL15, Section 2.4] and (5.3.7), the positivity forr∆c follows from [Br03, Theorem 8]. The proposition is proved. 
Now let us study the restriction of ∆c to Ucn,d1 .
Proposition 5.3.4. Let d “ d1`d2. We have a homomorphism ∆c : Ucn,d ÝÑ Ucn,d1bUn,d2 .
More precisely, for all i P r0, rs, we have
∆cpeiq “ e1i bK2i ` 1b E2i ` k1i b vδi,0F2n´1´iK2i ,
∆cpfiq “ f 1i bK2n´1´i ` k1´1i b v´δi,0K2n´1´iF2i ` 1b E2n´1´i,
∆cpkiq “ k1i bK2iK2´1n´1´i.
Recall the comultiplication ∆ in the affine type A from [FL15] (see also [Lu00] for a related
construction). This is an algebra homomorphism
∆ : Sn,d ÝÑ Sn,d1 b Sn,d2
defined by
∆pEiq “ E1i bK2i ` 1b E2i ,
∆pFiq “ F1i b 1`K1´1i b F2i ,
∆pKiq “ K1i bK2i , @0 ď i ď n´ 1.
(5.3.8)
Here the superscripts follow the same convention in Proposition 5.2.3.
Proposition 5.3.5. The following coassociativity holds on Ucn,d:
p1b∆q∆c “ p∆c b 1q∆c.
Proof. Beyond type A or finite type B{C we only need to check the desired identity when
acting on e0, f0 and k
˘
0 . This can be verified directly. 
Now setting d1 “ 0, we have e1i “ 0, f 1i “ 0,k1i “ v´δi,0`δi,r in Scn,0, and ∆c becomes the
following algebra homomorphism
n,d : S
c
n,d ÝÑ Sn,d
n,dpeiq “ Ei ` v´δi,0KiFn´1´i,
n,dpfiq “ En´1´i ` vδi,0FiKn´1´i,
n,dpkiq “ v´δi,0`δi,rKiK´1n´1´i, @i P r0, rs.
(5.3.9)
It follows by restriction that we have also a homomorphism n,d : U
c
n,d Ñ Un,d. Thanks to
Propositions 2.2.3 and 5.4.1, the same argument as in finite type B{C [FL15] gives us the
following.
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Proposition 5.3.6. The homomorphism n,d : S
c
n,d Ñ Sn,d (and n,d : Ucn,d Ñ Un,d) is
injective.
Proposition 5.3.3 in our setting of d1 “ 0 gives us the following.
Proposition 5.3.7. The map n,d sends a canonical basis element in S
c
n,d to a sum of canon-
ical basis elements of Sn,d with coefficients in Nrv, v´1s.
5.4. Monomial and canonical bases of Ucn,d
Recall Ξn,d from (4.2.1) and the notion of aperiodic matrices from (2.2.6). We denote
Ξapn,d “ tA P Ξn,d|A is aperiodicu. (5.4.1)
A product of standard basis elements rG1s ˚ rG2s ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ rGms in Scn,d is called an aperiodic
monomial if for each i, Gi ´ REj,j`1θ is diagonal for some R P N and j P Z. The following
aperiodic monomial is an analogue of ζaA for Un,d (see Proposition 2.2.3).
Proposition 5.4.1. For any A P Ξapn,d, there exists an aperiodic monomial ζA P Ucn,d such
that
ζA “ rAs ` lower terms. (5.4.2)
Proof. With the help of Lemma 4.4.2, the proof is the same as that for Proposition 2.2.3. 
While the aperiodic monomial ζA with (5.4.2) is not unique, we shall fix one for each A.
The following type C aperiodicity follows from two kinds of positivity properties and the
highly nontrivial affine type A aperiodicity in [Lu99, Proposition 6.5].
Proposition 5.4.2. Let M be an aperiodic monomial in Scn,d. Suppose that M “
ř
cAtAud
where cA P Zrv, v´1s. If cA ‰ 0, then A must be aperiodic.
Proof. Recall the canonical basis elements in Sn,d (and in Un,d) are denoted by
atAud, and
note that Un,d is generated by Ei,Fi and K
˘1
i for all 1 ď i ď n. By (5.3.9), we have
n,dpMq P Un,d. By [Lu99, Proposition 6.5], we see that
n,dpMq “
ÿ
B aperiodic
gB
atBud, where gB P Nrv, v´1s. (5.4.3)
For A “ paijq P Ξn,d, we set
Ξn,dpAq “ tB “ pbijq P Θn,d|bij “ 0, @i ă j, bij “ aij, @i ą j, copBq |ù copAqu, (5.4.4)
where the notation ‘b |ù a’ stands for bi ` b´i ` δi,n ` δi,r`1 “ ai for all 1 ď i ď n. In
particular, if A is aperiodic, so is any matrix in Ξn,dpAq. Since ζA “ tAud` lower terms by
Proposition 5.4.1, it implies that
n,dptAudq “
ÿ
A´PΞn,dpAq
atA´ud `
ÿ
A´PΞn,dpAq
ÿ
BăA´
hA´,B
atBud `RA, hA´,B P Nrv, v´1s,
where RA is a linear combination of
atBud over Nrv, v´1s for those B not lower triangular.
Indeed, this can be proved by induction on the length of the monomial ζA and utilizing
the fact that the action of the Chevalley generators F
paq
i on a standard basis element of a
lower triangular matrix A gives rise to a linear combination of standard basis element of
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either lower triangular matrices A1 ă A or non-lower-triangular matrices. The latter is an
observation from the multiplication formula for the Chevalley generator F
paq
i in (2.2.10). So
n,dpMq “ n,dp
ÿ
A
cAtAudq
“
ÿ
A
ÿ
A´PΞn,dpAq
cA
atA´ud `
ÿ
A
ÿ
A´PΞn,dpAq
ÿ
BăA´
cAhA´,B
atBud `
ÿ
A
cARA.
(5.4.5)
Observe also that cA P Nrv, v´1s due to the geometric interpretation of M. This implies that
the coefficient of atA´ud in (5.4.5) is cA plus some terms in Nrv, v´1s since hA´,B P Nrv, v´1s,
hence nonzero. By comparing (5.4.3) and (5.4.5), we see that A´ are all aperiodic. Therefore
A is aperiodic. The proposition is proved. 
Theorem 5.4.3. The set ttAud|A P Ξapn,du forms a basis (called the canonical basis) of Ucn,d.
Also, the set tζA|A P Ξapn,du forms a basis (called a monomial basis) of Ucn,d.
Proof. For A P Ξapn,d, we have ζA “ rAs` lower terms by Proposition 5.4.1, and so ζA P tAud`ř
A1ăAAtA1ud; this sum can be additionally restricted to A1 P Ξapn,d by Proposition 5.4.2.
Hence by an induction on A by the partial ordering, we conclude that tAud P Ucn,d. Since
ttAud|A P Ξapn,du is clearly linearly independent and it forms a spanning set of Ucn,d by
Proposition 5.4.2, it is a basis of Ucn,d.
Since the transition matrix from tζA|A P Ξapn,du to the canonical basis is uni-triangular,
tζA|A P Ξapn,du forms a basis as well. 
The next proposition follows from Propositions 5.3.3, 5.3.4 and Theorem 5.4.3.
Proposition 5.4.4. For B P Ξapn,d, write ∆cptBudq “
ř
CPΞap
n,d1
,APΘap
n,d2
mˆ
C,A
B tCud1 b atAud2 .
Then we have mˆC,AB P Nrv, v´1s.
We also have the following corollary of Proposition 5.3.7 and Theorem 5.4.3.
Corollary 5.4.5. The image of n,d of a canonical basis element in U
c
n,d is a sum of canonical
basis elements of Un,d with coefficients in Nrv, v´1s.
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Part 2. Lusztig algebras and coideal subalgebras of Uppslnq
CHAPTER 6
Realization of the idempotented coideal subalgebra 9Ucn of Uppslnq
In this chapter we introduce the transfer maps φcd,d´n on Schur algebras S
c
n,d and Lusztig
algebrasUcn,d. We then construct algebrasU
c
n (or
9Ucn) from the projective system of algebras
tpUcn,d, φcd,d´nqudě0. We show that Ucn (or 9Ucn) is isomorphic to an (idempotented) coideal
subalgebra of Uppslnq, and pUppslnq,Ucnq forms an affine quantum symmetric pair. The canon-
ical basis of 9Ucn is established and shown to admit positivity with respect to multiplication,
comultiplication, and a bilinear pairing.
6.1. The coideal subalgebra Ucn of Un
Recall [Lu00] there exists a homomorphism χn : Sn,n Ñ Qpvq such that
χnpEiq “ χnpFiq “ 0, χnpHiq “ v.
Following Lusztig [Lu00], we introduce the transfer map of affine type C,
φcd,d´n : S
c
n,d Ñ Scn,d´n,
which is by definition the composition of the following homomorphisms (for d ě n)
φcd,d´n : S
c
n,d
r∆cÝÑ Scn,d´n b Sn,n 1bχnÝÑ Scn,d´n. (6.1.1)
The following can be proved similarly to [Lu00] in affine type A and [FL15] in type B{C.
Proposition 6.1.1. For i P r0, rs, we have φcd,d´npeiq “ e1i, φcd,d´npfiq “ f 1i , φcd,d´npkiq “ k1i.
Now we consider the projective system tpUcn,d, φcd,d´nqudě0 and its projective limit:
Ucn,8 :“ limÐÝ
d
Ucn,d “
!
x ” pxdqdPN P
ź
dPN
Ucn,d
ˇˇˇ
φcd,d´npxdq “ xd´n @d
)
.
Denote by φcd : U
c
n,8 Ñ Ucn,d the natural projection. The bar involution on Ucn,d induces a
bar involution ¯ : Ucn,8 Ñ Ucn,8, since it commutes with the transfer map (6.1.1). Similarly,
we have an integral version: Ucn,8;A “ limÐÝ
d
Ucn,d;A. Since Qpvq bA Ucn,d;A “ Ucn,d for all d, we
have Qpvq bA Ucn,8;A “ Ucn,8.
Recall from Section 2.3 the counterparts of the above constructions in the affine type A
setting, where we drop the superscript c. We have the following commutative diagram
Ucn,d
n,dÝÝÝÑ Un,d
φc
d,d´n
§§đ §§đφd,d´n
Ucn,d´n
n,d´nÝÝÝÝÑ Un,d´n
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That is, φd,d´n ˝ n,d “ n,d´n ˝ φcd,d´n. Thus by the universality of Un,8, we have a unique
algebra homomorphism
n : U
c
n,8 ÝÑ Un,8,
such that φd ˝ n “ n,d ˝ φcd.
We define elements ei, fi and k
˘1
i for all 0 ď i ď r in Ucn,8 by
peiqd “ ei,d, pfiqd “ fi,d, pk˘1i qd “ k˘1i,d , @d P N,
where the d in the subscript of ei,d etc. indicates ei,d is a copy of the Chevalley generator
ei in U
c
n,d. Let U
c
n be the subalgebra of U
c
n,8 generated by (the Chevalley generators) ei, fi
and k˘1i for all 0 ď i ď r. Since n,d is injective for all d, so is n : Ucn,8 Ñ Un,8. It follows
by (5.3.9) that the image of Ucn under n lies in Un. Summarizing, we have obtained the
following.
Proposition 6.1.2. There is a unique algebra imbedding n : U
c
n Ñ Un such that
npeiq “ Ei ` v´δi,0KiFn´1´i,
npfiq “ En´1´i ` vδi,0FiKn´1´i,
npkiq “ v´δi,0`δi,rKiK´1n´1´i, @i P r0, rs.
(6.1.2)
Recall from Proposition 2.3.2 that Un – Uppslnq. At the v “ 1 limit, the images of the
generators under n are in the fixed point subalgebra by an involution θ
 of psln (which
switches E’s and F’s); for an illustration of θ see Figure 1.
Recall ∆c from (5.3.6). We have the following commutative diagram
Ucn,d1`d2
∆cÝÝÝÑ Ucn,d1 bUn,d2
φc
d1`d2,d1`d2´pa`bqn
§§đ §§đφcd1,d1´anbφd2,d2´bn
Ucn,d1`d2´pa`bqn
∆cÝÝÝÑ Ucn,d1´an bUn,d2´bn
for any a, b P N. By universality, these ∆c (for d1, d2, n) induce an algebra homomorphism
∆c : Ucn,8 ÝÑ Ucn,8 bUn,8.
Moreover, the image of Ucn under ∆
c
n is contained in U
c
n bUn by Proposition 5.3.4. Sum-
marizing, we have the following.
Proposition 6.1.3. There is a unique algebra homomorphism ∆c : Ucn ÝÑ Ucn bUn such
that, for all i P r0, rs,
∆cpeiq “ ei bKi ` 1b Ei ` ki b vδi,0Fn´1´iKi. (6.1.3)
∆cpfiq “ fi bKn´1´i ` k´1i b v´δi,0Kn´1´iFi ` 1b En´1´i. (6.1.4)
∆cpkiq “ ki bKiK´1n´1´i. (6.1.5)
This algebra homomorphism is coassociative by Proposition 5.3.5 in the sense that
p1b∆q∆c “ p∆c b 1q∆c. (6.1.6)
As a degenerate case for (6.1.6), we also have
∆ ˝ n “ pn b 1q ˝∆c.
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Summarizing the results from Propositions 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, we have proved the following.
Theorem 6.1.4. The algebra Ucn is a coideal subalgebra of Un, and pUn,Ucnq forms an
affine quantum symmetric pair in the sense of Kolb-Letzter [Ko14]. (see Figure 1 for the
relevant involution.)
The following is a variant of [Ko14, Theorem 7.1] in our setting and our notation.
Proposition 6.1.5. For n “ 2r`2 with r ě 1, the Qpvq-algebra Ucn has a presentation with
generators ei, fi, and k
˘1
i for i P r0, rs and relations given in Proposition 5.1.2.
Note that the first relation in Proposition 5.1.2 (which is not present in [Ko14]) simply
reflects the fact that various quantum affine algebras arising from geometry in this paper are
always of level zero.
For n “ 2 (i.e., r “ 0), the imbedding 2 : Uc2 Ñ U2 “ Upxsl2q in (6.1.2) is defined by
e0 ÞÑ E0 ` v´1K0F1, f0 ÞÑ E1 ` v´1K1F0, k0 ÞÑ K0K´11 .
We shall give a presentation for Uc2, which was excluded from Proposition 6.1.5 above.
Proposition 6.1.6. The Qpvq-algebra Uc2 has a presentation with generators e0, f0, and k˘10
and the following relations.
k0k
´1
0 “ 1, k0e0 “ v4e0k0, k0f0 “ v´4f0k0, (6.1.7)
e30f0 ´ J3Ke20f0e0 ` J3Ke0f0e20 ´ f0e30 “ J3K!pv ´ v´1qe0pk0 ´ k´10 qe0, (6.1.8)
f30e0 ´ J3Kf20e0f0 ` J3Kf0e0f20 ´ e0f30 “ ´J3K!pv ´ v´1qf0pk0 ´ k´10 qf0. (6.1.9)
Here JiK “ vi´v´i
v´v´1
and JaK! “ś1ďiďaJiK.
Proof. Note that U2 is of level zero, so we have K0K1 “ 1. Thus npk0q “ K20. From this,
we have the identity (6.1.7).
We now prove the identity (6.1.8). Since n is injective, it suffices to show that (6.1.8)
holds after applying n. In other words, it suffices to prove the identity in U2. Let Spe0, f0q
denote the left hand side in (6.1.8). We define Spe0,E1q and Spe0, v´1K1F0q in a similar
fashion. By a lengthy calculation involving 4ˆ 24 “ 64 terms, we have
Spe0,E1q “ J3K!pv ´ v´1qe0k0e0. (6.1.10)
Similarly, we have
Spe0, v´1K1F0q “ ´J3K!pv ´ v´1qe0k´10 e0. (6.1.11)
So the relation (6.1.8) follows by adding (6.1.10) and (6.1.11). Similarly, one can show
Eq. (6.1.9) and we leave the detail to the reader.
Now we invoke [Ko14, Theorem 7.1], which says no additional relations are needed. This
finishes the proof. 
6.2. The algebra 9Ucn and its monomial basis
Let
Zcn “ tλ “ pλiqiPZ|λi P Z, λi “ λi`n, λi “ λ´i, @i, λ0, λr`1 oddu. (6.2.1)
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Let |λ| “ λ1 ` . . .` λn. Define an equivalence relation « on Zcn by letting λ « µ if and only
if λ ´ µ “ p. . . , p, p, p, . . . q, for some even integer p. Let Zcn{ « be the set of equivalence
classes with respect to the equivalence relation «; and let pλ be the equivalence class of λ.
Fix pλ P Zcn{ «, we define the element 1pλ P Ucn,8 as follows. p1pλqd “ 0 if d ı |λ| (mod 2n).
If d “ |λ| ` pn for some even integer p, we have p1pλqd “ 1λ`pI . Here λ` pI is understood as
λ` p. . . , p, p, p, . . .q, and 1λ`pI P Ucn,d is understood to be zero if there is a negative entry in
λ` pI.
Definition 6.2.1. Let 9Ucn be the U
c
n-bimodule in U
c
n,8 generated by 1pλ for all pλ P Zcn{ «.
It is clear that 9Ucn is a subalgebra of U
c
n,8 generated by 1pλ, ei1pλ and fi1pλ for all i P r0, rs
and pλ P Zcn{ «. Similarly, we define the A-subalgebra A 9Ucn of Ucn,8 generated by epaqi 1pλ and
f
paq
i 1pλ, for all i P r0, rs and a P N. So we have Qpvq bA A 9Ucn “ 9Ucn. The bar involution on
Ucn,8 induces a bar involution on
9Ucn, which we denote by ¯ :
9Ucn ÝÑ 9Ucn. Note that it leaves
the elements e
paq
i 1pλ and f paqi 1pλ fixed, and hence we have ¯ : A 9Ucn ÝÑ A 9Ucn.
We denoterΞn “  A “ paijq P MatZˆZpZqˇˇ a0,0, ar`1,r`1 P 2Z` 1,
aij ě 0 pi ‰ jq, aij “ a´i,´j “ ai`n,j`np@i, jq
(
,rΞapn “ tA P rΞn ˇˇA is aperiodicu.
(6.2.2)
For A P rΞn, we shall denote by
|A| “ d
if
ři0`n
i“i0`1
ř
jPZ aij “ 2d` 2 for some (or each) i0 P Z. We set, for d P Z,rΞn,d “  A P rΞn ˇˇ |A| “ d(, rΞn “ \drΞn,d. (6.2.3)
Also clearly we have Ξn,d Ă rΞn,d.
We define an equivalence relation « on rΞapn by
A « B iff A´B “ pIn, for some even integer p, (6.2.4)
where In “
ř
1ďiďnE
ii, and let pA be the equivalence class of A. Whenever there causes no
ambiguity, we write I for In. We define rop pAq “ {ropAq and cop pAq “ {copAq, and they are
elements in Zcn{ «. We can then define the element ζ pA in 9Ucn by pζ pAqd “ 0 unless d “ |A|
mod 2n, and if |A| “ d ` p{2n for some even integer p, pζ pAqd “ ζA`pI , where ζA`pI is the
monomial basis attached to A ` pI in Theorem 5.4.3. Since φcd,d´npζA`pIq “ ζA`pp´2qI , we
see that ζ pA P 9Ucn.
The following linear independence is reduced to the counterpart at the Schur algebra level,
by an argument similar to [LW15, Theorem 5.5].
Proposition 6.2.2. The set tζ pA ˇˇ pA P rΞapn { «u is linearly independent.
To show that ζ pA is indeed a basis for 9Ucn, let us take a closer look at the behavior of the
monomials at the Schur algebra level. For simplicity, we write fn´pi`1q for ei for all i P r0, rs.
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For λ P Λcn,d and a pair pi, aq where i “ pi1, . . . , isq and a “ pa1, . . . , asq with 0 ď ij ď n and
aj P N for all j, we set
dMi,a,λ “ f pa1qi1 f pa2qi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ f pasqis 1λ P Ucn,d,
where 1λ “ rDλsd is the standard basis element of the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is λ.
Then dMi,a,λ exhaust all possible monomials in U
c
n,d. The following proposition is crucial in
showing that the various ξ pA forms a basis for 9Ucn. Recall that I “ ř1ďiďnEiiθ .
Proposition 6.2.3. Fix a triple pi, a, λq with |λ| “ d. There is a finite subset Ii,a,λ of
tA P rΞapn ˇˇ|A| “ du such that
d`pnMi,a,λ`2pI “
ÿ
APIi,a,λ
cAζ2pA, @p, where cA P A is independent of p.
Proof. By the multiplication formula for simple generators, we see that the standard basis
element rAs, possibly periodic, appearing in d`pnMi,a,λ`2pI is stabilized for p " 0. In other
words, there is a finite set Ji,a,λ in rΞn consisting of certain A subject to |A| “ d and
d`pnMi,a,λ`2pI “
ÿ
APJi,a,λ
gA,prA` 2pIs, @p
where gA,p P A depends on p in general.
Note that Ji,a,λ can be constructed in the following way. Fix a p large enough, so that
when we multiply out the monomial d`pnMi,a,λ`2pI in terms of standard basis, we do not miss
a term because that term has a negative entry in its diagonal. Collect all the matrices, say A,
parametrizing the standard basis element appearing in d`pnMi,a,λ`2pI, and further throwing
into this set all matrices B such that B ăalg A. This resulting set is again finite. Ji,a,λ is
then defined to be the set of matrices obtained by subtracting the matrices in the previous
set by 2pI.
Let Ii,a,λ be the subset of Ji,a,λ consisting of aperiodic elements. It follows by Theo-
rem 5.4.3 that
d`pnMi,a,λ`2pI “
ÿ
APIi,a,λ
cA,pζ2pA, @p,
where cA,p P A depends on p in general.
By definition, we have
φcd`pn,d`pn´npd`pnMi,a,λ`2pIq “ d`pn´nMi,a,λ`2pI´2I,
φcd`pn,d`pn´npζ2pAq “ ζp´2A, @p.
This implies that
cA,p “ cA,p´1, if ζ2pp´1qA ‰ 0 P Ucn,d`pp´1qn.
For large enough p, ζ
2pp´1qA is obviously nonzero, and so cA,p “ cA is independent of p " 0.
Recall that the set Ii,a,λ is finite. So we can find a p0 such that cA,p “ cA for all p ě p0 and
for all A P Ii,a,λ. The proposition is thus proved. 
Now we return from Lusztig algebras to the algebra 9Ucn.
Proposition 6.2.4. The set tζ pA| pA P rΞapn { «u forms a basis for 9Ucn and an A-basis for A 9Ucn.
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Proof. Similar to the element dMi,a,λ, we can define its limit version Mi,a,pλ in 9Ucn. Moreover,
these monomials exhaust all the possible monomials in 9Ucn. The proposition now follows
from Proposition 6.2.3. 
6.3. Bilinear form on 9Ucn
Recall that for i P r0, rs, ei “
řrAs where A´Ei`1,iθ is diagonal, fi “ řrAs where A´Ei,i`1θ
is diagonal, and ki “
ř
λPΛc
n,d
vλi`1´λi1λ.
Imitating McGerty [Mc12] in affine type A, we define a bilinear form x¨, ¨yd on Scn,d as
follows:
xrAs, rA1syd “ δA,A1v´2dAt#XL1At ,
where L1 P X cn,dpropAtqq. With the help of the identity (4.2.10), the same argument as in
[Mc12, Proposition 3.2] gives us the following.
Proposition 6.3.1. We have xrAs ˚ rBs, rCsyd “ xrBs, vdA´dAt rAts ˚ rCsyd.
Corollary 6.3.2. For all i P r0, rs, we have the following:
(1) xeirA1s, rA2syd “ xrA1s, vkifirA2syd.
(2) xfirA1s, rA2syd “ xrA1s, v´1eik´1i rA2syd.
(3) xkirA1s, rA2syd “ xrA1s,kirA2syd.
Proof. We prove (1). If A´ Ei`1,iθ is diagonal for some i P r0, rs, then
dA “ copAqi`1 and dAt “ ropAqi “ copAqi ´ 1.
Hence dA ´ dAt “ copAqi`1 ´ copAqi ` 1. Thus, we have
vkipL, L1q “ δL,L1v1`copAqi`1´copAqi “ δL,L1vdA´dAt , @L, L1 P X cn,dpcopAqq,
which implies (1).
We now prove (2). If A ´ Ei,i`1θ is diagonal for some i P r0, rs, then
dA “ copAqi and dAt “ ropAqi`1 “ copAqi`1 ´ 1´ δi,0 ´ δi,n.
So dA´ dAt “ copAqi´ copAqi`1` 1` δi,0` δi,n. Hence, if pL, L1q subject to L P X cn,dpcopAqq,
Li Ď L1i, Lj “ L1j for all j P r0, rsztiu, then
vdA´dAteipL, L1q “ v1`δi,0`δi,nk´1i eipL, L1q
“ v1`δi,0`δi,nv´2´δi,0´δi,neik´1i pL, L1q “ v´1eik´1i pL, L1q.
Part (2) follows.
Part (3) follows from the fact that dA “ dAt “ 0 if A is diagonal. 
The same argument as in [Mc12] shows that there is a well-defined bilinear form x¨, ¨y on
9Ucn given by
xx, yy “
nÿ
d“1
lim
pÑ8
xxd`pn, yd`pnyd`pn, @x “ pxdq, y “ pydq P 9Ucn.
Remark 6.3.3. The same adjointness property as in Proposition 6.3.1 holds for the bilinear
form x¨, ¨y on 9Ucn.
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6.4. The canonical basis of 9Ucn and positivity
As we have set up all the preliminary preparation, the constructions and properties of the
canonical basis for 9Ucn can be established without further difficulty. Actually as the technical
proofs for the intermediate steps are literally the same as in the affine type A setting [Mc12]
and/or in the finite type B{C setting [LW15, FL15], we will formulate the statements while
referring to those papers for detailed proofs.
With the help of the bilinear form x¨, ¨y and Theorem 5.4.3, the same arguments as
in [Mc12], or [LW15] prove the following.
Proposition 6.4.1. For any A P Ξapn,d, we have
φcd`pn,d`pp´1qnpt2pAud`pnq “ t2p´2Aud`pp´1qn, @p " 0.
Moreover, we have
t2pAud`pn “ ζ2pA `
ÿ
BPrΞapn :BăA
cA,B,p ζ2pB
with cA,B,p P A independent of p for p " 0.
Recall rΞn and rΞapn from (6.2.2).
Definition 6.4.2. For any pA P rΞapn {«, an element b pA P 9Ucn is defined as follows: pb pAqd “ 0
if d ‰ |A| mod 2n; If |A| “ d` sn for some integer s, we set
pb pAqd`sn`pn “ t2pAud`sn`pn, @p ě p0, for some fixed p0,
and for general q ă p0, we set pb pAqd`sn`qn “ φcd`sn`p0n,d`rn`qnpt2p0Aud`sn`p0nq.
The fact that b pA as defined above lies in 9Ucn follows from Proposition 6.4.1. Moreover,
ζ pA “ b pA` lower terms. The next theorem now follows from the existence of the monomial
basis tζ pAu for 9Ucn; cf. Proposition 6.2.4.
Theorem 6.4.3. The set 9Bcn :“ tb pA ˇˇ pA P rΞapn { «u forms a basis for 9Ucn.
The basis 9Bcn is called the canonical basis of
9Ucn.
As a consequence, we deduce formally the following results by the same arguments in [LW15]
and [FL15].
Proposition 6.4.4. The signed canonical basis t˘b pA ˇˇ pA P rΞapn { «u is characterized by the
bar-invariance, integrality (i.e. b pA P A 9Ucn), and almost orthonormality (i.e., xb pA, b pA1y “ δ pA, pA1
mod v´1Zrrv´1ss).
The canonical basis of 9Ucn enjoys several remarkable positivity properties as follows. The
proofs use the same arguments as in [LW15] and [FL15]. In particular, for the positivity
with respect to comultiplication, the positivity of the canonical basis in the Lusztig algebra
Ucn,d as in Proposition 5.4.4 is used.
Theorem 6.4.5. The structure constants of the canonical basis 9Bcn lie in Nrv, v´1s with
respect to the multiplication and comultiplication, and in v´1Nrrv´1ss with respect to the
bilinear pairing.
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6.5. Another presentation of the algebra 9Ucn
We shall give a more familiar description of the algebra 9Ucn. We start with introducing
the limit version of the imbeddings n,d.
Recall Zn from (2.3.1) and Z
c
n from (6.2.1), and there is an inclusion Z
c
n Ă Zn. Recall
the notation |ù from (5.4.4), and we extend it further to Zcn ˆ Zn as follows. Given a pair
pλ, λ1q P Zcn ˆ Zn, we write λ1 |ù λ if
λi “ λ1i ` λ1n´i ` δi,n ` δi,r`1, @1 ď i ď n.
We write λ¯1 |ù pλ if λ1 |ù λ˜ for some λ˜ in the equivalence class pλ and the notation λ¯ is defined
in Section 2.3. (In this case, we shall assume that λ1 |ù λ.)
Recall µ¯p 9Unqλ¯ from Section 2.3. We set pµp 9Ucnqpλ “ 1pµ 9Ucn1pλ. For a quadruple ppλ, pµ, λ¯1, µ¯1q
such that λ¯1 |ù pλ and µ¯1 |ù pµ, we define a linear map

λ¯1,µ¯1,pλ,pµ : pµp 9Ucnqpλ ÝÑ µ¯1p 9Unqλ¯1,
to be the composition
pµp 9Ucnqpλ ãÑ 9Ucn nÝÑ Un,8 ։ µ¯1p 9Unqλ¯1,
where the first map is a natural inclusion and the third one is the projection. Set
pλ,pµ “
ź
λ¯1|ùpλ, µ¯1|ùpµ

λ¯1,µ¯1,pλ,pµ : pµp 9Ucnqpλ ÝÑ
ź
λ¯1|ùpλ, µ¯1|ùpµ µ¯
1p 9Unqλ¯1.
Recall the imbedding n : U
c
n,8 Ñ Un,8 from Section 6.1. We have
np pµp 9Ucnqpλq Ď
ź
λ¯1|ùpλ, µ¯1|ùpµ µ¯
1p 9Unqλ¯1.
The injectivity of n implies that the homomorphism pλ,pµ is injective.
Now a modified form of Ucn, denoted by
9Ucn,alg, can be defined algebraically in a standard
way as
9Ucn,alg “ ‘pµ,pλPZcn{« pµpUcn,algqpλ,
where
pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ “ Ucn
M´ ÿ
0ďiďr
pki ´ v´µi`µi`1qUcn `
ÿ
0ďiďr
Ucnpki ´ v´λi`λi`1q
¯
.
The algebra homomorphism n : U
c
n Ñ Un then induces a linear map
˜
λ¯1,µ¯1,pλ,pµ : pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ ÝÑ µ¯1p 9Unqλ¯1
such that the following diagram commutes:
Ucn
nÝÝÝÑ Un§§đ §§đ
pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ ˜λ¯1,µ¯1,pλ,pµÝÝÝÝÝÑ µ¯1p 9Unqλ¯1
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Set
˜pλ,pµ “
ź
λ¯1|ùpλ
µ¯1|ùpµ
˜
λ¯1,µ¯1,pλ,pµ : pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ ÝÑ
ź
λ¯1|ùpλ
µ¯1|ùpµ
µ¯1p 9Unqλ¯1 .
Since n is injective, ˜pλ,pµ is injective.
By definition, there exists a unique linear map
φ
d,alg,pµ,pλ : pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ ÝÑ ‘bPpµ,aPpλUcn,dpb, aq,
where Ucn,dpb, aq “ 1bpUcn,dq1a, such that the following diagram commutes:
Ucn ÝÝÝÑ pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ
φd
§§đ §§đφd,alg,pµ,pλ
Ucn,d ÝÝÝÑ ‘bPpµ,aPpλUcn,dpb, aq
From this we have constructed an algebra homomorphism
φd,alg :“ ‘pµ,pλPZcn{«φd,alg,pµ,pλ : 9Ucn,alg ÝÑ Ucn,d.
Since φd,alg commutes with the transfer maps, i.e., φd´n,alg “ φd,d´nφd,alg. we obtain an algebra
homomorphism ψ : 9Ucn,alg Ñ Ucn,8. Observe that the image of this homomorphism is exactly
9Ucn by considering the image of the idempotents 1pλ. Therefore, we have a surjective algebra
homomorphism: ψ : 9Ucn,alg ÝÑ 9Ucn. By restriction, we have ψpµ,pλ : pµp 9Ucn,algqpλ Ñ pµp 9Ucnqpλ, for
various pµ, pλ. Since pλ,pµ and ˜pλ,pµ are injective, and ˜pλ,pµ “ pλ,pµ ˝ ψpµ,pλ, we conclude that ψpµ,pλ
and hence ψ is injective. Summarizing, we have established the following.
Proposition 6.5.1. The map ψ : 9Ucn,alg Ñ 9Ucn is an algebra isomorphism.
Therefore, a presentation of 9Ucn is reduced to finding a presentation of
9Ucn,alg, and the latter
can be obtained by modifying the definition/presentation ofUcn as given in Propositions 6.1.5
and 6.1.6, in a way similar to Lusztig’s presentation for modified quantum groups [Lu93].
The finite type counterpart of a presentation of 9Ucn,alg can be found in [BKLW14].
CHAPTER 7
A second coideal subalgebra of quantum affine sln
In this chapter, setting n “ n ´ 1 we consider a subvariety of X cn,d, and study its cor-
responding convolution algebra Sın,d which is a subalgebra of S
c
n,d. We introduce Lusztig
subalgebra Uın,d of the ı-Schur algebra S
ı
n,d. We study the properties of a comultiplica-
tion on Uın,d, which allow us to form a projective system tpUın,d, φıd,d´nqudě0 and then two
distinguished algebras Uın and
9Uın . We show that pUppslnq,Uın q forms an affine quantum
symmetric pair. The canonical basis of 9Uın is established and shown to admit positivity
with respect to multiplication, comultiplication, and a bilinear pairing.
Recall n “ 2r ` 2, and we now set
n “ n´ 1 “ 2r ` 1 pr ě 1q.
7.1. The Schur algebras of type ı
We shall construct Schur algebras Sın,d and Lusztig algebras U
ı
n,d. These algebras are
defined as the affine counterpart of [BKLW14], and many basic properties of these algebras
are established following [FL15, Section 5].
Recall the set Ξn,d from (4.2.1). We introduce a subset Ξ
ı
n,d which consists of matrices
A P Ξn,d whose pr ` 1qst row and pr ` 1qst column entries are all zero except ar`1,r`1 “ 1,
i.e.,
Ξın,d “ tA P Ξn,d
ˇˇ
ar`1,j “ δr`1,j , ai,r`1 “ δi,r`1, @i, j P Zu. (7.1.1)
Introduce the following idempotent in the algebra Scn,d:
jr “
ÿ
APΞı
n,d
:A diagonal
rAs, (7.1.2)
and form the following subalgebra of Scn,d:
S
ı
n,d “ jrScn,djr. (7.1.3)
Then jr becomes the identity of S
ı
n,d, which will sometimes be denoted by 1 when there is
no ambiguity. Note that the algebra Sın,d is the generic version of the convolution algebra on
pairs of lattice chains in the set X ın,d :“ tL P X cn,d|Lr “ Lr`1u. The set trAs|A P Ξın,du forms
a basis of Sın,d.
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Introduce the following elements in Sın,d:
eˇi “ jreijr, fˇi “ jrfijr,
kˇ˘1i “ jrk˘1i jr, @i P r0, r ´ 1s,
hˇ˘1a “ jrh˘1a jr, @a P r0, rs,
tˇr “ jr
´
frer ` kr ´ k
´1
r
v ´ v´1
¯
jr.
(7.1.4)
We note that
jrerjr “ 0, jrfrjr “ 0, jrerfrjr “ 0.
Lusztig algebra (of type ı) Uın,d is defined to be the subalgebra of S
ı
n,d generated by the
Chevalley generators eˇi, fˇi, kˇ
˘1
i , for all i P r0, r ´ 1s, and tˇr.
Now let us present the type A analogue of the above construction. Recall from Section 2.2
in Chapter 2 that Θn,d parametrizes a basis of Sn,d. We set
Θın,d “ tA P Θn,d|ai,r`1 “ 0, ar`1,j “ 0, @i, j P Zu.
Similar to jr, we define the following idempotent in Sn,d:
Jr “
ÿ
APΘı
n,d
:A diagonal
rAs.
As the algebra JrSn,dJr is canonically isomorphic to Sn,d (recall n “ n´ 1), we shall simply
identify Sn,d ” JrSn,dJr below. Let
Eˇi “
$’&’%
JrEiJr, if i P r0, r ´ 1s,
JrEr`1ErJr, if i “ r,
JrEi`1Jr, if i P rr ` 1, n´ 1s.
Fˇi “
$’&’%
JrFiJr, if i P r0, r ´ 1s,
JrFrFr`1Jr, if i “ r,
JrFi`1Jr, if i P rr ` 1, n´ 1s.
Kˇ˘1i “
$’&’%
JrK
˘1
i Jr, if i P r0, r ´ 1s,
JrK
˘1
r K
˘1
r`1Jr, if i “ r,
JrK
˘1
i`1Jr, if i P rr ` 1, n´ 1s.
Hˇ˘1a “
#
JrH
˘1
a Jr, if a P r0, rs,
JrH
˘1
a`1Jr, if a P rr ` 1, ns.
For convenience, one can extend the range of index i from the interval r0, n ´ 1s to Z by
setting Eˇi “ Eˇi`n for all i P Z, etc. We shall identify Un,d with the subalgebra of Sn,d
generated by Eˇi, Fˇi and Kˇ
˘1
i for all i P r0, n´ 1s.
7.2. The comultiplication
Recall the algebra homomorphism r∆c : Scn,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 from (5.2.1), for d1, d2 such
that d “ d1 ` d2. We shall show its restriction to the subalgebra Uın,d (denoted by the same
notation) relates to the constructions above in Section 7.1.
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Lemma 7.2.1. We have an algebra homomorphism r∆c : Uın,d ÝÑ Uın,d1 b Un,d2. More
explicitly, for i P r0, r ´ 1s, we haver∆cpeˇiq “ eˇ1i b Hˇ2i`1Hˇ2´1n´1´i ` hˇ1´1i`1 b Eˇ2i Hˇ2´1n´1´i ` hˇ1i`1 b Fˇ2n´1´iHˇ2i`1.r∆cpfˇiq “ fˇ 1i b Hˇ2´1i Hˇ2n´i ` hˇ1i b Fˇ2i Hˇ2n´1´i ` hˇ1´1i b Eˇ2n´1´iHˇ2´1i .r∆cpkˇiq “ kˇ1i b Kˇ2i Kˇ2´1n´1´i.r∆cptˇrq “ tˇ1r b Kˇ2r ` v2kˇ1´1r b Hˇ2r`1Fˇ2r ` v´2kˇ1r b Hˇ2´1r Eˇ2r.
Proof. The fact r∆cpUın,dq Ď Uın,d1 bUn,d2 follows once we establish these explicit formulas.
We observe that r∆cpjrq “ j1r b J2r . So, by Proposition 5.2.3,r∆cpeˇiq “ j1r b J2r `e1i bH2i`1H2´1n´1´i ` h1´1i`1 b E2iH2´1n´1´i ` h1i`1 b F2n´1´iH2i`1˘ j1r b J2r
“ eˇ1i b Hˇ2i`1Hˇ2´1n´1´i ` hˇ1´1i`1 b Eˇ2i Hˇ2´1n´1´i ` hˇ1i`1 b Fˇ2n´1´iHˇ2i`1.
The formulas for r∆cpfˇiq and r∆cpkˇiq are similarly proved. The last formula can be proved in
exactly the same manner as that of [FL15, Lemma 5.1.1]. 
Following the definition of φcd,d´n in (6.1.1), we define the transfer map
φ
ı
d,d´n : S
ı
n,d ÝÑ Sın,d´n
to be the composition
φ
ı
d,d´n : S
ı
n,d
r∆cÝÝÝÑ Sın,d´n b Sn,n 1bχnÝÝÝÑ Sın,d´n
where the homomorphism χn : Sn,n ÝÑ Qpvq is the generalized signed representation of Sn,n.
We have χnpEˇiq “ χnpFˇiq “ 0 and χnpHˇaq “ v for all i P r0, n ´ 1s, a P r0, ns. Thus by
Lemma 7.2.1, we have for all i P r0, r ´ 1s,
φ
ı
d,d´npeˇiq “ eˇ1i, φıd,d´npfˇiq “ fˇ 1i , φıd,d´npkˇiq “ kˇ1i, φıd,d´nptˇrq “ tˇ1r. (7.2.1)
Recall ∆c : Scn,d ÝÑ Scn,d1bSn,d2 from (5.3.6). Let us consider the restriction ∆c|Sı
n,d
, which
will be denoted by ∆ı.
Proposition 7.2.2. We have an algebra homomorphism ∆ı : Sın,d ÝÑ Sın,d1 b Sn,d2, and by
restriction, a homomorphism ∆ı : Uın,d ÝÑ Uın,d1bUn,d2. More explicitly, for all i P r0, r´1s,
we have
∆ıpeˇiq “ eˇ1i b Kˇ2i ` 1b Eˇ2i ` kˇ1i b vδi,0Fˇ2n´1´iKˇ2i ,
∆ıpfˇiq “ fˇ 1i b Kˇ2n´1´i ` kˇ1´1i b v´δi,0Kˇ2n´1´iFˇ2i ` 1b Eˇ2n´1´i,
∆ıpkˇiq “ kˇ1i b Kˇ2i Kˇ2´1n´1´i,
∆ıptˇrq “ tˇ1r b Kˇ2r ` 1b Eˇ2r ` 1b vKˇ2rFˇ2r .
(7.2.2)
Proof. Since ∆ıpjrq “ j1r b J2r, we see that ∆ıpSın,dq Ď Sın,d1 b Sn,d2 .
So it remains to establish the formulas. The first three follow by ∆ıpjrq “ j1r b J2r and
Proposition 5.3.4. We now prove the last one on ∆ıptˇrq. The superscripts 1 and 2 are
dropped for simplicity for the rest of the proof.
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By applying Proposition 5.3.4 and using that jrerjr “ 0 and jrfrjr “ 0, we have
∆ıpjrfrerjrq “ jrfrerjr b JrKr`1KrJr ` jrk´1r jr b JrKr`1FrErJr
` 1b JrEr`1ErJr ` 1b JrKr`1FrFr`1KrJr ` jrkrjr b JrEr`1Fr`1KrJr. (7.2.3)
By using the fact that
JrKrJr “ Hˇ´1r ,JrKr`1Jr “ Hˇr`1,JrErFrJr “ 0,JrFr`1Er`1Jr “ 0,
we have
JrKr`1FrErJr “ Hˇr`1JrpErFr ´ Kr ´K
´1
r
v ´ v´1 qJr “ Hˇr`1
Hˇr ´ Hˇ´1r
v ´ v´1 ,
JrKr`1FrFr`1KrJr “ Hˇr`1FˇrHˇ´1r “ vKˇrFˇr,
JrEr`1Fr`1KrJr “ JrpFr`1Er`1 ` Kr`1 ´K
´1
r`1
v ´ v´1 qJrHˇ
´1
r “
Hˇr`1 ´ Hˇ´1r`1
v ´ v´1 Hˇ
´1
r .
So we can rewrite (7.2.3) as follows:
∆ıpjrfrerjrq “ jrfrerjr b Kˇr ` 1b Eˇr ` 1b vKˇrFˇr
` jrk´1r jr b Hˇr`1
Hˇr ´ Hˇ´1r
v ´ v´1 ` jrkrjr b
Hˇr`1 ´ Hˇ´1r`1
v ´ v´1 Hˇ
´1
r
“ tˇr b Kˇr ` 1b Eˇr ` 1b vKˇrFˇr ` jrk´1r jr b
HˇrHˇr`1
v ´ v´1 ´ jrkrjr b
Hˇ´1r Hˇ
´1
r`1
v ´ v´1 .
Finally, we have
∆ıpjrkr ´ k
´1
r
v ´ v´1 jrq “ jrkrjr b
Hˇ´1r Hˇ
´1
r`1
v ´ v´1 ´ jrk
´1
r jr b
HˇrHˇr`1
v ´ v´1 .
The formula for ∆ıptˇrq follows by adding the above two equations. 
Now set d1 “ 0. Since Sın,0 “ Qpvq, we obtain an algebra homomorphism
ın,d :“ ∆ı|d1“0 : Sın,d ÝÑ Sn,d, (7.2.4)
which is injective by Proposition 5.3.6. Moreover,
eˇi “ fˇi “ 0, kˇi “ v´δi,0, tˇr “ 1 P Sın,0, @i P r0, r ´ 1s.
The following can now be read off from Proposition 7.2.2, while the injectivity of ın,d follows
from a similar argument in [FL15].
Proposition 7.2.3. We have an imbedding of algebras
ın,d : S
ı
n,d ÝÑ Sn,d.
Moreover, for all i P r0, r ´ 1s, we have
ın,dpeˇiq “ Eˇi ` v´δi,0KˇiFˇn´1´i, ın,dpfˇiq “ Eˇn´1´i ` vδi,0FˇiKˇn´1´i,
ın,dpkˇiq “ v´δi,0KˇiKˇ´1n´1´i, ın,dptˇrq “ Eˇr ` vKˇrFˇr ` Kˇr.
(7.2.5)
In particular, we have an imbedding of algebras ın,d : U
ı
n,d Ñ Un,d.
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7.3. The monomial basis of Uın,d
Next, we shall construct a ı-monomial basis of Uın,d, which is bar invariant and preserved
by φıd,d´n. The compatibility of a monomial basis with φ
ı
d,d´n requires additional work in the
current ı setting than the previous c-case (compare Theorem 5.4.3), and this will be carried
out by a similar procedure as in finite type ı-version in [LW15].
Let A be a matrix in Ξın,d. Let dltipAq be the Z ˆ Z matrix obtained from A by deleting
the kth rows and columns for all k ” i mod n. Note that dltr`1pAq and A share the same
r´r, rs ˆ r´r, rs-minors. The resulting matrix dltr`1pAq “ pbijq satisfies
b´i,´j “ bij “ bi`n,j`n,
ÿ
iPr1,ns,jPZ
bij “ 2d` 1, b00 P 2Z` 1. (7.3.1)
We shall denote by
Ξˇın,d “ tB “ pbijq P MatZˆZpNq
ˇˇ
B satisfies (7.3.1)u. (7.3.2)
In particular, we have a bijection
dltr`1 : Ξ
ı
n,d ÝÑ Ξˇın,d, A ÞÑ dltr`1pAq. (7.3.3)
Definition 7.3.1. A matrix A in Ξın,d is called ı-aperiodic if dltr`1pAq is aperiodic.
Toward the construction of a suitable monomial basis, it is convenient for us to freely use
parametrization of standard basis for Sın,d by matrices in Ξˇ
ı
n,d or Ξ
ı
n,d under such a bijection,
and thus it makes sense to say things like “rAs P Sın,d for A P Ξˇın,d”. We shall add the index n
to the old notation to denote Eh,h`1n , E
h,h`1
θ,n “ Eh,h`1n `E´h,´ph`1qn corresponding to Eh,h`1,
E
h,h`1
θ , and so on, under the bijection. (Note that the former has period n, while the latter
has period n.)
Lemma 7.3.2. Let A,B,C P Ξˇın,d. Let R be a positive integer.
(1) Assume that B´REh,h`1θ,n is diagonal for some h P r0, rs and copBq “ ropAq. Assume
further that R “ R0`¨ ¨ ¨`Rl and the matrix A satisfy one of the following conditions:$’&’%
a0m “ 0, a1,k`i “ Ri, a1k ě R0, a1j “ 0, if h “ 0, k ě 1;
ahm “ 0, ah`1,k`i “ Ri, ah`1,k ě R0, ah`1,j “ 0, if h P r1, r ´ 1s;
arm “ 0, ar`1,k`i “ Ri, ar`1,k ě 2R0, ar`1,j “ 0, if h “ r, k ě r ` 1;
for all m ě k, i P r1, ls and j ą k ` l. Then we have
rBs ˚ rAs “ rA`
lÿ
i“0
RipEh,k`iθ,n ´ Eh`1,k`iθ,n qs ` lower terms.
(2) Assume that C ´ REh`1,hθ,n is diagonal for some h P r0, r ´ 1s and copCq “ ropAq.
Assume further that R “ R0` ¨ ¨ ¨`Rl and A satisfy one of the following conditions:$’&’%
a1m “ 0, a0,k`i “ Ri, a0,k`l ě Rl, a0j “ 0, if h “ 0, k ` l ă 0;
a1m “ 0, a0,k`i “ Ri, a00 ě 2Rl, a0j “ 0, if h “ 0, k ` l “ 0;
ah`1,m “ 0, ah,k`i “ Ri, ah,k`l ě Rl, ahj “ 0, if h P r1, r ´ 1s;
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for all m ď k ` l, i P r0, l ´ 1s and j ă k. Then we have
rCs ˚ rAs “ rA´
lÿ
i“0
RipEh,k`iθ,n ´ Eh`1,k`iθ,n qs ` lower terms.
Note the above multiplication formula for h “ r corresponds to multiplication with the
new generator tˇr in S
ı
n,d.
Proof. All cases are directly taken from Lemma 4.4.2, except the third case in (1), which
can be obtained by applying Lemma 4.4.2(1), Cases 3-4, and Lemma 4.4.2(2), Case 3. 
A ı-aperiodic monomial is by definition of the form rX1s˚¨ ¨ ¨˚rXms in Sın,d where Xi P Ξˇın,d
satisfies the conditions that either Xi´REh,h`1θ,n for h P r0, rs or Xi´REh`1,hθ,n for h P r0, r´1s
is diagonal for each i. The same argument as for Proposition 2.2.3 (or Theorem 5.4.3) gives
us the following.
Proposition 7.3.3. For each aperiodic matrix A in Ξˇın,d, there exists a ı-aperiodic monomial
yA in S
ı
n,d such that yA “ rAs ` lower terms.
We freely switch the index set for tyAu back to A P Ξın,d under the bijection (7.3.3). By
Proposition 7.2.3, ın,d : U
ı
n,d Ñ Un,d is an imbedding, and we shall regard Uın,d Ď Un,d
by identifying Uın,d with its image under ın,d. Recall that Un,d admits a canonical basis
ttAud
ˇˇ
A P Ξn,d ı-aperiodicu.
We have the following analogue of Theorem 5.4.3.
Proposition 7.3.4. The set ttAud
ˇˇ
A P Ξın,d ı-aperiodicu forms a (canonical) basis for Uın,d.
Also, tyA
ˇˇ
A P Ξın,d ı-aperiodicu forms a monomial basis for Uın,d.
Proof. We have an imbedding ın,d : U
ı
n,d Ñ Un,d by Proposition 7.2.3. A counterpart of
Proposition 5.4.2 makes sense in our setting. We also have Proposition 7.3.3. Therefore we
have all the three key ingredients available to rerun the argument for Theorem 5.4.3. The
proposition is proved. 
Note that yA is not bar invariant in general. As in the finite ı-setting [LW15], this monomial
basis tyAu is not preserved by the transfer map φın,n´d, and thus this basis is not directly
applicable for studying the limiting algebra Uın in the following Section 7.4. To overcome
this obstacle, we introduce the hybrid monomial hA obtained from yA by replacing every
factor rXis in the monomial yA by its associated canonical basis element tXiud if Xi is of
the form Xi “ XpD,Rq :“ D ` REr,r`1θ,n for some diagonal matrix D and for some R. We
still have tXiud P Sın,d thanks to the fact that tXiud P rXis `
ř
0ďkăRAXpDk, kq for some
diagonal matrices Dk; see [LW15]. Hence we have hA “ yA ` lower terms P Sın,d. Thus we
have obtained the following.
Proposition 7.3.5. For each aperiodic matrix A in Ξˇın,d, there exists a ı-aperiodic hybrid
monomial hA in S
ı
n,d such that hA “ rAs ` lower terms, hA “ hA, and φıd,d´nphAq “ hA´2In,
with In “
ř
1ďiďnE
ii
n . Moreover, thA
ˇˇ
A P Ξˇın,d ı-aperiodicu forms a (hybrid) monomial basis
for Uın,d.
(It is understood above that hA´2In “ 0 if A ´ 2In contains some negative entry.)
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Example 7.3.6. Set r “ 2 and so n “ 5. Consider the ı-aperiodic matrix A P Ξˇı5,d:
A “
c-3 c-2 c-1 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7
r0 3 1 * 1 3
r1 0 6 * 0 4
r2 8 7 * 2 5
r3 5 2 * 7 8
r4 4 0 * 6 0
r5 3 1 * 1 3
where ‘ri’ and ‘cj’ in the table indicate the i-th row and j-th column of the matrix A,
respectively. We have
yA “ eˇp8q1 ˚ tˇr5s2 ˚ fˇ p4q1 ˚ fˇ p4q0 ˚ eˇp14q0 ˚ eˇp12q1 ˚ tˇr6s2 ˚ fˇ p3q0 ˚ 1copAq “ rAs ` lower terms,
hA “ eˇp8q1 ˚ tˇt5u2 ˚ fˇ p4q1 ˚ fˇ p4q0 ˚ eˇp14q0 ˚ eˇp12q1 ˚ tˇt6u2 ˚ fˇ p3q0 ˚ 1copAq “ rAs ` lower terms,
where tˇ
rRs
2 and tˇ
tRu
2 denote
ř
XrXs and
ř
XtXud, respectively, with the sum taken over X
such that X ´REr,r`1θ,n is diagonal.
7.4. The coideal subalgebra of type ı
Now that the results at the ı-Schur algebra level are established (which is the counter-
part of Chapter 5), we will formulate the ı-analogue of Chapter 6. As most of these are
straightforward, we will skip some of the details.
Starting with the projective system tpUın,d, φıd,d´nqudPN, we construct two distinguished
algebras Uın and
9Uın out of the associated projective limit algebra U
ı
n,8; the Chevalley
generators of Uın will be denoted again by eˇi, fˇi, kˇ
˘1
i pi P r0, r ´ 1sq, and tˇr. The family of
imbeddings tın,d : Uın,d Ñ Un,dudě0 induces an algebra imbedding ın : Uın Ñ Un. The family
of ∆ı (for various d1 ` d2 “ d) induce an algebra homomorphism (which is coassociative in
a suitable sense) ∆ı : Uın Ñ Uın b Un, whose action on the Chevalley generators can be
presented explicitly. Recall the algebra isomorphism Un – Uppslnq. Summarizing we have
established the following.
Theorem 7.4.1. The pair pUppslnq,Uın q forms an affine quantum symmetric pair. psee
Figure 2 for the relevant involution.q
Recall the Cartan integers cij from (5.1.7). We give a presentation for the algebra U
ı
n ,
which is a counterpart of Proposition 6.1.5 for Ucn. This presentation is a variant of [Ko14,
Theorem 7.1] in our setting and our notation. Recall we always assume r ě 1 so n ě 3.
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Proposition 7.4.2. The Qpvq-algebra Uın has a presentation with generators eˇi, fˇi, and kˇ˘1i
pi P r0, r ´ 1sq and tˇr, and the following relations: for all i, j P r0, r ´ 1s,
kˇ0pkˇ21 ¨ ¨ ¨ kˇ2r´1q “ v´1,
kˇikˇ
´1
i “ 1, kˇikˇj “ kˇjkˇi, kˇtˇr “ tˇkˇr,
kˇieˇjkˇ
´1
i “ vcij`δi,0δj,0 eˇj ,
kˇifˇjkˇ
´1
i “ v´cij´δi,0δj,0 fˇj ,
eˇieˇj “ eˇj eˇi, fˇifˇj “ fˇj fˇi, @|i´ j| ą 1,
eˇitˇr “ tˇreˇi, fˇitˇr “ tˇr fˇi, @i ď r ´ 2,
eˇ2i eˇj ` eˇjeˇ2i “ pv ` v´1qeˇieˇj eˇi, @|i´ j| “ 1,
fˇ2i fˇj ` fˇj fˇ2i “ pv ` v´1qfˇifˇj fˇi, @|i´ j| “ 1,
eˇ2r´1tˇr ` tˇreˇ2r´1 “ pv ` v´1qeˇr´1tˇreˇr´1,
fˇ2r´1tˇr ` tˇr fˇ2r´1 “ pv ` v´1qfˇr´1tˇr fˇr´1,
tˇ2reˇr´1 ` eˇr´1tˇ2r “ pv ` v´1qeˇr´1tˇreˇr´1 ` eˇr´1,
tˇ2r fˇr´1 ` fˇr´1tˇ2r “ pv ` v´1qfˇr´1tˇr fˇr´1 ` fˇr´1,
eˇifˇj ´ fˇj eˇi “ δij kˇi ´ kˇ
´1
i
v ´ v´1 , @pi, jq ‰ p0, 0q,
eˇ20fˇ0 ` fˇ0eˇ20 “ pv ` v´1q
`
eˇ0fˇ0eˇ0 ´ pvkˇ0 ` v´1kˇ´10 qeˇ0
˘
,
fˇ20 eˇ0 ` eˇ0fˇ20 “ pv ` v´1q
`
fˇ0eˇ0fˇ0 ´ fˇ0pvkˇ0 ` v´1kˇ´10 q
˘
.
Proof. We verify directly the above relations for Lusztig algebrasUın,d, and it follows that the
relations hold for Uın by construction. Then we use Theorem 7.4.1 and [Ko14, Theorem 7.1]
to conclude that we do not need additional relations. 
Now the construction of canonical basis with positivity for the coideal algebra in Section 6.4
can be repeated. Recalling rΞn from (6.2.2), we introduce the following subsets of rΞn:rΞın “  A “ paijq P rΞn ˇˇ ar`1,j “ δr`1,j, ai,r`1 “ δi,r`1(,rΞı,apn “ tA P rΞın ˇˇA is ı-aperiodicu. (7.4.1)
Recalling rΞn,d from (6.2.3), we further introduce, for d P Z,rΞın,d “ tA P rΞın ˇˇ|A| “ du, rΞın “ď
d
rΞın,d. (7.4.2)
We define an equivalence relation « on rΞı,apn as in (6.2.4) and let pA be the equivalence
class of A. The hybrid monomial basis thAu for Sın,d (cf. Proposition 7.3.5) gives rise to
a monomial basis th pA ˇˇ pA P rΞı,apn { «u for the algebra 9Uın . A bilinear form x¨, ¨y on 9Uın can
be defined similarly as in Section 6.4 and shown to be non-degenerate. The following is a
ı-analogue of Theorems 6.4.3 and 6.4.5.
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Theorem 7.4.3. There exists a canonical basis 9Bın “ tb pA ˇˇ pA P rΞı,apn { «u for 9Uın , whose
transition matrix with respect to the monomial basis th pA ˇˇ pA P rΞı,apn { «u is uni-triangular.
Moreover, the structure constants of the canonical basis 9Bın lie in Nrv, v´1s with respect
to the multiplication and comultiplication, and in v´1Nrrv´1ss with respect to the bilinear
pairing.
CHAPTER 8
More variants of coideal subalgebras of quantum affine sln
This chapter offers two more variants of geometric origin (denoted by types ı and ıı) of
the constructions in Chapters 6 and 7. Set
η “ n´ 1 “ n ´ 2 “ 2r pr ě 1q.
Schur algebras Sın,d and Lusztig algebras U
ı
n,d are introduced, and the family of Lusztig
algebras gives rise to algebras Uın and
9Uın . We show that pUppslnq,Uın q forms an affine
quantum symmetric pair. In addition, a family of algebras Uııη,d Ă Sııη,d is introduced and
gives rise to algebras Uııη and
9Uııη . Then pUppslηq,Uııη q forms an affine quantum symmetric
pair. The canonical bases of both algebras 9Uın and
9Uııη admit positivity with respect to
multiplication, comultiplication, and a bilinear pairing.
8.1. The Schur algebras of type ı
Recall the set Ξn,d from (4.2.1). We set
Ξın,d “ tA P Ξn,d|a0,j “ δ0,j, ai,0 “ δi,0, @i, j P Zu. (8.1.1)
Introduce the idempotent j0 in the algebra S
c
n,d given by j0 “
ř
APΞı
n,d
diagonalrAs, and form
the following subalgebra of Scn,d (called Schur algebra of type ı):
S
ı
n,d “ j0Scn,dj0. (8.1.2)
We further introduce the following elements in Sın,d:
eˆi “ j0eij0, fˆi “ j0fij0,
kˆ˘1i “ j0k˘1i j0, @i P r1, rs,
hˆ˘1a “ j0h˘1a j0, @a P r0, rs,
tˆ0 “ j0
´
e0f0 ` k
´1
0 ´ k0
v ´ v´1
¯
j0.
(8.1.3)
We also have the following vanishing results in Sın,d, which will be used freely:
j0e0j0 “ 0, j0f0j0 “ 0, j0f0e0j0 “ 0.
The Lusztig algebra Uın,d is defined to be the subalgebra of S
ı
n,d generated by the Chevalley
generators eˆi, fˆi, kˆ
˘1
i , for i P r1, rs, and tˆ0.
Let us also formulate a type A version which is compatible with the above construction.
Let
Θın,d “ tA P Θn,d|a0,j “ 0, ai,0 “ 0, @i, j P Zu. (8.1.4)
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Using the idempotent J0 in Sn,d given by J0 “
ř
APΘı
n,d
diagonalrAs, we form the subalgebra
J0Sn,dJ0 of Sn,d, which is isomorphic to the algebra Sn,d defined earlier. We shall always
identify Sn,d ” J0Sn,dJ0 below. We introduce the following elements in Sn,d:
Eˆi “
#
J0E0E´1J0, if i “ 0,
J0EiJ0, if i P r1, n´ 1s.
Fˆi “
#
J0F´1F0J0, if i “ 0,
J0FiJ0, if i P r1, n´ 1s.
Kˆ˘1i “
#
J0K
˘1
0 K
˘1
´1J0, if i “ 0,
J0K
˘1
i J0, if i P r1, n´ 1s.
Hˆ˘1a “
#
J0H
˘1
´1J0, if a “ 0,
J0H
˘1
i J0, if a P r1, ns.
(8.1.5)
We can extend the interval i P r0, n´ 1s to i P Z by setting Eˆi “ Eˆi`n, etc. We observe
J0E´1J0 “ 0, J0F´1J0 “ 0, J0E´1F´1J0 “ 0, J0F0E0J0 “ 0.
We identify Un,d with the subalgebra generated by the Chevalley generators Eˆi, Fˆi and Kˆ
˘1
i
for all i P r0, n´ 1s.
8.2. Comultiplication and transfer map of type ı
We shall study the restriction to Lusztig algebra Uın,d (denoted by the same notation) ofr∆c : Scn,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 from (5.2.1), for arbitrary d1, d2 such that d “ d1 ` d2.
Proposition 8.2.1. We have an algebra homomorphismr∆c : Uın,d ÝÑ Uın,d1 bUn,d2 .
More explicitly, for all i P r1, rs, we haver∆cpeˆiq “ eˆ1i b Hˆ2i`1Hˆ2´1n´1´i ` hˆ1´1i`1 b Eˆ2i Hˆ2´1n´1´i ` hˆ1i`1 b Fˆ2n´1´iHˆ2i`1,r∆cpfˆiq “ fˆ 1i b Hˆ2´1i Hˆ2n´i ` hˆ1i b Fˆ2i Hˆ2n´i ` hˆ1´1i b Eˆ2n´1´iHˆ2´1i ,r∆cpkˆiq “ kˆ1i b Kˆ2i Kˆ2´1n´1´i,r∆cptˆ0q “ tˆ10 b Kˆ20 ` v2kˆ10 b Hˆ21Fˆ20 ` v´2kˆ1´10 b Hˆ2´10 Eˆ20.
Proof. The inclusion r∆cpUın,dq Ď Uın,d1bUn,d2 follows once the formulas are established. The
superscripts 1 and 2 will be dropped throughout the proof for the sake of simplicity. The first
three formulas follow from Proposition 5.2.3. To prove the last one, we proceed similarly as
in the ı-version. By using j0e0j0 “ 0 and j0f0j0 “ 0, we haver∆cpj0e0f0j0q “ j0 b J0 r∆cpe0qr∆cpf0qj0 b J0
“ j0e0f0j0 b J0H1H´1´1J0 ` j0h´11 h0j0 b J0E0H´1´1F0H0J0
` j0h1h0j0 b J0F´1H1F0H0J0 ` j0h´11 h´10 j0 b J0E0H´1´1E´1H´10 J0
` j0h1h´10 j0 b J0F´1H1E´1H´10 J0.
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By using J0H0J0 “ 1, J0K0J0 “ Hˆ1, and J0F0E0J0 “ 0, we have
J0E0H
´1
´1F0H0J0 “ J0E0H´1´1F0J0 “ J0H´1E0F0J0
“ Hˆ´10 J0E0F0J0 “ Hˆ´10 J0
K0 ´K´10
v ´ v´1 J0 “ Hˆ
´1
0
Hˆ1 ´ Hˆ´11
v ´ v´1 .
We also have
J0F´1H1F0H0J0 “ J0F´1H1F0J0 “ Hˆ1Fˆ0,
J0E0H
´1
´1E´1H
´1
0 J0 “ Hˆ´10 Eˆ0,
J0F´1H1E´1H
´1
0 J0 “ J0H1J0J0F´1E´1J0 “ Hˆ1
Hˆ0 ´ Hˆ´10
v ´ v´1 .
Observe that j0h1h0j0 “ v2kˆ0. By the above analysis, we have
r∆cpj0e0f0j0q “ j0e0f0j0 b Kˆ0 ` kˆ´10 b Hˆ´10 Hˆ1 ´ Hˆ´11v ´ v´1
` v2kˆ0 b Hˆ1Fˆ0 ` v´2kˆ´10 b Hˆ´10 Eˆ0 ` kˆ0 b Hˆ1
Hˆ0 ´ Hˆ´10
v ´ v´1 .
By definition, we also have
r∆cpj0k´10 ´ k0
v ´ v´1 j0q “ ´kˆ0 b
Hˆ1Hˆ0
v ´ v´1 ` kˆ
´1
0 b
Hˆ´11 Hˆ
´1
0
v ´ v´1 .
By adding the last two equalities, we have established the formula for r∆cptˆ0q. 
We define the transfer map φıd,d´n : S
ı
n,d ÝÑ Sın,d´n to be the composition
φ
ı
d,d´n : S
ı
n,d
r∆cÝÝÝÑ Sın,d´n b Sn,n 1bχnÝÝÝÑ Sın,d´n.
Recall that the “signed” homomorphism χn : Sn,n Ñ Qpvq satisfies that χnpEˆiq “ 0, χnpFˆiq “
0 and χnpHˆiq “ v. It follows by Proposition 8.2.1 that, for all i P r1, rs,
φ
ı
d,d´npeˆiq “ eˆ1i, φıd,d´npfˆiq “ fˆ 1i , φıd,d´npkˆ˘1i q “ kˆ1˘1i , φıd,d´nptˆ0q “ tˆ10. (8.2.1)
Hence we have constructed projective systems tpSın,d, φıd,d´nqudě0 and tpUın,d, φıd,d´nqudě0.
We now describe the restriction of ∆c : Scn,d ÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 defined in (5.3.6) to the
subalgebra Sın,d, which shall be denoted by ∆
ı.
Proposition 8.2.2. We have a homomorphism ∆ı : Sın,d ÝÑ Sın,d1 bSn,d2 and by restriction
∆ı : Uın,d ÝÑ Uın,d1 bUn,d2. More precisely, for all i P r1, rs, we have
∆ıpeˆiq “ eˆ1i b Kˆ2i ` 1b Eˆ2i ` kˆ1i b Fˆ2n´1´iKˆ2i ,
∆ıpfˆiq “ fˆ 1i b Kˆ2n´1´i ` kˆ1´1i b Kˆ2n´1´iFˆ2i ` 1b Eˆ2n´1´i,
∆ıpkˆiq “ kˆ1i b Kˆ2i Kˆ2´1n´1´i,
∆ıptˆ0q “ tˆ10 b Kˆ20 ` 1b vKˆ20Fˆ20 ` 1b Eˆ20.
(8.2.2)
Proof. The first three formulas follow by ∆ıpj0q “ j10 b J20 and Proposition 5.3.4. The last
one can be obtained as that of Proposition 8.2.1, and we skip the detail. 
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Since eˆi “ fˆi “ 0, tˆ0 “ 1, kˆi “ vδi,r P Sın,0 for all i P r1, rs, we have the following degenerate
version of Proposition 8.2.2.
Proposition 8.2.3. We have an imbedding of algebras
ın,d “ ∆ı|d1“0 : Sın,d ÝÑ Sn,d
such that, for all i P r1, rs,
ın,dpeˆiq “ Eˆi ` vδi,rFˆn´1´iKˆi, ın,dpfˆiq “ Eˆn´1´i ` v´δi,rKˆn´1´iFˆi,
ın,dpkˆiq “ vδi,rKˆiKˆ´1n´1´i, ın,dptˆ0q “ Eˆ0 ` vKˆ0Fˆ0 ` Kˆ0.
(8.2.3)
In particular, we have by restriction an imbedding of algebras ın,d : U
ı
n,d ÝÑ Un,d.
Following Definition 7.3.1, a notation of a ı-aperiodic matrix in Ξın,d is self-explanatory.
The following is a counterpart of Proposition 7.3.4, whose proof will be skipped.
Proposition 8.2.4. The algebra Uın,d has a canonical basis ttAud
ˇˇ
A P Ξın,d ı-aperiodicu.
8.3. Quantum symmetric pair pUppslnq,Uın q and canonical basis on 9Uın
The results in Chapter 7, in particular those in Sections 7.3–7.4, admit ı-counterparts
with basically identical proofs; we shall outline these below.
Starting with the projective system tpUın,d, φıd,d´nqudPN, we construct two distinguished
algebras Uın and
9Uın out of its associated projective limit algebra U
ı
n,8; the Chevalley gener-
ators of Uın are denoted again by eˆi, fˆi, kˆ
˘1
i , for i P r1, rs, and tˆ0. The family of imbeddings
tın,d : Uın,d Ñ Un,dudě1 induces an algebra imbedding ın : Uın Ñ Un. The family of ∆ı
(for various d1, d2) induces an algebra homomorphism ∆ı : Uın Ñ Uın bUn, whose action
on the Chevalley generators can be presented explicitly. Recall the algebra isomorphism
Un – Uppslnq. Summarizing we have established the following.
Theorem 8.3.1. The pair pUppslnq,Uın q forms a quantum symmetric pair of affine type. (see
Figure 3 for the relevant involution.)
Recalling rΞn from (6.2.2), we introduce the following subsets of rΞn:rΞın “  A “ paijq P rΞn ˇˇ a0,j “ δ0,j , ai,0 “ δi,0(,rΞı,apn “ tA P rΞın ˇˇA is ı-aperiodicu. (8.3.1)
We define an equivalence relation « on rΞı,apn as in (6.2.4) and let pA be the equivalence class
of A. A hybrid monomial basis thAu for Sın,d can be constructed (similar to Proposition 7.3.5
in ı type), and it gives rise to a monomial basis th pA ˇˇ pA P rΞı,apn {«u for the algebra 9Uın . A
bilinear form x¨, ¨y on 9Uın can be defined similarly as in Section 6.3 and shown to be non-
degenerate. We have the following analogue of Theorem 7.4.3 (and also of Theorems 6.4.3
and 6.4.5).
Theorem 8.3.2. There exists a canonical basis 9Bın “ tb pA ˇˇ pA P rΞı,apn { «u for 9Uın , whose
transition matrix with respect to the monomial basis is uni-triangular. Moreover, the struc-
ture constants of the canonical basis 9Bın are positive integral, i.e., they all lie in Nrv, v´1s
with respect to the multiplication and comultiplication, and lie in v´1Nrrv´1ss with respect to
the bilinear pairing .
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8.4. The Schur algebras of type ıı
Recall η “ n´ 2, and so η “ n´ 1 “ 2r for r ě 1. We set
Ξııη,d “ Ξın,d X Ξın,d, jr,0 “ jrj0. (8.4.1)
The idempotent jr,0 gives rise to the subalgebra S
ıı
η,d:
Sııη,d “ jr,0Scn,djr,0 “ Sın,d X Sın,d. (8.4.2)
Let Uııη,d be the subalgebra of S
ıı
η,d generated by the following Chevalley generators:
e˜i “ jr,0eˇijr,0, f˜i “ jr,0fˇijr,0,
k˜˘1i “ jr,0kˇ˘1i jr,0, @i P r1, r ´ 1s,
h˜˘1a “ jr,0hˇ˘1a jr,0, @a P r0, rs,
t˜0 “ jr,0
`
eˇ0fˇ0 ` kˇ
´1
0 ´ kˇ0
v ´ v´1
˘
jr,0 “ jr,0tˆ0jr,0,
t˜r “ jr,0tˇrjr,0.
(8.4.3)
Note that e˜i “ jr,0eijr,0 “ jr,0eˆijr,0, etc.
We shall also need a type A counterpart of the above construction as follows. We set
Θııη,d “ Θın,d XΘın,d, Jr,0 “ JrJ0, Sη,d “ Jr,0Sn,dJr,0.
Let Uη,d be the subalgebra of Sη,d generated by the following Chevalley generators:
E˜i “
#
Jr,0Eˇ0Eˇ´1Jr,0, if i “ 0,
Jr,0EˇiJr,0, if i P r1, η ´ 1s.
F˜i “
#
Jr,0Fˇ´1Fˇ0Jr,0, if i “ 0,
Jr,0FˇiJr,0, if i P r1, η ´ 1s.
K˜˘1i “
#
Jr,0Kˇ
˘1
0 Kˇ
˘1
´1Jr,0, if i “ 0,
Jr,0Kˇ
˘1
i Jr,0, if i P r1, η ´ 1s.
H˜˘1a “
#
Jr,0Hˇ
˘1
´1Jr,0, if a “ 0,
Jr,0Hˇ
˘1
a Jr,0, if a P r1, ηs.
(8.4.4)
We can make the indices periodic by setting E˜i “ E˜i`η, etc, i.e., i P Z{ηZ.
Let us describe the restriction to the subalgebra Uııη,d (denoted by the same notation) ofr∆c : Scn,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 from (5.2.1), for arbitrary d1, d2 such that d “ d1 ` d2. The proof is
similar to that for Proposition 8.2.1 and will be skipped.
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Proposition 8.4.1. We have an algebra homomorphism r∆c : Uııη,d Ñ Uııη,d1 bUη,d2. More
precisely, for all i P r1, r ´ 1s, we haver∆cpe˜iq “ e˜1i b H˜2i`1H˜2´1n´1´i ` h˜1´1i`1 b E˜2i Hˆ2´1n´1´i ` h˜1i`1 b F˜2n´1´iH˜2i`1,r∆cpf˜iq “ f˜ 1i b H˜2´1i H˜2n´i ` h˜1i b F˜2i H˜2n´i ` h˜1´1i b E˜2n´1´iH˜2´1i ,r∆cpk˜iq “ k˜1i b K˜2i K˜2´1n´1´i,r∆cpt˜0q “ t˜10 b K˜20 ` v2k˜10 b H˜21F˜20 ` v´2k˜1´10 b H˜2´10 E˜20,r∆cpt˜rq “ t˜1r b K˜2r ` v2k˜1´1r b H˜2r`1F˜2r ` v´2k˜1r b H˜2´1r E˜2r.
We define the transfer map φııd,d´η : S
ıı
η,d ÝÑ Sııη,d´η to be the composition of the following
homomorphisms
φııd,d´η : S
ıı
η,d
r∆cÝÝÝÑ Sııη,d´η b Sη,η 1bχηÝÝÝÑ Sııη,d´η.
Noting that χηpE˜iq “ 0, χηpF˜iq “ 0 and χηpH˜iq “ v, we have, for all i P r1, r ´ 1s,
φııd,d´ηpe˜iq “ e˜1i, φııd,d´ηpf˜iq “ f˜ 1i , φııd,d´ηpk˜˘1i q “ k˜1˘1i ,
φııd,d´ηpt˜0q “ t˜10, φııd,d´ηpt˜rq “ t˜1r.
(8.4.5)
We now describe the restriction of ∆c (5.3.6) to the subalgebra Sııη,d, which shall be denoted
by ∆ıı. We shall skip the proof, as it is similar to earlier cases.
Proposition 8.4.2. We have a homomorphism ∆ıı : Sııη,d Ñ Sııη,d1 bSη,d2 , and by restriction,
a homomorphism ∆ıı : Uııη,d Ñ Uııη,d1 bUη,d2. More precisely, for all i P r1, r ´ 1s, we have
∆ııpe˜iq “ e˜1i b K˜2i ` 1b E˜2i ` k˜1i b F˜2n´1´iK˜2i ,
∆ııpf˜iq “ f˜ 1i b K˜2n´1´i ` k˜1´1i b K˜2n´1´iF˜2i ` 1b E˜2n´1´i,
∆ııpk˜iq “ k˜1i b K˜2i K˜2´1n´1´i,
∆ııpt˜0q “ t˜10 b K˜20 ` 1b vK˜20F˜20 ` 1b E˜20,
∆ııpt˜rq “ t˜1r b K˜2r ` 1b vK˜2rF˜2r ` 1b E˜2r .
(8.4.6)
A degenerate version of Proposition 8.4.2 gives us the following description for the homo-
morphism ııη,d “ ∆ıı|d1“0 : Sııη,d ÝÑ Sη,d.
Proposition 8.4.3. We have imbeddings of algebras
ııη,d : S
ıı
η,d ÝÑ Sη,d, ııη,d : Uııη,d ÝÑ Uη,d.
Moreover, for all i P r1, r ´ 1s, we have
ııη,dpe˜iq “ E˜i ` F˜n´1´iK˜i “ E˜i ` F˜´iK˜i,
ııη,dpf˜iq “ E˜n´1´i ` K˜n´1´iF˜i “ E˜´i ` K˜´iF˜i,
ııη,dpk˜iq “ K˜iK˜´1n´1´i “ K˜iK˜´1´i ,
ııη,dpt˜0q “ E˜0 ` vK˜0F˜0 ` K˜0,
ııη,dpt˜rq “ E˜r ` vK˜rF˜r ` K˜r.
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8.5. Realization of a new coideal subalgebra Uııη
We first formulate quickly results on monomial and canonical bases for Uııη,d analogous
to Lusztig algebras of types , ı, ı treated earlier. Recall Ξııη,d from (8.4.1). Following
Definition 7.3.1, a notation of a ıı-aperiodic matrix A in Ξııη,d is self-explanatory. Similar
to Proposition 7.3.4 (also see Proposition 8.2.4) we can establish the canonical basis for
Uııη,d. This is again based on the existence of a monomial basis tyAu for Uııη,d, which can be
established in a way similar to Proposition 7.3.3. A hybrid monomial basis thAu for Uııη,d can
also be established in a way similar to Proposition 7.3.5. We summarize these as follows.
Proposition 8.5.1. The algebra Uııη,d admits a monomial basis tyA
ˇˇ
A P Ξııη,d ıı-aperiodicu
as well as a hybrid monomial basis thA
ˇˇ
A P Ξııη,d ıı-aperiodicu. Also, the set ttAud
ˇˇ
A P
Ξııη,d ıı-aperiodicu forms a canonical basis for Uııη,d.
Example 8.5.2. Let r “ 1, hence η “ 2. Consider the following matrix A in Ξııd after
deleting zero and second row and columns.
c-3 c-2 c-1 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
r0 0 0 2 * 0 3 4
r1 4 3 0 * 2 0 0
r2 0 0 2 * 0 3 4
r3 4 3 0 * 2 0 0
Then we have
t˜
x7y
0 ˚ t˜x9y1 ˚ t˜x4y0 ˚ 1copAq “ rAs ` lower terms,
where
t˜
xRy
0 “
ÿ
X:X´RE0,1
θ,η
diagonal
rXs, t˜xRy1 “
ÿ
X:X´RE2,1
θ,η
diagonal
rXs.
This is a typical monomial appearing in a monomial basis of Sıı2,d.
Now we shall formulate the ıı-counterparts of the results on coideal algebras arising from
families of Lusztig algebras in Sections 7.4 and 8.3. Again we skip the proofs as they are
analogous to the earlier cases.
Starting with the projective system tpUııη,d, φııd,d´ηqudPN, we construct two distinguished
algebras Uııη and
9Uııη out of its associated limit algebra U
ıı
η,8; the Chevalley generators of
Uııη are denoted again by t˜0, t˜r, e˜i, f˜i, k˜
˘1
i , for i P r1, r ´ 1s. The family of imbeddings
tııη,d : Uııη,d Ñ Uη,dudě1 induces an algebra imbedding ııη : Uııη Ñ Uη. The family of ∆ıı
(for various d1, d2) induces an algebra homomorphism ∆ıı : Uııη Ñ Uııη b Uη, whose action
on the Chevalley generators can be presented explicitly. Recall the algebra isomorphism
Uη – Uppslηq. Summarizing we have established the following.
Theorem 8.5.3. The pair pUppslηq,Uııη q forms a quantum symmetric pair of affine type. (see
Figure 4 for the relevant involution.)
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Recalling rΞın from (7.4.1) and rΞın from (8.3.1), we introduce the following subsets of rΞn:rΞııη “ rΞın X rΞın , rΞıı,apη “ tA P rΞııη ˇˇA is ıı-aperiodicu. (8.5.1)
We have the following ıı-analogue of Theorem 7.4.3 and Theorems 8.3.2.
Theorem 8.5.4. There exists a canonical basis 9Bııη “ tb pA ˇˇ pA P rΞıı,apη { «u for 9Uııη , whose tran-
sition matrix with respect to the monomial basis is uni-triangular. Moreover, the structure
constants of the canonical basis 9Bııη all lie in Nrv, v´1s with respect to the multiplication and
comultiplication, and in v´1Nrrv´1ss with respect to the bilinear pairing .
Recall the Cartan integers cij from (5.1.7). We now give a presentation for the algebra
Uııη , which is a counterpart of Propositions 6.1.5 and 7.4.2. This presentation is again a
variant of [Ko14, Theorem 7.1] in our setting and our notation.
Proposition 8.5.5. Let r ě 2 and so η “ 2r ě 4. The Qpvq-algebra Uııη has a presentation
with generators e˜i, f˜i, k˜
˘1
i for i P r1, r´ 1s and tˇk for k “ 0, r and the following relations for
all i, j P r1, r ´ 1s, k P t0, ru:
k˜21 ¨ ¨ ¨ k˜2r´1 “ 1,
k˜ik˜
´1
i “ 1, k˜ik˜j “ k˜jk˜i,
k˜ie˜jk˜
´1
i “ vcij e˜j, k˜if˜jk˜´1i “ v´cij f˜j,
k˜it˜k “ t˜kk˜i, t˜0t˜r “ t˜rt˜0,
e˜ie˜j “ e˜je˜i, f˜if˜j “ f˜j f˜i, @|i´ j| ą 1,
e˜it˜k “ t˜ke˜i, f˜it˜k “ t˜k f˜i, @|i´ k| ą 1,
e˜2i e˜j ` e˜je˜2i “ pv ` v´1qe˜ie˜j e˜i, @|i´ j| “ 1,
f˜2i f˜j ` f˜j f˜2i “ pv ` v´1qf˜if˜j f˜i, @|i´ j| “ 1,
e˜2i t˜k ` t˜ke˜2i “ pv ` v´1qe˜it˜ke˜i, @|i´ k| “ 1,
f˜2i t˜k ` t˜k f˜2i “ pv ` v´1qf˜it˜k f˜i, @|i´ k| “ 1,
t˜2ke˜j ` e˜j t˜2k “ pv ` v´1qe˜j t˜ke˜j ` e˜j, @|k ´ j| “ 1,
t˜2k f˜j ` f˜j t˜2k “ pv ` v´1qf˜j t˜k f˜j ` f˜j , @|k ´ j| “ 1,
e˜if˜j ´ f˜j e˜i “ δij k˜i ´ k˜
´1
i
v ´ v´1 .
The case for η “ 2 is excluded from Proposition 8.5.5 above. The algebra Uıı2 is generated
by t˜0 and t˜1, and we have an imbedding ııd : U
ıı
2 Ñ Upxsl2q defined by
t˜0 ÞÑ E˜0 ` vK˜0F˜0 ` K˜0, t˜1 ÞÑ E˜1 ` vK˜1F˜1 ` K˜1.
Proposition 8.5.6. The Qpvq-algebra Uıı2 has a presentation with generators t˜0 and t˜1, and
the following relations:
t˜30t˜1 ´ J3Kt˜20t˜1t˜0 ` J3Kt˜0t˜1t˜20 ´ t˜1t˜30 “ J2K2pt˜0t˜1 ´ t˜1t˜0q, (8.5.2)
t˜31t˜0 ´ J3Kt˜21t˜0t˜1 ` J3Kt˜1t˜0t˜21 ´ t˜0t˜31 “ J2K2pt˜1t˜0 ´ t˜0t˜1q. (8.5.3)
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Here JnK “ vn´v´n
v´v´1
.
Proof. We first prove (8.5.2). Since ıı2 is injective, it suffices to show that (8.5.2) holds in
Upxsl2q after applying ıı2. So we can assume that we are working in Upxsl2q. Let Spt˜0, t˜1q
denote the term on the left-hand side of (8.5.2). Similarly, we can define Spt˜0, E˜1q, etc., so
that we have
Spt˜0, t˜1q “ Spt˜0, E˜1q ` Spt˜0, vK˜1F˜1q ` Spt˜0, K˜1q.
By expanding out Spt˜0, E˜1q, which has 4 ˆ 34 “ 324 terms in total, and using the defining
relations of Upxsl2q, we have
Spt˜0, E˜1q “ J2K2pE˜0E˜1 ´ E˜1E˜0 ´ pv2 ´ 1qK˜0E˜1 ´ pv3 ´ vqK˜0F˜0E˜1q. (8.5.4)
More precisely, the term E˜0E˜1 ´ E˜1E˜0 comes from simplifying the sum of the terms in
Spt˜0, E˜1q involving K˜0F˜0E˜20E˜1 or its variants such as K˜0E˜0F˜0E˜0E˜1. The term K˜0E˜1 comes
from simplifying the sums of K˜20F˜0E˜0E˜1, K˜
2
0F˜0E˜1E˜0 and theirs variants. The term K˜0F˜0E˜1
is a result of simplifying the sums of K˜20F˜
2
0E˜0E˜1, K˜
2
0F˜
2
0E˜1E˜0 and their variants. The rest of
the terms in Spt˜0, E˜1q sums to zero.
Similarly, with a very lengthy calculation as above, we obtain
Spt˜0, vK˜1F˜1q “ J2K2ppv3 ´ vqK˜1E˜0F˜1 ` K˜0K˜1pF˜0F˜1 ´ F˜1F˜0q ` pv ´ v´1qK˜0K˜1F˜1q,
(8.5.5)
Spt˜0, K˜1q “ J2K2ppv2 ´ 1qK˜1E˜0 ´ pv ´ v´1qK˜0K˜1F˜0q. (8.5.6)
From (8.5.4)-(8.5.6), it is straightforward to observe that Spt˜0, t˜1q is equal to the right-hand
side of (8.5.2).
The equality (8.5.3) can be proved similarly. By Theorem 8.5.3 and [Ko14, Theorem 7.1],
we do not need more relations for the coideal subalgebra Uıı2 of Upxsl2q. 
Remark 8.5.7. The algebraUıı2 is the so-called q-Onsager algebra in the literature, see [Ko14,
Example 7.6] and the references therein.
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Part 3. Schur algebras and coideal subalgebras of Uppglnq
CHAPTER 9
The stabilization algebra 9Kcn arising from Schur algebras
In this chapter we study the stabilization of the family of Schur algebras Scn,d (as d varies),
which leads to the formulation of the stabilization algebra 9Kcn as well as its monomial and
stably canonical bases. One difficulty of working with the Schur algebra Scn,d directly is that
it does not have a good generating set. We overcome the difficulty by embedding Scn,d into a
Lusztig algebra of higher rank. This allows us to understand monomial bases, multiplication,
comultiplication and bar operators of the Schur algebras and their stabilization properties
in a conceptual way and lift these structures to 9Kcn. We show that the pair p 9Kn, 9Kcnq
forms a quantum symmetric pair in an idempotented form, where 9Kn is isomorphic to the
idempotented quantum affine gln.
9.1. Monomial bases for Schur algebras
Recall n “ 2r ` 2 for r ě 0. We set
r˘ “ r ` 1, n˘ “ 2r˘ ` 2.
We consider the subset Ξn˘,d which consists of all matrices A P Ξn˘,d such that a1,j “ ai,1 “ 0
for all i, j P Z. Then the deleting operator dlt1 of the row and column ˘1 mod n˘ defines
a bijective map Ξn˘,d Ñ Ξn,d. We denote by: : Ξn,d Ñ Ξn˘,d the inverse map to dlt1. More
generally, we may regard:as an imbedding
:: Ξn,d ÝÑ Ξn˘,d, A ÞÑ :A, (9.1.1)
by adding suitable rows and columns of zeros.
As we will study the behavior of the various bases in Scn,d and Sn˘,d under stabilization, we
shall put a subscript d to emphasize the dependence of d, e.g., rAsd.
Just like our study of ı, ı and ıı versions, we consider the following idempotent in Scn˘,d
and its associated subalgebra:
:Scn,d “ j˘1Scn˘,dj˘1, where j˘1 “
ÿ
APΞn,d:A diagonal
r :Asd. (9.1.2)
Proposition 9.1.1. There is an algebra imbedding ρ : Scn,d Ñ Scn˘,d, rAsd ÞÑ r :Asd, for
A P Ξn,d, and an induced algebra isomorphism ρ : Scn,d »ÝÑ :Scn,d, which are compatible with
the canonical bases.
Proof. We define an imbedding X cn,d Ñ X cn˘,d, L ÞÑ L˘ by adding to L an extra copy of L1 and
L´2 mod n. Specifically, the lattice chains from 0 to n˘ in L˘ are
pL0, L0, L1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ln´1, Ln´1, Lnq.
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This imbedding clearly induces an injective algebra homomorphism Scn,d Ñ Scn˘,d, with image
being :Scn,d. 
By Proposition 9.1.1, we can study Schur algebra Scn,d through
:Scn,d, which has an advan-
tage that it admits an inclusion
:Scn,d Ď Ucn˘,d, (9.1.3)
since :Scn,d is spanned by canonical basis elements parametrized by matrices whose second
columns are zero; such matrices are automatically aperiodic. Hence we have
ρ : Scn,d ÝÑ Ucn˘,d.
The pair pScn,d,Ucn˘,dq for Scn,d plays a similar role as what the pairs pSın,d,Scn,dq, pSın,d,Scn,dq
and pSııη,d,Scn,dq do for Sın,d, Sın,d, and Sııη,d, respectively.
We shall put a superscript ˘ on the Chevalley generators of Scn˘,d. For convenience, let
f˘i “ e˘n˘´pi`1q if r ` 1 ď i ď n˘ ´ 1 and f˘i “ f˘n˘`i for all i P Z. To each tridiagonal matrix
A P Ξn,d such that A´
ř
1ďiďn αiE
i,i`1
θ,n is diagonal, we set α0 “ αn and
:fA;d “ f˘ pα0q0 ˚ f˘ pαn´1qn ˚ f˘ pαn´1qn`1 ˚
´
f˘
pαn´2q
n´1 ˚ f˘ pαn´3qn´2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f˘ pα0q1
¯
˚ 1cop :Aq, (9.1.4)
where the idempotent 1cop :Aq is the standard basis element attached to the diagonal matrix
in Ξn˘,d with diagonal cop :Aq. Note that the product is taken in Scn˘,d. Since it lies in the
component Scn˘,dprop :Aq, cop :Aqq and hence lies in the image of ρ, we can define an element fA;d
in Scn,d to be its preimage under ρ, i.e.,
fA;d “ ρ´1p:fA;dq. (9.1.5)
Lemma 9.1.2. For each tridiagonal matrix A in Ξn,d, we have rAsd “ fA;d ` lower terms.
Proof. It is reduced to showing a similar statement for :fA;d in S
c
n˘,d via ρ. We first observe that
the monomial f˘
pαn´1q
n`1 ˚
´
f˘
pαn´2q
n´1 ˚ f˘ pαn´3qn´2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f˘ pα0q1
¯
˚ 1cop :Aq (a part of (9.1.4)) has a leading
term rA1sd of a certain tridiagonal matrixA1 such that A1´
ř
1ďiďn´1 αi´1E
i,i`1
θ,n˘ ´αn´1En`1,n`2θ,n˘
is diagonal. In particular, the off-diagonal upper triangular entries of A1 are the same as
those of :A except at p0, 2q, p1, 2q, pn, n ` 2q, pn ` 1, n ` 2q mod n˘. After composing with
f˘
pα0q
0 ˚ f˘ pαn´1qn and using Lemma 4.4.1, we see that the leading term of :fA;d is exactly r :Asd.
Transporting back via ρ´1, the lemma is thus proved. 
As a product of bar-invariant Chevalley generators in Scn˘,d,
:fA;d is bar invariant in S
c
n˘,d.
Since the imbedding ρ is compatible with the bar operators in Scn,d and S
c
n˘,d, the preimage
ρ´1pfA;dq must be bar invariant in Scn,d. Thus we have the following.
Lemma 9.1.3. One has fA;d “ fA;d for all tridiagonal A P Ξn,d.
To a matrix, we define the depth of A by
deppAq “ maxtl P N|ai,i`l ‰ 0 for some iu. (9.1.6)
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The following description of leading terms leads to the determination of a set of multi-
plicative generators for the Schur algebra Scn,d.
Proposition 9.1.4. Let A,B P Ξn,d such that ropAq “ copBq and deppAq ď m for some
positive integer m. Assume further that B ´ ř1ďiďn βiEi,i`1θ is diagonal for some β P Zn
and ai`1,i`m ě βi ě 0 for all i. Then we have
rBsd ˚ rAsd “
”
A `
ÿ
1ďiďn
βipEi,i`mθ ´ Ei`1,i`mθ q
ı
d
` lower terms.
Proof. It is enough to show a similar statement with rBsd replaced by fB;d by Lemma 9.1.2.
We then transport this problem to the setting of Scn˘,d and use Lemma 4.4.2. Now the order
in (9.1.4) allows us to push β0 and βn´1 across rows 1 and n ` 1 respectively to the desired
positions. The statement then follows by pulling back to Scn,d via ρ. 
Let us present an example explaining the proof of Proposition 9.1.4.
Example 9.1.5. Let A be the following matrix in Ξ4,d with n “ 4 and n˘ “ 6.
c-3 c-2 c-1 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7
r0 7 * d0 * 7
r1 6 * d1 * 5
r2 4 * d2 * 4
r3 5 * d3 * 6
r4 7 * d0 * 7
where di is the diagonal entries of A and ˚ are some nonnegative integers irrelevant to the
discussion. Now let pβiq1ďiď4 “ p2, 4, 5, 3q such that B ´
ř
1ďiď4 βiE
i,i`1
θ is diagonal and
ropAq “ copBq. We want to determine the leading term of fB;d ˚ rAsd. By definition, we have
:fB;d “ f˘ p3q0 ˚ f˘ p5q4 ˚ f˘ p5q5 ˚ f˘ p4q3 ˚ f˘ p2q2 ˚ f˘ p3q1 ˚ 1cop :Bq
Now we expand A at row/column ˘1 to get the matrix :A in Ξ6,d, which is completely
determined by its upper triangular part as follows.
c-1 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9
r0 d0 0 * 7
r1 0 0 0 0 0
r2 d1 * 5 0
r3 d2 * 0 4
r4 d3 0 * 0 6
r5 0 0 0 0
r6 d0 0 * 7
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Then we apply :fB;d to r :Asd to get the following leading term.
c-1 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 c11
r0 d0 0 2 3
r1 0 0 0 0
r2 d1 * 2 0 2
r3 d2 * 0 2 0 4
r4 d3 0 * 0 2 5
r5 0 0 0 0 0
r6 d0 0 * 2 3
This leading term is corresponding to the expected matrix in Ξ4,d whose upper triangular
part is as follows.
c-1 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7
r0 d0 * 2 3
r1 d1 * 2 2
r2 d2 * 2 4
r3 d3 * 2 5
r4 d0 * 2 3
The following theorem is obtained by applying Proposition 9.1.4 repeatedly.
Theorem 9.1.6. For any matrix A “ paijq P Ξn,d of depth m, there exist unique tridiag-
onal matrices A1, A2, . . . , Am P Ξn,d satisfying ropAmq “ ropAq, copA1q “ copAq, ropAiq “
copAi`1q for 1 ď i ď m ´ 1 and Ai ´
ř
1ďjďnp
ř
kďj´i`1 ak,j`1qEj,j`1θ is diagonal for all
1 ď i ď m such that the following formulas hold in Scn,d:
rAmsd ˚ rAm´1sd ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ rA1sd “ rAsd ` lower terms, (9.1.7)
fA;d :“ fAm;d ˚ fAm´1;d ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ fA1;d “ rAsd ` lower terms. (9.1.8)
Proof. We prove (9.1.7) by induction with respect to the depth of A. If deppAq “ 0, the
matrix A is diagonal, and the statement is clearly true. Now assume that deppAq “ m ą 0
and the statement holds for all matrices of depth ă m. Set
A1 “ A´
ÿ
1ďiďn
ai,i`mpEi,i`mθ ´ Ei`1,i`mθ q.
Let B be the unique tridiagonal matrix in Ξn,d such that B´
ř
1ďiďn ai,i`mE
i,i`1
θ is diagonal
and copBq “ ropA1q. By Proposition 9.1.4, we have rBsd ˚ rA1sd “ rAsd ` lower terms. Now
observing that deppA1q ă m, we complete the proof of (9.1.7) by induction.
The second formula (9.1.8) for fA;d follows from (9.1.7) and Lemma 9.1.2. 
Corollary 9.1.7. The set tfA;d|A P Ξn,du forms a basis for Scn,d (called a monomial basis).
Corollary 9.1.8. The set tfA;d|A P Ξn,d tridiagonalu (respectively, trAsd|A P Ξn,d tridiagonalu)
forms a generating set for the algebra Scn,d.
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9.2. Stabilization of the Schur algebras
In this section, we study the stabilization of the multiplication and bar operator of the
Schur algebras Scn,d.
Recall that In “
ř
1ďiďnE
ii
n . Recall the operation: from (9.1.1) so that
:In “ In˘ ´ E1,1θ,n˘.
We set
:pA “ A` p:In, @A P rΞn˘.
Introduce the algebra R “ Qpvqrv1, v1´1s with a bar involution such that v “ v´1 and
v1 “ v1´1. For a P Z and b P N, we define the following polynomials in R:„
a
b

v,v1
“
ź
1ďiďb
v2pa´i`1qv1´2 ´ 1
v2i ´ 1 , and rasv,v1 “
„
a
1

v,v1
.
For 0 ď i ď n˘´1, A P rΞn˘,d with a1,j “ 0 for all j P Z and t “ ptuquPZ P NZ such thatřjPZ tu “
R, we define a polynomial Qti,R;Apv, v1q in R as follows. For any i P r0, n˘´1szt0, r˘`1, 1, n`1u,
we define
Qti,R;Apv, v1q “ vβt
ź
uPZ,u‰i
„
aiu ` tu
tu

¨ v1pδi,1`δi,n˘´1q
ř
i`1ěu tu
„
aii ` ti
ti

v,v1
, (9.2.1)
where
βt “
ÿ
jěu
aijtu ´
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
pδi,r˘ ` δi,n˘´1q
˜ ÿ
j`uă2pi`1q
tjtu `
ÿ
jăi`1
tj
¸
.
For i “ 1 or n` 1, we define
Qti,R;Apv, v1q “ vβt
ź
uPZ,u‰i
„
aiu ` tu
tu

¨ v1´
ř
iěu tu . (9.2.2)
For i “ 0 or r˘ ` 1, we define
Qti,R;Apv, v1q “ vβ
1
t
ź
uąi
„
aiu ` tu ` t2i´u
tu
ź
uăi
„
aiu ` tu
tu

¨
ti´1ź
u“0
raii ` 1` 2usv,v1
ru` 1s , (9.2.3)
where
β 1t “
ÿ
jěu
aijtu ´
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu `
ÿ
jău,j`uď2i
tjtu ´
ÿ
jąi
t2j ´ tj
2
` R
2 ´R
2
.
The following lemma follows directly from the definition.
Lemma 9.2.1. We have Qti,R; :pApv, 1q “ Qti,R;Apv, v´pq, for all p P 2Z and all admissible
i, t, R, A.
Given the same data pi, A, tq as above, we define
Ai,R,t “ A `
ÿ
uPZ
tupEi,uθ,n˘ ´ Ei`1,uθ,n˘ q. (9.2.4)
It is convenient to introduce the following notations for later use.
fA;d “ rAsd “ 0, @A R Ξn,d. (9.2.5)
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The following lemma describes the stabilization behavior of the multiplication formulas in
Scn˘,d after adding p:In.
Lemma 9.2.2. Assume A,B P rΞn˘,d and R P N satisfy the following properties: ropAq “
copBq, B ´REi,i`1θ,n˘ is diagonal for some 1 ď i ď n˘ and a1,j “ 0 for all j P Z. Then we have
r:pBsd` p
2
n ˚ r:pAsd` p
2
n “
ÿ
t
Qti,R;Apv, v´pqr:pAi,R,tsd` p2n, @p P 2Z.
where the sum runs over all sequences t “ ptuq P NZ such that
ř
uPZ tu “ R and Ai,R,t P rΞn˘,d,
independent of p.
Proof. We observe that the specialization Qti,R;Apv, 1q of Qti,R;Apv, v1q at v1 “ 1 is exactly the
structure constant of rAi,R,tsd in the multiplication formulas in Proposition 4.3.3, modulo
some changes of indexes for r˘ ` 1 ď i ď n˘ ´ 1. The lemma follows then from Lemma 9.2.1
and the convention (9.2.5). 
We shall need a stronger version of Lemma 9.2.2. Given tuples i “ pi1, . . . , isq and a “
pa1, . . . , asq P Ns, we introduce the notation
iěl “ pil, il`1, . . . , isq, aěl “ pal, al`1, . . . , asq, @1 ď l ď s.
Given a tuple t “ pt1, . . . , tsq of sequences such that
the l-th component tl “ ptl,jqjPZ P NZ satisfies
ÿ
jPZ
tl,j “ al for all 1 ď l ď s (9.2.6)
and a matrix A P rΞn˘,d such that a1,j “ 0 for all j P Z, we define inductively the matrix Ai,a,t
and the polynomial Qt
i,a;Apv, v1q in R via (9.2.4) as follows:
Ai,a,t “ pAiě2,aě2,tě2qi1,a1,t1 ,
Qt
i,a;Apv, v1q “ Qt1i1,a1;Aiě2,aě2,tě2 pv, v
1q ¨Qtě2
iě2,aě2;A
pv, v1q. (9.2.7)
By Lemma 9.2.1 and by induction on the length of i, we have
Qt
i,a;Apv, v´pq “ Qti,a;:pApv, 1q. (9.2.8)
Given a pair pi, aq and A P rΞn˘,d such that a1,j “ 0 for all j P Z, we define the set Ti,a,A
to be the set of all tuples t “ pt1, . . . , tsq of sequences in NZ such that the l-th component
tl “ ptl,jqjPZ satisfies
ř
jPZ tl,j “ aj for all 1 ď j ď s, Aiěl,aěl,těl P rΞn˘,d for all 1 ď l ď s.
Clearly, we have Ti,a,A “ Ti,a,:pA for all p.
Proposition 9.2.3. Assume A,Bj P rΞn˘,d, for all 1 ď j ď s and pairs of tuples pi, aq satisfy
the following properties: ropAq “ copBsq, ropBuq “ copBu´1q, @1 ă u ď s, Bu ´ auEiu,iu`1θ,n˘ is
diagonal for 1 ď u ď s, and a1,u “ 0 for all j P Z. Then we have
r:pB1sd` p
2
n ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ r:pBssd` p
2
n ˚ r:pAsd` p
2
n “
ÿ
tPTi,a,A
Qt
i,a;Apv, v´pqr:pAi,a,tsd` p2n, @p P 2Z.
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Proof. Let Ti,a,A;d be the subset of Ti,a,A consisting of all t such that Aiěl,aěl,těl P Ξn˘,d for
all 1 ď l ď s, where s is the length of i. In view of Lemma 9.2.2, the left-hand side of the
equality in the lemma is equal toÿ
tPTi,a,A;d`pn
Qt
i,a;Apv, v´pqr:pAi,a,tsd` p2n.
It is reduced to showing that if :pAi,a,t P Ξn˘,d` p
2
n and :pAiěl,aěl,těl R Ξn˘,d` p2n for some l,
then the structure constant of r:pAi,a,tsd` p
2
n is zero. In such a case, there is an l0 such that
:pAiěl0 ,aěl0 ,těl0 R Ξn˘,d` p2n and :pAiěl0`1,aěl0`1,těl0`1 P Ξn˘,d` p2n; this implies that the il0`1-th diag-
onal entry of :pAiěl0 ,aěl0 ,těl0 is negative, while nonnegative after adding the il0`1-th entry of the
tuple tl0`1. The latter condition further yields that the factor Q
tl0`1
il0`1,al0`1;:pAiěl0
,aěl0
,těl0
pv, 1q
of Qt
i,a;:pA
pv, 1q, and hence itself, is zero (see [BLW14, Lemma A.20]). Now the proposition
follows by applying (9.2.8). 
Now we discuss the stabilization of Scn,d. We set pA “ A` pIn. The following proposition
describes the relationship between the standard basis elements rAsd and the elements fA;d
under the stabilization with respect to pIn. Note that the partial orders ďalg and ď on Ξn,d
can be defined on Ξ˜n,d as well in exactly the same way.
Proposition 9.2.4. Let A P rΞn,d. There exist Zi P rΞn,d, for 1 ď i ď m, with Zi ă A,
Qipv, v1q P R and p0 P N such that
rpAsd` p
2
n “ fpA;d` p2n `
mÿ
i“1
Qipv, v´pqrpZisd` p
2
n, @p ě p0, p P 2N. (9.2.9)
Proof. We transport the statement via ρ to a similar one for :f
pA;d`
p
2
n in S
c
n˘,d` p
2
n. The
existence of p0, Zi and Qipv, v1q follows by Proposition 9.2.3. The claim on the leading term
follows from Theorem 9.1.6. 
Now we can formulate the stabilization of the multiplication of Scn,d.
Proposition 9.2.5. Assume that A1, . . . , Al P rΞn,d satisfy copAiq “ ropAi`1q for all 1 ď i ď
l ´ 1. There exist Z1, . . . , Zm P rΞn,d, G1pv, v1q, . . . , Gmpv, v1q P R, and p0 P N such that
rpA1sd` p
2
n ˚ rpA2sd` p
2
n ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ rpAlsd` p
2
n “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, v´pqrpZisd` p
2
n, @p ě p0, p P 2N.
(9.2.10)
Proof. By Proposition 9.2.3, we have a formula similar to (9.2.10) with pAi replaced by
f
pAi;d`
p
2
n. The proposition now follows by using Proposition 9.2.4 and an induction with
respect to the partial order ď on the Ai’s. 
We have the following corollary to Theorem 9.1.6 and Proposition 9.2.5.
Corollary 9.2.6. For any matrix A P rΞn,d of depth m, there exist tridiagonal matrices
A1, A2, . . . , Am in rΞn,d satisfying ropAmq “ ropAq, copA1q “ copAq, ropAiq “ copAi`1q for
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1 ď i ď m ´ 1 and Ai ´
ř
1ďjďnp
ř
kďj´i`1 ak,j`1qEj,j`1θ is diagonal for all 1 ď i ď m such
that
rpAmsd` p
2
n˚rpAm´1sd` p
2
n˚¨ ¨ ¨˚rpA1sd` p
2
n “ rpAsd` p
2
n`
lÿ
i“1
Gipv, v´pqrpZisd` p
2
n, @p P 2N, p ě p0,
where p0, Gipv, v1q P R and Z1, . . . , Zl P rΞn,d are as in Proposition 9.2.5 such that Zi ă A.
The following stabilization of the bar operator on Scn,d is a counterpart of [BLM90, Propo-
sition 4.3]. It can be proved in the same way by induction with respect to the partial order
ď on A, with the help of (9.2.9) and Corollary 9.2.6; we skip the detail.
Proposition 9.2.7. Assume that A P rΞn,d. Then there exist Yi P rΞn,d with Yi ă A,
Hipv, v1q P R for all 1 ď i ď s and p0 P N such that
rpAsd` p
2
n
“ rpAsd` p
2
n `
sÿ
i“1
Hipv, v´pqrpYisd` p
2
n, @p ě p0, p P 2N. (9.2.11)
9.3. Comultiplication and stabilization
In the section, we take advantage of the embedding ρ : Scn,d Ñ Ucn˘,d to study the coasso-
ciativity and stability behavior of the comultiplication ∆c : Scn,d ÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 (recall ∆c
was defined in (5.3.6)).
To avoid any ambiguity, we put a subscript n to the comultiplication ∆c of Scn,d, and use
∆cn˘ for that on S
c
n˘,d. We apply the same convention to the imbedding ρ too. Note that
exactly the same definition gives rise to an imbedding Sn,d Ñ Sn˘,d, which we shall again
denote by ρd. The following lemma shows the compatibility of the comultiplications and the
imbedding ρ.
Lemma 9.3.1. The following diagram is commutative:
Scn,d
∆cnÝÝÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2
ρd
§§đ §§đρd1bρd2
Ucn˘,d
∆c
n˘ÝÝÝÑ Ucn˘,d1 bUn˘,d2
Proof. By definitions, we have a similar commutative diagram with the ∆c’s replaced by the
raw ones r∆c; cf. (5.2.1). Now the twists spb1, a1,b2, a2q and upb2, a2q remain unchanged
under the obvious imbeddings Λn,d Ñ Λn˘,d and Λcn,d Ñ Λcn˘,d. This immediately shows that
the commutative diagram for r∆c’s can be extended to the one in the lemma. 
Proposition 9.3.2. The comultiplication ∆c on Scn,d is coassociative, that is,
p1b∆q∆c “ p∆c b 1q∆c.
Proof. By Lemma 9.3.1, this is a consequence of the fact that the restriction of ∆cn˘ to U
c
n˘,d
is coassociative in Proposition 5.3.5. 
Remark 9.3.3. Recall the comultiplication ∆ on Sn,d of affine type A from (5.3.8). It
follows by the same argument as above that the comultiplication ∆ on Sn,d is coassociative,
that is, p1b∆q∆ “ p∆b 1q∆.
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Now, we study the stabilization behavior of the comultiplication ∆cn (cf. (5.3.6)) as d
varies. Recall the notation |ù from Section 6.5. We generalize it as follows. For any λ1, λ in
Zcn and λ
2 P Zn, we say that pλ1, λ2q |ù λ if λi “ λ1i ` λ2i ` λ2´i for all i. Let
∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2 : S
c
n,dpb, aq ÝÑ Scn,d ∆
cÝÑ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 ÝÑ Scn,dpb1, a1q b Sn,d2pb2, a2q
be a component of ∆c with pb1,b2q |ù b, pa1, a2q |ù a, where the first and third maps are the
natural inclusion and projection, respectively. Recall the notation pa “ a` p. . . , p, p, p, . . .q.
We put
p∆
c
b1,a1,b2,a2 “ ∆cpb1,pa1,pb2,pa2.
Proposition 9.3.4. Assume that d1 ` d2 “ d and let b1, a1 P Zcn and b2, a2 P Zn be so that
p∆
c
b1,a1,b2,a2 is defined. Fix A P rΞn,d. There exist matrices A1i P rΞn,d1 where 1 ď i ď l for
some l, matrices A2j in
rΘn,d2 where 1 ď j ď m for some m, Ci,jpv, v1q P R for 1 ď i ď l,
1 ď j ď m, and p0 P N such that
p∆
c
b1,a1,b2,a2pr2pAsd`pnq “
ÿ
1ďiďl,1ďjďm
Ci,jpv, v´pqrpA1isd1` p2n b arpA2j sd2`pn, @p ě p0, p P 2N.
Proof. We prove this by induction with respect to the partial order on A. By Proposi-
tion 9.2.4, we have
r2pAsd`pn “ f2pA;d`pn `
mÿ
i“1
Qipv, v´2pqr2pZisd`pn, @p ě p0, p P 2N.
If we define Q˜ipv, v1q “ Qipv, v12q for all i, then we can rewrite the above equality as
r2pAsd`pn “ f2pA;d`pn `
mÿ
i“1
Q˜ipv, v´pqr2pZisd`pn, @p ě p0, p P 2N.
With this equality and by induction, it is reduced to proving a similar statement with rAsd
replaced by fA;d. By Lemma 9.3.1, this is in turn reduced to proving a similar result for :fA;d,
which is then a consequence of Proposition 9.2.3 and Proposition 5.3.4. The proposition
follows. 
9.4. The algebra 9Kcn and its stably canonical basis
Let 9Kcn be the vector space over Qpvq spanned by the formal symbols rAs where A P rΞn. By
Proposition 9.2.5 and applying a standard argument, the space 9Kcn becomes an associative
algebra without unit with the product
rA1s ¨ rA2s “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, 1qrZis, @A1, A2 P rΞn, (9.4.1)
where Gipv, v1q and Zi for all 1 ď i ď m are as in Proposition 9.2.5. Corollary 9.2.6 implies
the following.
Proposition 9.4.1. For any matrix A in rΞn of depth m, there exist tridiagonal matrices
A1, A2, . . . , Am P rΞn satisfying ropAmq “ ropAq, copA1q “ copAq, ropAiq “ copAi`1q for
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1 ď i ď m ´ 1 and Ai ´
ř
1ďjďnp
ř
kďj´i`1 ak,j`1qEj,j`1θ is diagonal for all 1 ď i ď m such
that
m1A :“ rAms ¨ rAm´1s ¨ ... ¨ rA1s “ rAs ` lower terms.
Thus tm1A|A P rΞnu forms a basis for 9Kcn (called a semi-monomial basis). Notice that the
element m1A is not necessarily bar-invariant.
For each matrix A P rΞn, we define the element fA P 9Kcn to be
fA “ rAs `
mÿ
i“1
Qipv, 1qrZis,
where Qipv, v1q and Zi are in (9.2.9). In particular, we have
fA “ rAs ` lower terms.
Moreover, we can give a more precise description of Qipv, v1q and Zi. By the definition of
fA in (9.1.8) (also see (9.1.5)) and Proposition 9.2.3, we have the following.
Proposition 9.4.2. For any matrix A P rΞn,d, there exists a pair of tuples pi, aq such that
fA “
ÿ
tPTi,a,D
cop :Aq
Qt
i,a;D
cop :Aq
pv, 1q“dlt1pDcop :Aqqi,a,t‰, (9.4.2)
where Dcop :Aq is the diagonal matrix in
rΞn˘,d with diagonal cop :Aq and dlt1 is the deleting
operation inverse to the operation :.
Assume that B P rΞn,d and B ´ ř1ďiďn βiEi,i`1θ is diagonal. Let i0 and b0 denote the
sequences of subscripts and superscripts in the left hand side of (9.1.4) (with A replaced by
B), respectively, that is,
i0 “ p0, n, n` 1, n´ 1, n, n´ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, b0 “ pβ0, βn´1, βn´1, βn´2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , β0q,
where β0 “ βn The following multiplication formula in 9Kcn follows by Proposition 9.2.3.
Proposition 9.4.3. Let A,B P rΞn be such that copBq “ ropAq and B ´ř1ďiďn βiEi,i`1θ is
diagonal. Then the following multiplication formula holds in 9Kcn:
fB ¨ rAs “
ÿ
tPT
i0,b0,
:A
Qt
i0,b0; :A
pv, 1q“dlt1p :Aqi0,b0,t‰. (9.4.3)
Now we show that the element fA P 9Kcn can be expressed as a monomial in fAi for various
tridiagonal matrices Ai (similar to the Schur algebra case).
Proposition 9.4.4. Let A P rΞn, and we retain the notations of tridiagonal matrices Ai from
Proposition 9.4.1. Then we have
fA “ fAm ¨ fAm´1 ¨ ... ¨ fA1 .
Moreover, we have fA “ fA.
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Proof. Let 9Kcn,R be the free R-module spanned by the matrices in rΞn. Similar to (9.4.1), we
can define an associative algebra over R by
A1 ¨1 A2 “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, v1q Zi, @A1, A2 P rΞn.
Similar to (9.4.2), we can define
f 1A “
ÿ
tPTi,a,D
cop :Aq
Qt
i,a;D
cop :Aq
pv, v1q dlt1pDcop :Aqqi,a,t. (9.4.4)
Then by Proposition 9.2.3, we have
f 1A “ f 1Am ¨1 f 1Am´1 ¨1 ... ¨1 f 1A1 .
By specializing v1 at v1 “ 1, we obtain the product formula for fA.
The bar invariance of fA follows from the same fact on the Schur algebra level and the
formal stabilization procedure as above. We skip the detail. 
By Proposition 9.2.7, we can define a bar involution on 9Kcn by v¯ “ v´1 and letting
rAs “ rAs `
sÿ
i“1
Hipv, 1qrYis, @A P rΞn,
where Hipv, v1q and Yi ă A are as in Proposition 9.2.7. The next proposition follows by a
standard argument.
Proposition 9.4.5. For any A P rΞn, there exists a unique element tAu in 9Kcn such that
tAu “ tAu, tAu “ rAs `
ÿ
A1ăA
πA,A1rA1s, πA,A1 P v´1Zrv´1s.
Moreover, ttAu|A P rΞnu forms a basis for 9Kcn (called the stably canonical basis).
Let us summarize the main results of this section.
Theorem 9.4.6. The algebra 9Kcn admits a standard basis trAs|A P rΞnu, a semi-monomial
basis tm1A|A P rΞnu, a monomial basis tfA|A P rΞnu, and a stably canonical basis ttAu|A P rΞnu.
9.5. The algebra 9Kn of affine type A and its comultiplication
In this section, we revisit the Schur algebras of affine type A and study its stabilization al-
gebra 9Kn. The constructions in this section will serve as a prerequisites for the constructions
of the comultiplication of the algebra 9Kcn in the following section.
Recall the comultiplication ∆ from (5.3.8) of affine type A. The following stabilization
for the comultiplication ∆ at the Schur algebra level is the counterpart of Proposition 9.3.4
which can be proved in the same way.
Proposition 9.5.1. Assume that d1`d2 “ d, and let b1, a1,b2, a2 P Zn be so that p∆b1,a1,b2,a2
is defined. For each A P rΘn,d, there exist A1i P rΘn,d1 where 1 ď i ď l for some l, A2j P rΘn,d2
where 1 ď j ď m for some m, aCi,jpv, v1q P R for 1 ď i ď l, 1 ď j ď m, and p0 P N such
that
p∆b1,a1,b2,a2par2pAsd`2pnq “
ÿ
1ďiďl,1ďjďm
aCi,jpv, v´pq arpA1isd1`pn b arpA2j sd2`pn, @p ě p0.
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Let rΘn “ tA “ paijqi,jPZ|aij P N, @i ‰ j, aii P Z, @i P Zu.
Let 9Kn be the vector space over Qpvq spanned by the symbols arAs for all A P rΘn. Replac-
ing Scn,d by the Schur algebra Sn,d from Chapter 2 and repeating the constructions in the
preceding sections, we can endow 9Kn with an associative algebra structure, a bar involution,
a canonical basis tatAu|A P rΘnu. Indeed the treatment is much simpler in the current type
A setting since the analogous basis elements afA and
arAs coincides when A is tridiagonal.
Remark 9.5.2. The associative algebra structure on 9Kn and its stably canonical basis were
first introduced in [DF13] by a completely different and Hecke algebraic approach, (also see
[LL15]). Moreover, they showed that 9Kn is isomorphic to the idempotented quantum affine
gln, 9Uppglnq.
Moreover, by Proposition 9.5.1, we can define a comultiplication for 9Kn as follows. Let
b
9Ka, for any b, a P Zn, be the subspace of 9Kn spanned by the standard basis elements arAs
such that ropAq “ b and copAq “ a. For any b, a,b1, a1,b2, a2 P Zn such that b1 ` b2 “ b
and a1 ` a2 “ a, we define a linear map
∆b1,a1,b2,a2 : b 9Ka ÝÑ b1 9Ka1 b b2 9Ka2,
∆b1,a1,b2,a2parAsq “
ÿ
1ďiďl,1ďjďm
aCi,jpv, 1q arA1is b arA2j s,
where A1i, A
2
j ,
aCijpv, v1q are from Proposition 9.5.1. We shall call the collection
9∆ “ p∆b1,a1,b2,a2qb1,a1,b2,a2PZn
the comultiplication of 9Kn. Let
agCA,B and
ah
B,C
A denote the structure constants with respect
to the multiplication and comultiplication in 9Kn, respectively, i.e.,
arAs ¨ arBs “
ÿ
CPrΘn
agCA,B
arCs,
∆b1,a1,b2,a2parAsq “
ÿ
B,CPrΘn
ah
B,C
A
arBs b arCs.
Proposition 9.5.3. The comultiplication 9∆ is an algebra homomorphism in the following
sense: for all matrices A,B,C 1, C2 P rΘn, one hasÿ
CPrΘn
agCA,B
ah
C1,C2
C “
ÿ
A1,A2,B1,B2PrΘn
ah
A1,A2
A
ah
B1,B2
B
agC
1
A1,B1
agC
2
A2,B2 . (9.5.1)
Proof. We first show that the sums in the two sides of the equation (9.5.1) are finite. For
two fixed matrices A,B in rΘn, there are only finitely many C P rΘn such that gCA,B ‰ 0
by definition. So the sum on the left-hand side is finite. To see that the sum on the
righthand side of (9.5.1) is finite, we first observe that for each A P rΘn, if the structure
constant ahA
1,A2
A is nonzero, then A
1, A2 ďalg A. Next we observe that for c1, c2 P Zn, the
set tpA1, A2q|ahA1,A2A ‰ 0, ropA1q “ c1, copA2q “ c2u is finite. This is because if A1, A2 ďalg A,
then the number of the choices for the entry pi, jq for i ‰ j of A1 and A2 is finite. Now the
row and column vectors of A1 and A2 are fixed respectively, forcing the choice of the diagonal
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entries of A1 and A2 to be finite. In the sum of the right-hand side of (9.5.1), we must have
that ropA1q “ ropC 1q, copB1q “ copC 1q, ropA2q “ ropC2q and copB2q “ copC2q, which are
fixed. So the sum on the righthand side of (9.5.1) is indeed finite.
Once we observe that both sums in (9.5.1) are finite, the proof of the equation is reduced to
showing a similar equation on the level of the Schur algebra Sn,d for very large d, which is in
turn equivalent to the fact that the comultiplication ∆ on Sn,d is an algebra homomorphism
in [FL15]. The proposition is thus proved. 
Proposition 9.5.3 can be equivalently reformulated as the following commutative diagram:
for all tuples a, a1, a2,b,b1,b2, c P Zn such that b1 ` b2 “ b and a1 ` a2 “ a, we have
b
9Ka
∆
b1,a1,b2,a2
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
b
9Kc b c 9Ka
m
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
ś
∆b∆

b1
9Ka1 b b2 9Ka2
ś
b1
9Kc1 b b2 9Kc2 b c1 9Ka1 b c2 9Ka2 P23 //
ś
b1
9Kc1 b c1 9Ka1 b b2 9Kc2 b c2 9Ka2
mbm
OO
(9.5.2)
where m represents the multiplication of 9Kn, all products run over all tuples pc1, c2q such
that c1`c2 “ c,ś∆b∆ stands for the product of ∆b1,c1,b2,c2b∆c1,a1,c2,a2 and P23 permutes
the second and third entries.
Proposition 9.5.4. The comultiplication 9∆ is coassociative in the following sense: for any
matrices A,A1, A2, A3 P rΘn, we haveÿ
BPrΘn
ah
B,A3
A
ah
A1,A2
B “
ÿ
BPrΘn
ah
A1,B
A
ah
A2,A3
B . (9.5.3)
Proof. By arguing in a similar way as in the proof of Proposition 9.5.3, we see that both
sums in (9.5.3) are finite. The equality can then be reduced to proving a similar equation
on the Schur algebra level as in the proof of Proposition 9.5.3, which in turn follows by the
coassociativity in Remark 9.3.3. 
Proposition 9.5.4 can be equivalently reformulated as the following commutative diagram:
for all sequences a, a1, a2, a3,b,b1,b2,b3 P Zn, we have
b
9Ka
∆
b1`b2,a1`a2,b3,a3ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ b1`b2 9Ka1`a2 b b3 9Ka3
∆
b1,a1,b2`b3,a2`a3
§§đ §§đ∆b1,a1,b2,a2b1
b1
9Ka1 b b2`b3 9Ka2`a3 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
1b∆
b2,a2,b3,a3
b1
9Ka1 b b2 9Ka2 b b3 9Ka3
(9.5.4)
9.6. The comultiplication on 9Kcn
Recall 9Kcn from Section 9.4. For any a,b P Zcn, let b 9Kca denote the subspace of 9Kcn
spanned by the standard basis element rAs such that ropAq “ b and copAq “ a. For any
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b, a,b1, a1 P Zcn and b2, a2 P Zn such that pb1,b2q |ù b and pb2, a2q |ù a, we define a linear
map
∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2 : b
9Kc
a
ÝÑ b1 9Kca1 b b2 9Ka2,
∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2prAsq “
ÿ
i,j
Ci,jpv, 1qrA1is b arA2j s,
where Ci,jpv, v1q, A1i and A2j are as in Proposition 9.3.4. We shall call the collection
9∆c “ p∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2qb1,a1PZcn,b2,a2PZn
the comultiplication of 9Kcn. Let g
C
A,B and h
B,C
A be the structure constants of the multiplica-
tion and comultiplication of 9Kcn, respectively, with respect to the standard bases.
Proposition 9.6.1. The comultiplication 9∆c on 9Kcn is an algebra homomorphism in the
following sense: for all matrices A,B,C 1 P rΞn, C2 P rΘn one hasÿ
CPrΞn
gCA,Bh
C1,C2
C “
ÿ
A1,B1PrΞn,A2,B2PrΘn
h
A1,A2
A h
B1,B2
B g
C1
A1,B1
agC
2
A2,B2 . (9.6.1)
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 9.6.1, and shall not be repeated. 
Proposition 9.6.2 can be equivalently presented in terms of the following commutative
diagram: for all sequences a, a1,b,b1, c P Zcn and a2,b2 P Zn such that a1 ` a2 |ù a and
b1 ` b2 |ù b, we have
b
9Kc
a
∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚
b
9Kc
c
b c 9Kca
mc
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
ś
∆cb∆c

b1
9Kc
a1 b b2 9Ka2
ś
b1
9Kc
c1 b b2 9Kc2 b c1 9Kca1 b c2 9Ka2
ω23 //
ś
b1
9Kc
c1 b c1 9Kca1 b b2 9Kc2 b c2 9Ka2
mcbm
OO
(9.6.2)
Here mc stands for the multiplication in 9Kcn, all products run over all sequences c
1 P Zcn and
c2 P Zn such that c1`c2 |ù c, and
ś
∆cb∆c stands for the product of ∆c
b1,c1,b2,c2b∆cc1,a1,c2,a2.
Proposition 9.6.2. The comultiplication 9∆c is coassociative in the following sense: for any
matrices A,A1 P rΞn, A2, A3 P rΘn, we haveÿ
CPrΞn
h
C,A3
A h
A1,A2
C “
ÿ
BPrΘn
h
A1,B
A
ah
A2,A3
B . (9.6.3)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 9.5.4, where we use Proposition 9.3.2
instead of Remark 9.3.3. 
Proposition 9.6.2 can be equivalently formulated as the following commutative diagram:
for a˜, a, a1, b˜,b,b1 P Zcn, a2, a3,b2,b3 P Zn such that pa1, a2q |ù a, pb1,b2q |ù b, pa, a3q |ù a˜
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and pb,b3q |ù b˜, we have
b˜
9Kc
a˜
∆c
b,a,b3,a3ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ b 9Kca b b3 9Ka3
∆c
b1,a1,b2`b3,a2`a3
§§đ §§đ∆cb1,a1,b2,a2b1
b1
9Kc
a1 b b2`b3 9Ka2`a3 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
1b∆
b2,a2,b3,a3
b1
9Kc
a1 b b2 9Ka2 b b3 9Ka3.
(9.6.4)
Remark 9.6.3. In light of Propositions 9.6.1 and 9.6.2, we say that the pair p 9Kn, 9Kcnq forms
an idempotented quantum symmetric pair. Recall from Remark 9.5.2 that 9Kn is isomorphic
to the idempotented quantum affine gln, 9Uppglnq.
9.7. A homomorphism from 9Kcn to S
c
n,d
Recall that we set rAsd “ 0 and fA;d “ 0 in Scn,d if A R Ξn,d. We define a linear map
Ψn,d : 9K
c
n ÝÑ Scn,d,
rAs ÞÑ rAsd, for A P rΞn.
Lemma 9.7.1. For all A P rΞn, we have Ψn,dpfAq “ fA;d. In particular, the map Ψn,d
commutes with the bar involutions.
Proof. By Proposition 9.2.3, we have
fA;d “
ÿ
tPTi,a,D
cp :Aq
Qt
i,a;D
cp :Aq
pv, 1q“dlt1pDcop :Aqqi,a,t‰d. (9.7.1)
The equality Ψn,dpfAq “ fA;d follows readily by comparing (9.7.1) and (9.4.2).
Since fA and fA;d are bar-invariant, it follows that Ψn,d commutes with the bar maps. 
Proposition 9.7.2. The map Ψn,d is a surjective algebra homomorphism.
Proof. By Theorem 9.4.6 and Lemma 9.7.1, it suffices to show that
Ψn,dpfA1 ¨ fA2q “ fA1;d ˚ fA2;d, @A1, A2 P rΞn.
Let pi1, a1q and pi2, a2q be the pairs of tuples associated to fA1 and fA2 , respectively, in (9.4.2).
The product fA1 ¨ fA2 can then be written in a similar form as (9.4.2) with pi, aq replaced by
pi1i2, a1a2q, by Proposition 9.4.4. Similarly, the product fA1;d ˚ fA2;d admits a similar form
of (9.7.1) with pi, aq replaced by pi1i2, a1a2q. By arguing in a similar fashion as the proof of
Lemma 9.7.1, we see that Ψn,d sends the product fA1 ¨ fA2 to fA1;d ˚ fA2;d. 
By a standard argument such as the proof of [BKLW14, Theorem A.21], we reach at the
following result.
Theorem 9.7.3. We have Ψn,dptAuq “ tAud if A P Ξn,d, and zero otherwise.
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9.8. The algebra 9Kcn as a subquotient of
9Kcn˘
Let 9Kcn˘,1,0 be the subalgebra of
9Kcn˘ spanned by the elements rAs such that ropAq1 “
copAq1 “ 0. Let I be the subspace of 9Kcn˘,1,0 spanned by those elements rAs such that
a1,1 ă 0. Then a similar argument for Lemma 9.7.1 (see also [BLW14, A.3]) gives us the
following.
Lemma 9.8.1. The subspace I is a two-sided ideal of 9Kcn˘,1,0 and I X ttAu|A P rΞn˘u forms a
basis of I.
Let 9Kcn˘,1,0{I be the quotient algebra of 9Kcn˘,1,0 by I. By Lemma 9.8.1, the set
ttAu ` I|A P rΞn˘, a1,i “ ai,1 “ 0, @i P Zu
is a stably canonical basis of 9Kcn˘,1,0{I. We shall identify the subquotient 9Kcn˘,1,0{I with the
stabilization algebra 9Kcn.
Proposition 9.8.2. The assignment ρ˜ : rAs ÞÑ r :As ` I, for all A P rΞn, defines an isomor-
phism from the algebra 9Kcn to the subquotient
9Kcn˘,1,0{I of 9Kcn˘ with compatible stably canonical
bases.
Proof. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 9.7.1, we have
ρ˜pfAq “ f :A ` I, @A P rΞn.
A similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 9.7.2 shows that ρ˜ is an algebra homo-
morphism by showing that ρpfA1 ¨ fA2q “ f :A1 ¨ f :A2 ` I for all A1, A2 P rΞn. By Lemma 9.8.1
we know that ρ˜ is an algebra isomorphism. A standard argument shows the compatibility
with the canonical bases. The proposition is thus proved. 
Clearly, the projection Ψn˘,d : 9K
c
n˘ Ñ Scn˘,d induces a projection Ψn˘,d : 9Kcn˘,1,0{I Ñ Scn˘,d. We
have the following commutative diagram:
9Kcn
ρ˜ÝÝÝÑ 9Kcn˘,1,0{I
Ψn,d
§§đ §§đΨn˘,d
Scn,d
ρÝÝÝÑ Scn˘,d
Remark 9.8.3. The construction of 9Kcn as a subquotient of
9Kcn˘ here is modeled on the
construction in [BLW14] (see also [FL14]), where an algebra 9Uı is realized as a subquotient
of an algebra 9U with compatible stably canonical bases.
CHAPTER 10
Stabilization algebras arising from other Schur algebras
In this chapter, the approach to the stabilization of the family of Schur algebras Scn,d (as d
varies) in the preceding Chapter 9 will be adapted with modifications to study the remaining
3 families of Schur algebras of types ı, ı and ıı. We will present more details for the type
ı while merely formulating the main statements for types ı and ıı.
10.1. A monomial basis for Schur algebra Sın,d
Recall that n “ n ´ 1 “ 2r ` 1. Recall the set Ξın,d from (7.1.1), the set Ξˇın,d from (7.3.2),
and the bijection from (7.3.3)
dltr`1 : Ξ
ı
n,d ÝÑ Ξˇın,d.
We also set :A “ dlt´1r`1pAq for all A P Ξˇın,d.
Recall the subalgebra Sın,d of S
c
n,d from (7.1.3). Since the comultiplication ∆
c on Scn,d is
coassociative, so is the comultiplication ∆ı on Sın,d.
For each tridiagonal matrix A P Ξˇın,d such that dltr`1pAq ´
ř
1ďiďn αiE
i,i`1
θ,n is diagonal, we
define
f
ı
A;d “ f pαrqr ˚ f pαr´1qr´1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f pα´pr`1qq´pr`1q ˚ 1copAq P Sın,d. (10.1.1)
We call a matrix A P Ξın,d ı-tridiagonal, if the associated matrix dltr`1pAq is tridiagonal.
Given any matrix A “ paijq in Ξın,d of depth m ě 1 and dltr`1pAq “ pa1ijq, we define ı-
tridiagonal matrices A1, A2, . . . , Am P Ξın,d by the conditions that ropAmq “ ropAq, copA1q “
copAq, ropAiq “ copAi`1q for 1 ď i ď m´ 1 and dltr`1pAiq ´
ř
1ďjďnp
ř
kďj´i`1 a
1
k,j`1qEj,j`1θ,n
is diagonal for all 1 ď i ď m. Then we set
f
ı
A;d “ f ıAm;d ˚ f ıAm´1;d ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f ıA1;d. (10.1.2)
By definition, the element f ıA;d is bar-invariant.
By an argument similar to Theorem 9.1.6, we have the following.
Proposition 10.1.1. (1) We have f ıA;d “ rAsd ` lower terms, for all A P Ξın,d.
(2) The set tf ıA;d|A P Ξın,du forms a bar-invariant basis of Sın,d (called a monomial basis).
10.2. Stabilization of Schur algebras of type ı
Now we shall formulate the stabilization of the family of Schur algebras tSın,dudě1, analo-
gous to the family of Schur algebras tScn,dudě1 treated in Section 9.2.
Recall rΞın,d in (7.4.2) is a variant of Ξın,d which does not require the diagonal entries to be
nonnegative.
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Recall the set rΞn,d from (6.2.3). For 0 ď i ď n´ 1, A P rΞn,d for all j P Z, t “ ptuquPZ P NZ
such that
ř
jPZ tu “ R, we define the polynomials Qı,ti,R;A P R as follows. For any i P
r1, n´ 1sztr, r ` 1u, we define
Q
ı,t
i,R;Apv, v1q “ vβt
ź
uPZ,u‰i
„
aiu ` tu
tu

¨ v1pδi,1`δi,n´1q
ř
i`1ěu tu
„
aii ` ti
ti

v,v1
, (10.2.1)
where
βt “
ÿ
jěu
aijtu ´
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu `
ÿ
jău
tjtu ` 1
2
pδi,r ` δi,n´1q
˜ ÿ
j`uă2pi`1q
tjtu `
ÿ
jăi`1
tj
¸
.
We further define
Q
ı,t
r,R;Apv, v1q “ vβt
ź
uPZ,u‰i
„
aiu ` tu
tu

¨ v1´
ř
iěu tu , for i “ r,
(10.2.2)
Q
ı,t
r`1,R;Apv, v1q “ vβ
1
t
ź
uąi
„
aiu ` tu ` t2i´u
tu
ź
uăi
„
aiu ` tu
tu

¨ v1
ř
i`1ěu tu , for i “ r ` 1,
(10.2.3)
where
β 1t “
ÿ
jěu
aijtu ´
ÿ
jąu
ai`1,jtu `
ÿ
jău,j`uď2i
tjtu ´
ÿ
jąi
t2j ´ tj
2
` R
2 ´R
2
.
Given tuples i “ pi1, . . . , isq and a “ pa1, . . . , asq P Ns and a tuple t “ pt1, . . . , tsq satisfying
(9.2.6), we defined the polynomials Qt
i,a;A in (9.2.7). We can similarly define the polynomials
Q
ı,t
i,a;Apv, v1q in R, inductively on s starting with (10.2.1)-(10.2.3), for A P rΞın,d.
Propositions 10.2.1–10.2.5 are the ı-counterparts of Propositions 9.2.3–9.2.7. We skip the
similar proofs. The notations are understood in this section that :In “ In ´ Er`1,r`1n , and
:pA “ A` p:In.
Proposition 10.2.1. Assume A,Bj P rΞn,d, for 1 ď j ď s, and a pair of tuples pi, aq satisfy
the following properties: ropAq “ copBsq, ropBjq “ copBi´1q, @1 ă i ď s, Bj ´ ajEij ,ij`1θ,n is
diagonal and ar`1,j “ δj,r`1 for all j P Z. Then we have
r:pB1sd` p
2
n ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ r:pBssd` p
2
n ˚ r:pAsd` p
2
n “
ÿ
tPTi,a,A
Q
ı,t
i,a;Apv, v´pqr:pAi,a,tsd` p2 n, @p P 2Z.
Proposition 10.2.2. Let A P rΞın,d. There exist Zi P rΞın,d, for 1 ď i ď m, with Zi ă A,
Qipv, v1q P R and p0 P N such that
r:pAsd` p
2
n “ f ı
:pA;d`
p
2
n
`
mÿ
i“1
Qipv, v´pqr:pZisd` p
2
n, @p ě p0, p P 2N. (10.2.4)
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Proposition 10.2.3. Assume that A1, . . . , Al P rΞın,d satisfy copAiq “ ropAi`1q for all 1 ď
i ď l ´ 1. There exist Z1, . . . , Zm P rΞın,d, G1pv, v1q, . . . , Gmpv, v1q P R, and p0 P N such that
r:pA1sd` p
2
n ˚ r:pA2sd` p
2
n ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ r:pAlsd` p
2
n “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, v´pqr:pZisd` p
2
n, @p ě p0, p P 2N. (10.2.5)
Corollary 10.2.4. For any matrix A P rΞın,d of depth m and dltr`1pAq “ pa1ijq, there exist
unique ı-tridiagonal matrices A1, A2, . . . , Am P rΞın,d satisfying ropAmq “ ropAq, copA1q “
copAq, ropAiq “ copAi`1q for 1 ď i ď m´ 1 and dltr`1pAiq ´
ř
1ďjďnp
ř
kďj´i`1 a
1
k,j`1qEj,j`1θ,n
is diagonal for all 1 ď i ď m such that
r:pAmsd` p
2
n˚r:pAm´1sd` p
2
n˚¨ ¨ ¨˚r:pA1sd` p
2
n “ r:pAsd` p
2
n`
lÿ
i“1
Gipv, v´pqr:pZisd` p
2
n, @p P 2N, p ě p0,
where p0, Gipv, v1q P R and Z1, . . . , Zl P rΞın,d are given in Proposition 10.2.3 such that
Zi ă A.
Proposition 10.2.5. Assume that A P rΞın,d. Then there exist Yi P rΞın,d with Yi ă A,
Hipv, v1q P R for all 1 ď i ď s and p0 P N such that
r:pAsd` p
2
n
“ r:pAsd` p
2
n `
sÿ
i“1
Hipv, v´pqr:pYisd` p
2
n, @p ě p0, p P 2N. (10.2.6)
The following is a counterpart of Proposition 9.3.4.
Proposition 10.2.6. Assume that d1 ` d2 “ d and that b1, a1 P Zcn and b2, a2 P Zn so that
p∆
ı
b1,a1,b2,a2 is defined. Let A P rΞın,d. There exist A1i P rΞın,d1 where 1 ď i ď l for some l,
A2j P rΘın,d2 where 1 ď j ď m for some m, Ci,jpv, v1q P R for 1 ď i ď l, 1 ď j ď m, and
p0 P N such that
:p∆
ı
b1,a1,b2,a2pr :2pAsd`pnq “
ÿ
1ďiďl,1ďjďm
Ci,jpv, v´pqr:pA1isd1` p2 n b ar:pA2j sd2`pn, @p ě p0, p P 2N.
10.3. The stabilization algebra 9Kın
Recall the set rΞın and rΞın,d from (7.4.2). Consider the Qpvq-space 9Kın spanned by the
formal symbols rAs for all A P rΞın . We define an associative algebra structure on 9Kın by
rA1s ¨ rA2s “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, 1qrZis, @A1, A2 P rΞın , (10.3.1)
where Gipv, v1q P R and Zi are from Proposition 10.2.3.
For each A P rΞın , we define
f
ı
A “ rAs `
mÿ
i1
Gipv, 1qrZis, (10.3.2)
where Gipv, v1q P R and Zi are from Corollary 10.2.4. It follows by definition that tf ıA |A PrΞın u forms a basis of 9Kın (called a monomial basis).
By Proposition 10.2.1, we can establish the following.
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Proposition 10.3.1. (1) For any A P rΞın , there exists a pair pi, aq of tuples such that
f
ı
A “
ÿ
tPTi,a,DcopAq
Q
ı,t
i,a;DcopAq
pv, 1q“pDcopAqqi,a,t‰, (10.3.3)
where DcopAq is the diagonal matrix in rΞın with diagonal copAq.
(2) The element f ıA can be written in a product form as
f
ı
A “ f ıAm ¨ f ıAm´1 ¨ . . . ¨ f ıA1 , (10.3.4)
where Ai are ı-tridiagonal matrices defined similarly as in (9.4.4).
(3) We have f ıA “ f ıA , for A P rΞın .
Similarly, for A P rΞın , we set
m
ı
A “ rAms ¨ rAm´1s ¨ ¨ ¨ rA1s,
where Ai’s are the same as in (10.3.4). One also has m
ı
A “ f ıA ` lower terms. Thus
tmıA|A P rΞın u forms a basis for 9Kın (called a semi-monomial basis). Just like its -sibling,
the monomial mıA is not necessarily bar-invariant.
The following multiplication formula on 9Kın follows from Proposition 10.2.1.
Proposition 10.3.2. Assume the matrices A,B P rΞın satisfy that copBq “ ropAq and
dltr`1pBq ´
ř
1ďiďn βiE
i,i`1
θ,n is diagonal. Then we have a multiplication formula of the form
f
ı
B ¨ rAs “
ÿ
tPT
i
ı
0
,b
ı
0
,A
Q
ı,t
i
ı
0 ,b
ı
0 ;A
pv, 1q“Aiı0 ,bı0 ,t‰, (10.3.5)
where iı0 “ pr, r ´ 1, . . . , 1´ rq and bı0 “ pβr, βr´1, . . . , β´rq.
We define a bar involution on 9Kın by
rAs “ rAs `
sÿ
i“1
Hipv, 1qrYis, @A P rΞın , (10.3.6)
where Hipv, v1q and Yi ă A are from Proposition 10.2.5. By a standard argument, we can
now establish the existence of the stably canonical basis for 9Kın .
Proposition 10.3.3. (1) For any A P rΞın , there exists a unique element tAu in 9Kın such
that
tAu “ tAu, tAu “ rAs `
ÿ
A1ăA
π
ı
A,A1rA1s, πıA,A1 P v´1Zrv´1s.
(2) The set ttAu|A P rΞın u forms a basis for 9Kın (called the stably canonical basis).
Let us summarize the main results of this section as follows.
Theorem 10.3.4. The algebra 9Kın admits a standard basis trAs|A P rΞın u, a semi-monomial
basis tmıA|A P rΞın u, a monomial basis tf ıA |A P rΞın u, and a canonical basis ttAu|A P rΞın u.
Recall our convention that rAsd “ 0 in Sın,d, for all A P rΞın zΞın,d. The following is a
counterpart of Theorem 9.7.3.
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Theorem 10.3.5. The assignment rAs ÞÑ rAsd, for all A P rΞın , defines a surjective algebra
homomorphism Ψın,d :
9Kın Ñ Sın,d. Moreover, we have Ψın,dptAuq “ tAud if A P Ξın,d and zero
otherwise.
We have developed the current Chapter 10 on the stabilization algebra 9Kın which is based
on the imbeddings Sın,d Ñ Scn,d, in analogy to the stabilization algebra 9Kcn in Chapter 9 which
was based on the imbeddings Scn,d Ñ Scn˘,d. Just as the imbeddings Scn,d Ñ Scn˘,d lead to a
realization of 9Kcn as a subquotient of
9Kcn˘ (see Proposition 9.8.2), the imbeddings S
ı
n,d Ñ Scn,d
lead to a realization of 9Kın as a subquotient of
9Kcn.
We shall simply formulate the statement below and skip the detail (compare with [BLW14]).
Let J ıă be the Qpvq-subspace of 9Kcn spanned by rAs for A “ paijq P rΞın with ar`1,r`1 ă 0.
Then one shows that J ıă is a two-sided ideal of
9Kcn with a stably canonical basis
ttAuˇˇA “ paijq P rΞın , ar`1,r`1 ă 0u.
Moreover, the natural linear map
9Kın ÝÑ 9Kcn{J ıă , rAs ÞÑ rAs ` J ıă
is an algebra isomorphism, and it preserves the stably canonical bases. We summarize these
as follows.
Theorem 10.3.6. The algebra 9Kın is a subquotient of the algebra
9Kcn with compatible stably
canonical bases.
We finally discuss the comultiplication on 9Kın . Let
Zın “ tλ “ pλiqiPZ P Zcn|λr`1 “ 1u, Zı,an “ tλ P Zn|λr`1 “ 0u.
Note that there is a canonical bijection Zın » Zn, which we shall identify. For any a,b P Zın ,
let b 9K
ı
a
denote the subspace of 9Kın spanned by the standard basis element rAs such that
ropAq “ b and copAq “ a. For any b, a,b1, a1 P Zın and b2, a2 P Zı,an such that pb1,b2q |ù b
and pa1, a2q |ù a, we define a linear map
∆ı
b1,a1,b2,a2 : b
9Kı
a
ÝÑ b1 9Kıa1 b b2 9Ka2, (10.3.7)
by
∆ı
b1,a1,b2,a2prAsq “
ÿ
i,j
Ci,jpv, 1qrA1is b arA2j s,
where b2 9Ka2 is a component of 9Kn, Ci,jpv, v1q, A1i and A2j are given in Proposition 10.2.6.
We shall call the collection
9∆ı “ p∆ı
b1,a1,b2,a2qb1,a1PZın ,b2,a2PZn
the comultiplication of 9Kın . Let g
C
A,B and h
C1,C2
C be the structure constants of
9Kın of the
multiplication and comultiplication, respectively, with respect to the standard bases. We
have the following ı-counterparts of the commutative diagrams (9.6.2) and (9.6.4) for the
comultiplication 9∆c.
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Proposition 10.3.7. (1) The 9∆ı is an algebra homomorphism in the following sense:
for all A,B,C 1 P rΞın , C2 P rΘn one hasÿ
CPrΞı
n
gCA,Bh
C1,C2
C “
ÿ
A1,B1PrΞı
n
,A2,B2PrΘn
h
A1,A2
A h
B1,B2
B g
C1
A1,B1
agC
2
A2,B2 . (10.3.8)
(2) The 9∆ı is coassociative in the following sense: for all A,A1 P rΞın , A2, A3 P rΘn, one
has ÿ
CPrΞı
n
h
C,A3
A h
A1,A2
C “
ÿ
BPrΘn
h
A1,B
A
ah
A2,A3
B . (10.3.9)
Recall from Remark 9.5.2 that 9Kn is isomorphic to an idempotented quantum pgln.
Proposition 10.3.8. The pair p 9Kn, 9Kın q forms a quantum symmetric pair.
10.4. Stabilization algebra of type ı
Recall the subalgebra Sın,d of S
c
n,d from (8.1.2). In analogue with the operator dltr`1, we
can define the operator dlt0. For each ı-tridiagonal matrix A P Ξın,d (cf. (8.1.1)) such that
dlt0pAq ´
ř
1ďiďn αiE
i,i`1
θ,n is diagonal, we introduce the following element in S
ı
n,d:
:f
ı
A;d “ f pαnqn ˚ f pαn´1qn´1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f pα1q1 ˚ f pαnq0 1copAq P Sın,d. (10.4.1)
Now repeat the process of the ı-version. We obtain an associative algebra 9Kın with a
basis rAs parametrized by the matrices A in rΞın, (which is defined exactly the same as rΞın,
with the roles of r ` 1 and 0 switched). Moreover, to each matrix A in rΞın,d, we can define
elements f ıA , m
ı
A and tAu in 9Kın , similar to those elements indexed by ı in 9Kın , now starting
with (10.4.1). Then all the main results for 9Kın admit counterparts for the algebra
9Kın .
Theorem 10.4.1. (1) The algebra 9Kın admits a standard basis trAs|A P rΞın u, a semi-
monomial basis tmıA|A P rΞın u, a monomial basis tf ıA |A P rΞın u, and a canonical basis
ttAu|A P rΞın u.
(2) The assignment rAs ÞÑ rAsd, for all A P rΞın , defines a surjective algebra homomor-
phism Ψın,d :
9Kın Ñ Sın,d such that Ψın,dptAuq “ tAud if A P Ξın,d and zero otherwise.
(3) 9Kın is a subquotient of
9Kcn with compatible stably canonical bases.
(4) The pair p 9Kn, 9Kın q forms an idempotented quantum symmetric pair.
10.5. Stabilization algebra of type ıı
Recall the subalgebra Sııη,d of S
c
n,d from (8.4.2). For each ıı-tridiagonal matrix A P Ξııη,d
(cf. (8.1.1)) such that the matrix dlt0,rpAq ´
ř
1ďiďη αiE
i,i`1
θ,η is diagonal, we introduce the
following element f ııA;d in S
ıı
η,d:
f ııA;d “ f pαηqη`1 ˚ f pαr´1qr ˚
´
f pαη´1qη ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f pαrqr`1
¯
˚
´
f
pαr´1q
r´1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ f pα0q0
¯
˚ 1copAq P Sııη,d. (10.5.1)
We collect the main results of 9Kııη in the following. The proofs are very similar to the
previous cases, and so we shall skip them to avoid redundancy.
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Theorem 10.5.1. (1) The algebra 9Kııη admits a standard basis trAs|A P rΞııη u, a semi-
monomial basis tmııA|A P rΞııη u, a monomial basis tf ııA |A P rΞııη u, and a canonical basis
ttAu|A P rΞııη u.
(2) The assignment rAs ÞÑ rAsd, for all A P rΞııη , defines a surjective algebra homomor-
phism Ψııη,d :
9Kııη Ñ Sııη,d such that Ψııη,dptAuq “ tAud if A P Ξııη,d and zero otherwise.
(3) 9Kııη is a subquotient of
9Kın and
9Kın , with compatible stably canonical bases.
(4) The pair p 9Kη, 9Kııη q is an idempotented quantum symmetric pair.
Let us summarize the interrelations among different family of Schur algebras, as well as
the interrelations among different family of stabilization algebras of types , ı, ı, ıı.
Recall n˘ “ n ` 2, n “ n` 1, and n “ η ` 1, where n is even. On the Schur algebra level,
we have the following commutative diagram for natural inclusions of Schur algebras:
S
ı
n,d  p
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
Sııη,d
.

==④④④④④④④④
 p
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
Scn,d

 // Scn˘,d
S
ı
n,d
.

==④④④④④④④④
(10.5.2)
On the stabilization algebra level, we have the following diagram of subquotients:
9Kın
sq
~~~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
9Kııη
9Kcn
sq
````❅❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
sq⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
9Kcn˘sq
oooo
9Kın
sq
````❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
(10.5.3)
where the notation K1
sq
։ K2 stands for the statement that K2 is a subquotient of K1. Re-
markably, all the subquotients between various pairs of algebras preserve the stably canonical
bases.
Remark 10.5.2. One can show that the Schur algebras Sın,d and S
ı
n,d are isomorphic with
compatible standard and canonical bases. This isomorphism can be further lifted to the
stabilization level. The proofs of these isomorphisms is given in [FL17].
APPENDIX A
Constructions in finite type C
We shall present more details on results in finite type C which was only sketched in [BKLW14].
In addition, we will present details on comultiplications and transfer maps in finite type C,
adapting the finite type B formulation in [FL15]. This will serve as a helpful preparation
for formulation and computations in affine type C which are presented in the main text.
A.1. Multiplication formulas
Recall that n “ 2r ` 1. We fix a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form Q :
F2dq ˆ F2dq Ñ Fq. Let Spp2dq be the symplectic subgroup of GLp2dq which consists of all
elements g such that Qpgu, gu1q “ Qpu, u1q, @u, u1 P F2dq . Consider the following sets
Xc “ t0 “ L0 Ă L1 Ă . . . Ă Ln “ F2dq |Ln´i “ LKi u,
Yc “ t0 “ L0 1Ă L1 1Ă . . . 1Ă L2d “ F2dq
ˇˇ
L2d´i “ LKi u,
cΞ “
!
A “ paijq P MatnˆnpNq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
i,jPr1,ns
aij “ 2d, aij “ an`1´i,n`1´j, @i, j P r1, ns
)
,
cΠ “
!
B “ pbijq P Matnˆ2dpNq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
iPr1,ns
bij “ 1, bij “ bn`1´i,2d`1´j , @i P r1, ns, j P r1, 2ds
)
,
cΣ “
!
σ “ pσijq P Mat2dˆ2dpNq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
iPr1,2ds
σij “ 1 “
ÿ
jPr1,2ds
σij ,
σij “ σ2d`1´i,2d`1´j, @i, j P r1, 2ds
)
.
The notation
1Ă above denotes inclusion of codimension 1 as before. The action of Spp2dq
on F2dq induces a well-defined action of Spp2dq on Xc and Yc. Let Spp2dq act diagonally on
Xc ˆXc and Yc ˆ Yc.
Lemma A.1.1. [BKLW14, Lemma 6.5] There are natural bijections Spp2dqzXcˆXc ÐÑ cΞ,
Spp2dqzXc ˆ Yc ÐÑ cΠ, and Spp2dqzYc ˆ Yc ÐÑ cΣ.
Let cSd “ ASpp2dqpXc ˆ Xcq be the algebra of Spp2dq-invariant A-valued functions on
Xc ˆXc, where A “ Zrv, v´1s and the multiplication is given by a convolution product.
The most typical phenomenon of type C already shows up when n “ 5, and so let us
consider this case in detail. Let Vk be a 2d-dimensional vector space over k “ Fq equipped
with a non-degenerate symplectic form. Let pLi|0 ď i ď 5q be a flag of vector subspaces in
Vk such that L
K
i “ L5´i for i P r0, 5s. Consider the set
Zi “ tU Ď Vk| dimk U “ 1, U Ď Li, U Ę Li´1u, @i P r1, 4s.
The following lemma is an analogue of [FL14, Lemma 3.1.3] with an easier proof.
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Lemma A.1.2. For n “ 5, we have #Z3 “ qdimL2 qdimL3{L2´1q´1 and #Z4 “ qdimL3 q
dimL4{L3´1
q´1
.
Proof. Because all lines in Vk are isotropic, we have
#Z3 “ q
dimL3 ´ 1
q ´ 1 ´
qdimL2 ´ 1
q ´ 1 “ q
dimL2
qdimL3{L2 ´ 1
q ´ 1 .
The counting for Z4 is the same. 
We have the following multiplication formula in finite type C. Let Ei,j for all 1 ď i, j ď n,
the standard basis of the space of n by n matrices. We set Eθi,j “ Ei,j ` En´i,n´j for all
1 ď i, j ď n.
Proposition A.1.3. Suppose that h P r1, rs and R P N.
(1) For A,B P cΞ such that ropAq “ copBq and B ´REθh,h`1 is diagonal, we have
eB ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jąu ahj tu
nź
u“1
„
ahu ` tu
tu

eA`
ř
n
u“1 tupE
θ
hu
´Eθ
h`1,uq
, (A.1.1)
where t “ ptuq P Nn such that
řn
u“1 tu “ R and
#
tu ď ah`1,u, if h ă r
tu ` tn`1´u ď ah`1,u, if h “ r.
(2) For A,C P cΞ such that ropAq “ copCq and C ´REθh`1,h is diagonal, we have
eC ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jău ah`1,jtu
nź
u“1
„
ah`1,u ` tu
tu

eA´
ř
n
u“1 tupE
θ
hu
´Eθ
h`1,uq
, if h ă r;
eC ˚ eA “
ÿ
t
v2
ř
jău ar`1,jtu`2
ř
n`1´jăuăj tutj`
ř
uąr`1 tuptu`1q
ź
uăr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu
tu

¨
ź
uąr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu ` tn`1´u
tu
 tr`1ź
i“1
rar`1,r`1 ` 2is
ris eA´
ř
n
u“1 tupE
θ
ru`E
θ
r`1,uq
if h “ r,
(A.1.2)
where t “ ptuq P Nn such that
řn
u“1 tu “ R and tu ď ahu.
Proof. We only give a sketch as it is similar to [BKLW14, FL14]. First the proposition is
proved for R “ 1 with the help of Lemma A.1.2 (which takes care of a genuine type C
counting). Then a similar argument using induction as in [BKLW14, Proposition 3.3] or
[FL14, Corollary 4.3.4] proves the general case. 
For A “ paijq P cΞ, we set
dpAq “ dimOA and dA “ dpAq ´ dpBq,
where B “ pbijq is the diagonal matrix such that bii “
ř
k aik.
Lemma A.1.4. For any A “ paijq P cΞ, we have
dA “ 1
2
˜ ÿ
iěk,jăl
aijakl `
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij
¸
. (A.1.3)
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [BKLW14, Lemma 3.5] or [FL14, Lemma 4.5.1].
See also the proof of Lemma 4.1.1. 
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We set
rAs “ v´dAeA. @A P cΞ. (A.1.4)
It is clear that trAs|A P cΞu form an A-basis of cSd, which is called a standard basis.
By a direct calculation using (A.1.4), we have the following reformulation of Proposi-
tion A.1.3 in terms of rAs.
Proposition A.1.5. Suppose that A,B,C P cΞ, h P r1, rs and R P N.
(1) If ropAq “ copBq and B ´REθh,h`1 is diagonal, then we have
rBs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vβptq
nź
u“1
„
ahu ` tu
tu

rA`
nÿ
u“1
tupEθhu ´ Eθh`1,uqs, (A.1.5)
where the sum over t is as in Proposition A.1.3(1) and
βptq “
ÿ
uďj
ahjtu ´
ÿ
uăj
ah`1,jtu `
ÿ
uăj
tutj ` δhn
´ ÿ
uăj
u`jăn`1
tutj `
ÿ
uăr`1
tuptu ´ 1q
2
¯
.
(2) Assume that ropAq “ copCq and C ´REθh`1,h is diagonal. Then for h ă r we have
rCs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vβ
1ptq
nź
u“1
„
ah`1,u ` tu
tu

rA´
nÿ
u“1
tupEθhu ´ Eθh`1,uqs, (A.1.6)
where the sum over t is as in Proposition A.1.3(2) and
β 1ptq “
ÿ
uěj
ah`1,jtu ´
ÿ
uąj
ahjtu `
ÿ
uąj
tutj;
For h “ r, we have
rCs ˚ rAs “
ÿ
t
vγptq
ź
uąr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu
tu
 ź
uăr`1
„
ar`1,u ` tu ` tn`1´u
tu

¨
tr`1ź
i“1
rar`1,r`1 ` 2is
ris rA´
nÿ
u“1
tupEθru ` Eθr`1,uqs,
(A.1.7)
where γptq “ řuďj ar`1,jtu´řuąj ahjtu`řn`1´jďuăj tutj´řuăr`1 t2u2 `R22 `řuěr`1 tu2 .
Let rΞc “ tA “ paijq PMatnˆnpZqˇˇaij ě 0 if i ‰ j,
aij “ an`1´i,n`1´j, @i, j, and ar`1,r`1 P 2Zu.
(A.1.8)
Denoted by cK the free A-module spanned by trAs|A P rΞcu. For any matrix A, we set
2pA “ A` 2pI.
Here I “ ř1ďiďnEii. By a similar argument as that for Proposition 4.2 in [BLM90], we have
the following proposition.
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Proposition A.1.6. Suppose that A1, . . . , As P rΞc ps ě 2q satisfy that copAiq “ ropAi`1q for
all i. Then there exist Z1, . . . , Zm P rΞc, cGipv, v1q P Qpvqrv1s such that
r2pA1s ˚ r2pA2s ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ r2pAss “
mÿ
i“1
cGipv, v´2pqr2pZis, for p " 0.
By specialization at v1 “ 1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary A.1.7. Retain the assumption in Proposition A.1.6. There is a unique associative
A-algebra structure on cK given by
rA1s ˚ rA2s ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ rAss “
mÿ
i“1
cGipv, 1qrZis.
A.2. Isomorphisms between type C and type B
Recall that S “ Sd is the convolution algebra on n-step type B flags defined in [BKLW14],
and it admits a standard basis trAs|A P bΞu, where (bΞ is denoted by Ξd in loc. cit.)
bΞ “
!
A “ paijq P MatnˆnpNq
ˇˇˇ ÿ
i,jPr1,ns
aij “ 2d` 1, aij “ an`1´i,n`1´j, @i, j P r1, ns
)
.
Clearly sending A ÞÑ A ´ Er`1,r`1 defines a bijection bΞ „ÝÑ cΞ. Let ψ : Sd Ñ cSd be the
A-linear map sending rAs ÞÑ rA ´ Er`1,r`1s for all A P cΞ. It is clear that ψ is an A-linear
isomorphism.
Proposition A.2.1. The map ψ : Sd ÝÑ cSd is an A-algebra isomorphism.
Proof. Since the structure of the two algebras are completely determined by the multiplica-
tion formulas in Proposition A.1.5 and [BKLW14, Proposition 3.7], we only need to see if they
match under the correspondence rAs ÞÑ rA´ Er`1,r`1s, which can be checked directly. 
Let ψ˜ : K Ñ cK be the A-linear map sending rAs ÞÑ rA ´ Er`1,r`1s for all A P rΞc,
where K is the algebra defined in [BKLW14, Section 4], a finite type B counterpart of
cK. The algebra isomorphisms ψ : Sd ÝÑ cSd (for varies d) and the stabilization procedure
(Proposition A.1.6 and Corollary A.1.7) which defines the algebra cK (and similar for K)
lead readily to the following identification.
Proposition A.2.2. The map ψ˜ : K ÝÑ cK is an A-algebra isomorphism.
A.3. The comultiplication
We define ei, fi, h
˘1
a P cSd, for i P r1, rs and a P r1, r ` 1s, as follows: for all L, L1 P Xc,
eipL, L1q “
#
v´|L
1
i`1{L
1
i|´δi,r , if Li
1Ă L1i, Lj “ L1j , @j P r1, rsztiu;
0, otherwise.
(A.3.1)
fipL, L1q “
#
v´|L
1
i{L
1
i´1|, if Li
1Ą L1i, Lj “ L1j , @j P r1, rsztiu;
0, otherwise.
(A.3.2)
h˘1a pL, L1q “ v˘p|L
1
a{L
1
a´1|`δa,r`1qδL,L1. (A.3.3)
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Also set ki “ hi`1h´1i in Sd. Note that our ha corresponds to d´1a in [BKLW14, (3.3)], and
the definitions of ei, fi, ha above for finite type C formally coincide with those for finite type
B [BKLW14, (3.1)-(3.3)] (except er, fr, hr`1).
Proposition A.3.1. The isomorphism ψ : Sd ÝÑ cSd sends ei, fi, ha :“ d´1a for i P r1, rs
and a P r1, r ` 1s in Sd to the elements in cSd in the same notations, respectively.
Proof. The element ei on both sides is a sum of all standard matrices A such that A´Eθi`1,i
is diagonal. Hence we have the result for ei by the definition of ψ. Similarly, one can prove
the results for fi and ha. 
We shall denote by Sd the Schur algebra of finite type A arising from n-step flags in an
d-dimensional space. For any i P r1, n´ 1s, a P r1, ns, we define the following elements in Sd:
EipV, V 1q “
#
v´|V
1
i`1{V
1
i |, if Vi
1Ă V 1i , Vj “ Vj1, @j ‰ i;
0, otherwise.
FipV, V 1q “
#
v´|V
1
i {V
1
i´1|, if Vi
1Ą V 1i , Vj “ Vj1, @j ‰ i;
0, otherwise,
H˘1a pV, V 1q “ v˘|Va{Va´1|δV,V 1 , @V, V 1 P Xd.
K˘1i “ H˘1i`1H¯1i .
(A.3.4)
In a completely analogous way to the definition r∆ in [FL15, §3.2], for a composition
d “ d1 ` d2, we have a comultiplicationr∆c : Scd ÝÑ Scd1 b Sd2 .
Then we have the following proposition, similar to [FL15, Proposition 3.2.4].
Proposition A.3.2. For any i P r1, rs, we haver∆cpeiq “ e1i bH2i`1H2´1n´i ` h1´1i`1 b E2iH2´1n´i ` h1i`1 b F2n´iH2i`1.r∆cpfiq “ f 1i bH2´1i H2n`1´i ` h1i b F2iH2n`1´i ` h1´1i b E2n´iH2´1i .r∆cpkiq “ k1i bK2iK2´1n´i .
Proof. With the help of Lemma A.1.2, the proof of [FL15, Proposition 3.2.4] can be essentially
repeated here. 
By checking the image of algebra generators of Sd, we have the following proposition.
Proposition A.3.3. The following diagram is commutative:
S

d
∆˜ //
ψ

S

d b Sd
ψb1

cS

d
∆˜c // cS

d b Sd
Following [FL15], we introduce the following notation
Λn,d “
 
a “ paiq P Nn
ˇˇÿ
ai “ 2d` 1, ai “ an`1´i
(
.
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An isotropic flag L of type C defines a unique element αpLq P Λn,d by
αpLqi “ dimLi{Li´1 ` δi,r`1, @i.
Then we have the following partition:
Xc “
ğ
aPΛ
n,d
Xcpaq, Xcpaq “ tL|αpLq “ au.
For any a,b P Λn,d, let cSdpb, aq be the subspace of cSd spanned by all functions supported
on Xcpbq ˆXcpaq. Then we have
cS

d “ ‘b,aPΛ
n,d
cS

dpb, aq.
We shall denote ιb,a and pb,a the embedding of
cS

dpb, aq into cSd and the projection of cSd
to cSdpb, aq, respectively. By abuse of notations, the projection from Sd to Sdpb, aq is still
denoted by pb,a. For any b, a,b
1, a1,b2 and a2 satisfying that
bi “ b1i ` b2i ` b2n`1´i, and ai “ a1i ` a2i ` a2n`1´i, @i P r1, ns,
we set ∆˜c
b1,a1,b2,a2 “ ppb1,a1 b pb2,a2q ˝ ∆˜c ˝ ιb,a. Let
∆c “ à
b,a,b1,a1,b2,a2
∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2,
where ∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2 “ v
ř
1ďiďjďn b
1
ib
2
j´a
1
ia
2
j vupb
2,a2q∆˜c
b1,a1,b2,a2, and upb, aq is the function defined
in [FL15, (44)] in finite type B setting. The definition of ∆c is completely analogous to
the definition of ∆
v
in [FL15, (45)]. The following proposition follows by comparing the
definitions.
Proposition A.3.4. Given d “ d1 ` d2, we have the following commutative diagram:
S

d
∆

v //
ψ

S

d1 b Sd2
ψb1

cS

d
∆c // cS

d1 b Sd2 .
(A.3.5)
The transfer map
φcd,d´n :
cSd ÝÑ cSd´n
is defined to be the composition cSd
∆˜c // cSd b Sn 1bχ // cSd´n bA “ cSd´n , where χpηAq “
detpAq for any A P cΞ and ηA is the characteristic function on the orbit corresponding the
matrix A. This is analogous to the transfer map φd,d´n : S

d Ñ Sd´n defined in [FL15, §3.6]
in the finite type B setting. By Proposition A.3.3, we have the following proposition.
Proposition A.3.5. The following diagram is commutative:
S

d
φ

d,d´n //
ψ

S

d´n
ψ

cS

d
φc
d,d´n // cS

d´n
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Finally, we address the ı-version. Recall that η “ n´ 1 “ 2r. Let
X ıc “ t0 “ V0 Ď V1 Ď . . . Ď Vη “ F2dq
ˇˇ
Vη´i “ V Ki u.
The convolution algebra on X ıc ˆX ıc is denoted by cSıd. We shall naturally embed X ıc into
Xc by sending a η-step flag in X
ı
c as above to an n-step flag
0 “ V0 Ď V1 Ď . . . Ď Vr Ď Vr Ď . . . Ď Vη “ F2dq
(where the maximal isotropic subspace Vr in the middle is repeated). Therefore,
cSıd is
naturally a subalgebra of cSd. Consider the following set
Ξıc “ tA “ paij P cΞ
ˇˇ
ar`1,j “ 0 “ ai,r`1, @i, ju.
By [BKLW14, Lemma 6.1], we have a natural bijection Spp2dqzX ıcˆX ıc Ø cΞı, and moreover,
trAs|A P Ξıcu forms a basis of cSıd. Recall a completely analogous subalgebra Sıd of Sd was
defined in [BKLW14, §5]. The standard basis of Sıd is parametrized by a subset Ξ
ı Ă Ξ, and
there is a natural bijection Ξı ÝÑ Ξıc, A ÞÑ A ´ Er`1,r`1. The following proposition follows
by the definition of ψ.
Proposition A.3.6. The restriction of ψ : Sd ÝÑ cSd induces an algebra isomorphism
cSıd » Sıd.
Remark A.3.7. It should be clear for the reader that the various canonical bases from finite
type B/C geometries are compatible under the isomorphism ψ.
List of Notations
atAud Canonical basis element of Sn,d §2.2, p 18
atAu Canonical basis element of 9Kn §9.5, p 89
tAud Canonical basis element of Scn,d §4.2, p 31
tAu Stably canonical basis element of 9Kcn §9.4, p 88
arAs Standard basis element of 9Kn §9.5, p 89
rAs Standard basis element of Scn,d §4.2, p 31
rAs Standard basis element of Sn,d §2.2, p 18
rAs Standard basis element of 9Kcn §9.4, p 86
A Ring of Laurent polynomials Zrv, v´1s §2.2, p 17“
a
b
‰
Quantum v-binomial coefficient §2.2, p 18“
a
b
‰
v,v1
Quantum pv, v1q-binomial coefficient §9.2, p 82
Ai,R,t Matrix obtained from A by shifting entries up by one row §9.2, p 82
9Bcn Canonical basis of
9Ucn §6.4, p 56
copAq Column sum vector of matrix A §2.2, p 17
: Bijection Ξn,d Ñ Ξn˘,d whose inverse is dlt1 §9.1, p 78
∆c Comultiplication Scn,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 §5.3, p 44
∆c
b1,a1,b2,a2 Component of ∆
c sending Scn,dpb, aq to Scn,dpb1, a1q b Sn,d2pb2, a2q §9.3, p 86
∆c: Renormalized raw comultiplication Scn,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 §5.3, p 43
∆c Comultiplication Ucn,8 ÝÑ Ucn,8 bUn,8 §6.1, p 51
9∆c Comultiplication of 9Kcn §9.6, p 91
9∆ Comultiplication of 9Kn §9.5, p 89r∆c Raw comultiplication Scn,d Ñ Scn,d1 b Sn,d2 §5.2, p 41
deppAq Depth of matrix A §9.1, p 79
dlti Operation of deleting kth rows/columns for k ” i mod n §7.3, p 63
E
ij
θ n-periodic centrosymmetric elementary matrix §4.3, p 32
Eij n-periodic elementary matrix §2.2, p 18
fA;d Monomial basis element of S
c
n,d §9.1, p 79
fA Monomial basis element of 9K
c
n §9.4, p 87
F Field of formal Laurent series kppεqq §2.1, p 16
J0 Idempotent of type ı in Sn,d §8.1, p 69
j0 Idempotent of type ı in S
c
n,d §8.1, p 68
n,d Monomorphism S
c
n,d Ñ Sn,d §5.3, p 46
n Monomorphism U
c
n Ñ Un §6.1, p 51
Jr,0 Idempotent of type ıı in Sn,d §8.4, p 72
jr,0 Idempotent of type ıı in S
c
n,d §8.4, p 72
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Jr Idempotent of type ı in Sn,d §7.1, p 60
jr Idempotent of type ı in S
c
n,d §7.1, p 59
9Kcn Stabilization algebra of affine type C §9.4, p 86
9Kııη Stabilization algebra of type ıı §10.5, p 100
9Kın Stabilization algebra of type ı §10.4, p 99
9Kın Stabilization algebra of type ı §10.3, p 96
9Kn Stabilization algebra of affine type A §9.5, p 89
k Finite field of q elements §2.1, p 16
Λcn,d Set of n-periodic symmetric tuples in N
Z of size d §5.1, p 40
Λn,d Set of n-periodic tuples in N
Z of size d §2.2, p 17
ďalg An algebraic partial order on Θn,d §2.2, p 19
m1A Semi-monomial basis element of
9Kcn §9.4, p 87
pc,bq |ù a ai “ ci ` bi ` b´i for all i §9.3, p 86
b |ù a ai “ bi ` b´i ` δi,n ` δi,r`1 for all 1 ď i ď n §5.4, p 47
n˘ “ 2r˘ ` 2 “ n` 2 §9.1, p 78
η “ n´ 1 “ n´ 2 “ 2r §8.0, p 68
n “ n´ 1 “ 2r ` 1 §7.0, p 59
o Ring of formal power series krrεss §2.1, p 16
pA Matrix A` pIn §9.2, p 84
:pA Matrix A` ppIn˘ ´ E1,1θ,n˘q §9.2, p 82
φcd,d´n Transfer map between Schur algebras of affine type C §6.1, p 50
φd,d´n Transfer map between Lusztig algebras of affine type A §2.3, p 21
Πn,d Set of certain (0,1)-matrices of affine type C §3.2, p 25
Ψııη,d Surjection
9Kııη Ñ Sııη,d §10.5, p 100
Ψın,d Surjection
9Kın Ñ Sın,d §10.4, p 99
Ψın,d Surjection
9Kın Ñ Sın,d §10.3, p 98
Ψn,d Surjection 9K
c
n Ñ Scn,d §9.7, p 92
r˘ “ r ` 1 §9.1, p 78
R Algebra Qpvqrv1, v1´1s with bar involution §9.2, p 82
ρ Algebra imbedding Scn,d Ñ Scn˘,d §9.1, p 78
ropAq Row sum vector of matrix A §2.2, p 17
Scn,dpb, aq Subspace of Scn,d of shape pb, aq §5.3, p 43
Scn,d Schur algebra of affine type C §4.2, p 31
:Scn,d Subalgebra of S
c
n˘,d isomorphic to S
c
n,d §9.1, p 78
Sııη,d Schur algebra of type ıı §8.4, p 72
S
ı
n,d Schur algebra of type ı §8.1, p 68
S
ı
n,d Schur algebra of type ı §7.1, p 59
Sn,dpb, aq Subspace of Sn,d of shape pb, aq §5.3, p 43
Sn,d Schur algebra of affine type A §2.2, p 18
cΣd Set of permutation matrices of affine type C §3.1, p 24
Σd Set of permutation matrices of affine type B §4.2, p 30
1Ă, 1Ą Inclusions of codimension 1 §5.1, p 39
Θapn,d Set of all aperiodic matrices in Θn,d §2.2, p 18
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Θııη,d Set of matrices in Θn,d whose 0th/r ` 1th rows/columns are zero §8.4, p 72
Θın,d Set of matrices in Θn,d whose 0th row/column are zero §8.1, p 69
Θın,d Set of matrices in Θn,d whose r ` 1st row/column are zero §7.1, p 60
Θn,d Set of n-periodic Zˆ Z N-matrices of size d §2.2, p 17rΘn Enlarged matrix set from Θn by allowing negative diagonal §9.5, p 89
9Ucn Idempotented form of U
c
n §6.2, p 53
Ucn,d Lusztig algebra of affine type C §5.1, p 39
Ucn,8 Projective limit of Lusztig algebras of affine type C §6.1, p 50
Ucn Subalgebra of U
c
n,8 generated by the Chevalley generators §6.1, p 51
9Un Idempotented form of Un §2.3, p 22
9Uppslnq Idempotented quantum affine sln §2.3, p 22
Uııη,d Lusztig algebra of type ıı §8.4, p 72
Uın,8 Projective limit of Lusztig algebras of type ı §8.3, p 71
Uın Subalgebra of U
ı
n,8 generated by the Chevalley generators §8.3, p 71
U
ı
n,d Lusztig algebra of type ı §7.1, p 60
Uın,8 Projective limit of Lusztig algebras of type ı §7.4, p 65
Uın Subalgebra of U
ı
n,8 generated by the Chevalley generators §7.4, p 65
Un,d Lusztig algebra of affine type A §2.2, p 18
Un,8 Projective limit of Lusztig algebras of affine type A §2.3, p 21
Un Subalgebra of Un,8 generated by the Chevalley generators §2.3, p 21
Uppslnq Quantum affine sln §2.3, p 22
X cn,dpaq Affine type C n-step partial flags of shape a §5.3, p 43
X cn,d Lattice model of n-step partial flags of affine type C §3.2, p 25
Xn,dpaq Affine type A n-step partial flags of shape a §5.3, p 43
Xn,d Lattice model of n-step partial flags of affine type A §2.2, p 17
Ξapn,d Set of aperiodic matrices in Ξn,d §5.4, p 47
Ξn,d Set of n-periodic centrosymmetric N-matrices of size d of type B §4.2, p 29
cΞn,d Set of n-periodic centrosymmetric N-matrices of size d of type C §3.2, p 26
Ξııη,d Set of matrices in Ξn,d whose 0th/r ` 1th rows/columns are zero §8.4, p 72
Ξın,d Set of matrices in Ξn,d whose 0th row/column are zero §8.1, p 68
Ξın,d Set of matrices in Ξn,d whose r ` 1st row/column are zero §7.1, p 59
Ξn,dpAq Set of matrices B in Θn,d such that copBq |ù copAq §5.4, p 47rΞapn Set of aperiodic matrices in rΞn §6.2, p 53rΞn,d Set of matrices of size d in rΞn §6.2, p 53rΞn Enlarged matrix set from Ξn by allowing negative diagonal §6.2, p 53
Ya Lattice model of complete flags of affine type A §2.1, p 16
Y c Lattice model of complete flags of affine type C §3.1, p 24
ζaA Aperiodic monomial in Un,d associated to a matrix A §2.2, p 20
ζA Aperiodic monomial in U
c
n,d associated to a matrix A §5.4, p 47
Zn Set of n-periodic tuples in Z
Z §2.3, p 21
Zcn Set of n-periodic symmetric tuples in Z
Z §6.2, p 52
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